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properly preparing Peace Corps Volunteers for service in
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land.
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day kinds of language situations you are apt to encounter
in your tour in Ukraine.

I would like to take this opportunity to thank each of
you for your service to Peace Corps, the people of
Ukraine and the people of the United States. Your gift
of yourself is truly appreciated.

Sincerely,

Elaine L. Chao

1990 K STREET, N.W. WASHINGTON, D.C. 20526
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Preface
This book is intended to be used in a competency-based language

training program. A competency-based approach to language training is
one which focuses on the specific tasks that learners will need to
accomplish through language. This approach focuses not only on language,
but also on the cultural context and purpose of the communication. Some
competencies are closely tied to work tasks, such as reporting an absence,
explaining a procedure, or making an appointment with a supervisor.
Others reflect basic survival needs like buying food, handling emergencies,
and using local transportation. Still other competencies are part of
ordinary social transactions, such as discussing home and family,
requesting clarification, or expressing likes and dislikes. The competencies
included in this book are those which we anticipate Peace Corps Volunteers
will need most during their initial months in the country.

The competency-based approach is particularly well-suited to adult
learners, who bring many advantages to the language classroom. First,
they are experienced learners whose cognitive skills are fully developed.
This means they can make generalizations, understand semantic and
syntactic relationships and integrate the new language into their already
developed first language. Second, adult learners are self-directed and
independent. They have strong feelings about how and what they need to
learn, and they take responsibility for that learning. Finally, adult
learnersespecially Peace Corps Volunteersare highly motivated. They
understand the importance of being able to communicate in the new
language in this new endeavor they have undertaken.

The competency-based approach takes advantage of these strengths that
adults ha.,t as language learners. First, it is designed to be relevant.
Because lessons are based dirxtly on the needs of the learner, there
should be no doubt as to their usefulness. Those which are not relevant
should be omitted, and any essential competencies which have been
overlooked should be added. (It is expected that further needs
assessments will be conducted in order to plan revisions to this text).
Second, basing instruction on competencies means that goals are clear and
concrete. The learners know what success will look like from the start and
can assess their own progress toward mastery of the competencies. Third,
competency-based language programs are flexible in terms of time,
learning style, and instructional techniques. There is no need to linger
over a lesson once mastery of a competency has been demonstrated and,
within program constraints, extra time can be devoted to more difficult
competencies. Lessons canand shouldbe taught through a variety of
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techniques, since different learners benefit from different kinds of
approaches. And there is always room for experimenting with new
methods, combining them with more familiar ones.

It is hoped that, with the help of trained Peace Corps language instructors,
this book will provide the basis for interesting, relevant language
instruction which will enable new Peace Corps Volunteers to function
effectively in their new surroundings and to begin the process of
continuing their language learning throughout their time of service.
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INTRODUCTORY REMARKS ABOUT THE UKRAINIAN LANGUAGE
BCTYnHI 3AYBAXEHHR npo YKPATHCbKY MOBY

Ukrainian, like Belarusian and Russian, employs the Cyrillic script and belongsto the Eastern
group of the Slavic family of languages. Its modern literary version began developirg at the
end of the eighteenth century, approximately ata time when all three East Slavic cultures were
turning away from Church Slavonic, the international sacral medium of Orthodoxand Greek
Catholic Christians, in search of national forms of expression uniquely theirown.

Under the influence of Romanticism and its idealization of folk culture, Ukrainian
intellectuals shaped their new literary vehicle by relying heavilyon vernacular roots. To a large
extent, they also discarded the vocabulary and syntactic structures of the old church language,
the very language that Ukrainian humanists had codified in the early-seventeenthcentury as the
classical legacy of all Orthodox Slays. They did this in orderto distance their literary medium
from the imperial language, Russian, which in its eighteenth-century evolution hadabsorbed
significant aspects of the Church Slavonic heritage. Among nineteenth-century authorsthat
influenced the development of the modern vernacular, the most prominent individualwas the
poet Taras Shevchenko (1814-1861).

Modem Ukrainian also exhibits the lexical profile thatwas molded during the late
Middle Ages and, especially, the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, when Ukrainianlands
formed part of the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth. At that time, Latinwas the language of
scholarship and civilization, whereas Polish served the needs of political and sociallife.
Thanks to these historical realities, Modern Ukrainian has close tiesnot only to its East Slavic
neighbors, but also to such West Slavic languagesas Polish and Czech. Tais complex kinship
notwithstanding, the distance separating Ukrainian, on theone hand, from Russian and, on the
other, from Polish like the distances separating Spanish from Italian and from French are
quite significant.

In the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, various politicalsystems were hostile to the
idea of Ukrainian nationhood. They disapproved and, at times, openly penalizedthe formal
instruction of Ukrainian at the middle andupper levels of the educational system, thus
curtailing the use of Ukrainian in many urban and industrialcenters. Nonetheless, Ukrainian
remains the mother tongue of the majority of Ukraine's 52 million inhabitants.It is understood
even in highly Russified regions of Eastern and Southern Ukraine. With the gradual
entrenchment of Ukraine's independence and democratization, it is envisionedthat Ukrainian
will become the active tongue of all her citizens. Thus, for the firsttime in Ukraine's one-
thousand-year history, the actual language of the people, rather thanthat of ruling elites, will be
the medium of political and cultural life.

-1-
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Intaxhaction

Ukrainian-speaking communities can also be found in Poland, Czechoslovakia,
Romania, Croatia, Bosnia, Russia (European and Central_ Asian), Kazakhstan, the United
States, Canada, Australia and South America. In fact, there are several million Ukrainians
living in the diaspora. Their speech patterns, spelling traditions and some grammatical
structures, especially in the West, differ somewhat fror 1 those of speakers raised in what used
to be the Soviet Union and its attendant states. In some cases, these differences reflect the
preservation of older forms, some of which were eradicated by the forced Russification of the
language, or by its necessary adaptation to modernity. In other cases, the differences reflect
the influence of the new linguistic environments to which Ukrainian native speakers
immigrated throughout the twentieth century. These differences, however, are not of such
magnitude as to make Ukrainian speakers from various parts of the world incomprehensible to
each other. Moreover, one characteristic of the current revival in Ukraine involves the
reincorporation of cultural and linguistic traits that had been eradicated from its native soil but
matured in the more favorable climate of Western democracies.

The language presented in this textbook reflects the variant which is currently in use in
Ukraine. Rather tl.an focusing on any specific dialectal variant, the competencies in this
textbook attempt to simulate authentic exchanges by educated speakers.

.2 13



hIlrOduCtiOn

THE UKRAINIAN SOUND SYSTEM AND ITS ALPHABET
3BYKOBA CliCTEMA YKPATHCbKOT MOBVI I TT AMDABIT

The graphic representation of Ukrainian sounds is fairly consistent and, thus, Ukrainian comes

close to the ideal of a phonetic language. For this reason, once students master the differences
between the Latin script used for writing English and the Cyrillic used for Ukrainian, spelling
will not, as a rule, pose serious problems. Rather than memorizing the entire Ukrainian
alphabet at once, it is more practical to approach Ukrainian sounds in smaller groups.

THE VOWELS

(1) There are six basic vowels in Ukrainian. Unlike in English, none of them is a diphtong:

A, a like English o in the word 'cot,' or a in the word 'father'

E, e like English e in the words `pen,' bet,"set'
like English i in the words `pin,' bin,"pit'
This sound never appears in initial position.

I, i like English ee in the words `meet,' beet,"deed'
Whenever this letter appears after a consonant, however, its presence signals the
softening (i.e., the palatalization) of that preceding consonant.

0, o like English o in the words 'resort' and 'short' with the lips more rounded.

Y, y like English oo in the words 'moon' and 'spoon' with the lips more
rounded.

(2) Four additional letters reflect the combination of the soft consonant /1, a (pronounced
like English y in the word 'yes') with the vowels a, e, i , and y. They are:

51, A like English ya in t:ie word 'yard'

e, e like English ye in the words 'yes' and 'yellow'

I, I like English yea in the word 'yeast;' or like yi in the concept
`ying and yang'

10, to like English yu in the word 'Yukon;' or the English pronoun 'you'

Whenever the above four letters appear after a consonant, their presence like that of

the vowel i also signals the softening of that preceding consonant.

3 14



introduction

The sound a + o (pronounced ike English yo in 'York') does not have a special
symbol. Consequently, this is the only a + vowel combination that is spelled as two separate
letters.

The number of syllables in a Ukrainian word is equal to the number of its vowels.

II In summary, ten Ukrainian symbols convey the sound of six basic vowels.

The vowel u never appears in initial position.

The existence of the four special letters .11, e, t, and to, precludes altogether the
following juxtapositions: aa, tie, au, ai and ay. (These are five spelling mistakes that
can be easily avoided).

The juxtaposition so is quite acceptable, however. Note, for example, the Ukrainian
spelling of York tiopc, or of the name Joseph nom.

THE CONSONANTS

There are TWO GLIDE CONSONANTS in the Ukrainian language:

tt, like English y in the words 'hey,' nay'
It shares a graphic symbol with the soft consonat it, which was described above. As a
glide, the sound appears either at the end of words, or in the middle immediately
preceding a consonant.

u, like English w in the words 'bow,' tow'
This sound appears either at the end of words, or in the middle immediately preceding a
consonant. It shares a graphic symbol with the basic Ukrainian consonant e, which
sounds like the English v in the word 'van,' and which can appear at the beginning of a
word, or in the middle immediately preceding a vowel.

The BASIC CONSONANTS in the Ukrainian language can be organized into four groups, in
accordance with the manner in which (or general location where) they are produced.

(1) There are five labial consonants in Ukrainian.
Name ir, Ukrainian:

B, 6 like English b in 'boy' 6e

B, B like English v in 'van' Be

M, H - like English m in 'man' em

(I), 47, like English f in 'fall;' like ph in 'phone' ecb
11, n like English p in 'spelling' tie

- 4 - /5



Introduction

Practice pronouncing their names in Ukrainian: 6e, se, 04, ne (remembex Ukrainian

e is like English e in the word 'set.'). You will notice that, to a greater or lesser degree.
the lips are involved in producing these consonants. This is why they are
called labials.

(2) There are nine dental consonants in Ukrainian:
Name in Ukrainian

A (9) close to English d in 'dress' ne

3, 3 like English z in 'zoo and 'zone' 3e

JI, n like English lin 'let' en

H, x like English n in 'nose' ett

P, p like Scottish rr itt 'burr' ep

C, c like English s in 'stamp' ec

T, T like Er . t in 'stomp' Te

Two dental-consonant sounds:

as like English dz in 'add zing' (when read together) use

like English/ in 'jazz' axe
These are not rendered by separate symbols.
Practice pronouncing their Ukrainian names: ae, 3C, Col. cu, ep, cc, me,ase, axe. You
will notice that, to a greater or lesser degree, the tongue movestoward the front
teeth when producing these consonants. This is why they arecalled denials.

(3) There are four sibilant consonants in Ukrainian:
Name in Ukrainian

like French g in the word 'gendarme' Ace

U, u like English is in the words 'tsar' and 'tsetse fly' lie

q like English ch in the words 'check' and 'cneek' me

III, to like English sh in the words 'sheet' and 'shingle' ma

The sequence of the sounds ut + ' has a separate symbol:

ILL, ru like the sequence shch in 'ash church' L'a
when pronounced as one word.

[The Ukrainian beet soup known as borscht in English, is spelled 6opu4in Ukrainian!
Mother spelling mistake that can be easily avoided is the juxtapositionUPI).

Practice pronouncing the names of these letters in Ukrainian:
are, qe, vc (Remember Ukrainian e is likeEnglish e in the word 'set.)
wa, Up. (Remember Ukrainian a is likeEnglish a in the word 'father.')
When practicing these four sounds imagine that you arebluing (just a little).

- 5 - 16



Introduction

(4) There are five velar consonants in Ukrainian.
Name in Ukrainian

F, r like English h in the words 'house' and re
the name 'Hemingway'

I", r like English g in he word 'get' and the re
name 'Guttenberg'
Under Soviet rule, this letter was struck from the Ukrainian alphabet to
make it closer to the Russian. It was officially reintroduced in 1990.

like English y in he word 'yes' nor
K, x like English kin he word 'skill' xa

X, x like Scottish ch in he word 'loch' xa

Practice pronouncing the names of these letters in Ukrainian: u, re, tiom, xa, xa.
When pronouncing these sounds note that they are produced with the back of the
tongue near the soft palate. This is why they are called velars.

CONSONANTS MAY BE EITHER HARD or SOFT (i.e., PALATALIZED)

The characteristic feature that distinguishes the Ukrainian sound system from the English is the

fact that each of its basic consonants can be either hard or soft. A soft
consonant is produced by raising the tongue toward the palate. For this reason,
soft consonants are also designated as palatalized consonants.

Each "consonant letter" in the Ukrainian alphabet with the exception of the basic
consonant a (which is always soft) represents, in fact, two sounds. Spelling convention
signals the presence of a soft consonant in one of three ways. Two of these we discussed
when presenting the vowels:

(1) A consonant is soft when followed by the basic vowel i

(2) A consonant is soft when followed by a "jotized vowel" i.e., ., e, i and to

(3) A consonant is soft when followed by the "soft sign" b i.e., the last letter of the
alphabet

Thus, Ukrainian spelling convention helps to distinguish hard from soft consonants.
But to appreciate the difference between hard and soft consonants, it may be helpful to practice
producing the following contrastive pairs of monosyllabic sounds:

6 17



HARD SOFT

Introduction

na (pah) / rut (pya, pronounced as one syllable)

can (sahw) /Qua (syaw, prciounced as one syllable)

nec (ness) / Inc (nyees, pronounced as one syllable)

HO (noh) / Hb0 (nyoh, pronounced as one syllable)

THH (tin) /'rim (tyeen', pronounced as one syllable)

In the above exercise, the English spelling is intended to help youlead the tongue toward the

upper palate when producing soft n, c, n,and m.

Another exercise that may help you distinguish the differencebetween hard English n

and soft Ukrainian n, involves pronouncing first themonosyllabic English word 'niece,'

whose n is definitely hard. Then, attempt pronouncing the samesound by drawing the tongue

higher up. This, ideally, will produce the word 'Hie,' whichin Ukrainian means 'nose' and

where the it sound is definitely soft!

In summary, there are thirty-three symbols in theUkrainian alphabet.

Ten of these represent vowel sounds.

Twenty-two symbols represent two consonant glides andforty-five consonant sounds.

The last symbol in the Ukrainian alphabet represents neither avowel nor a consonant.

It serves to signal the softening (i.e., palatalization) of thepreceding consonant.



Introduction

UKRAINIAN LETTERS OBSERVE THE FOLLOWINGALPHABETICAL ORDER:

PRINTED FORM WRITTEN FORM ITALIC FORM
A, a II, a A, a
5, 6 b", 6 E,6
B, B i3, $ B,8
r, r * f, 2* 1-,2*
r,r J, s r,r
,a, A * D, 9 * A a *
E, e C, e E,e
e, e 6, e C,e
)K, AC NC, 3IC X, AC
3,3 3, a. 3,3
14, 11 U, u H,u
I.i 2', i. 1.i
1,i 2, I. r,i
ti, tt a, u 11,a
K, x K, K K,u
JI, n JI, a J1, 4
M, Ni .4i, 14 M, 14
H, H gi, Ili H,u
0, o 0, o 0,o
n, n 3r, n 17,n
P, p P, p P, p
C, c C, c C, c
T, T * gir, in * T,m*
Y,y Y, v Y,y
0,4) 0, 0 0, 41

x X, as X,x
1-1, g ti, ti U04
III, in ill, U4 111, US

111,011 14, tif a u4
10, to 30, to 10,i0
A, A J1, a ft, A
b, b b, b b, b

Note that, in some instances, the written and italicizedforms of letters differs radically from their printed form.
Compare, for example: capital and small F,r z; T, s; capital and small J], A-1), ,, P. a; capital
and small T, T - at, ms T,

1 9
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Introduction

PARTS OF SPEECH
LIACTIIHN MOW

NOUNS AND THEIR MODIFIERS

Ukrainian, unlike English, is an inflected language. What this means for practical purposes is
that the endings of Ukrainian nouns and their modifiers (be they adjectives or pronouns)
change in accordance with the word's individual function in the sentence. Different functions
are signaled by the use of one of the six cases in the Ulaainian language:

(1) the NOMINATIVE, which is reserved for the subject of the sentence and whenever

there is no action described, also for the predicate of the sentence.

2) the GENITIVE, which is used to indicate possession, the object of a negated verb,
quantities of five and above, and types of quantity (i.e., a little, a lot). This case is also used
after some prepositions.

In this manual, vocabulary lists will provide the genitive form of nouns whenever it is
irregular, or whenever it signals a change of stem in the noun's declension. The abbreviation
`gen.' will be used for this purpose.

(3) the ACCUSATIVE, which for the most part serves to indicate the direct object of a

verb, or the object of some prepositions.

(4) the DATIVE, which does not require simple prepositions, serves to indicate the
indirect object of a verb, or to signal the physical or psychological state of the subject;

(5) the LOCATIVE, which always requires a preposition, serves to indicate some type

of location (physical or psychological), or a type of position;

and (6) the INSTRUMENTAL, which when used without any preposition can serve to

indicate the means by which an action is carried out, or a state of being or becoming. When
used with the preposition 'with,' it serves to indicate accompaniment. But, when used with
other prepositions, it can also signal the position of a subject or object.

To briefly illustrate the principle of inflection, we will show the changes that the noun

Mapis (Maria) undergoes whenever it assumes a different grammatical function.

20



Introduction

WORD STEMS AND ENDINGS

But before we do this, it must be stated that all words in Ukrainian (be they nouns,
pronouns, adjectives, verbs, etc.) consist of a STEM and an ENDING. The STEM of a
word is that part which is constant, i.e., which does not undergo change. All
word stems in Ukrainian end in a consonant, which as we saw can be
either soft or hard. Consequently, word stems can be either soft or hard.

The ENDING of a word is that part which follows the stem and is always
subject to change.

Thus, the stem of the noun Mapi.R is Mapia. Its ending, is actually the basic vowel -a.
(Remember that -A is merely the jotized vowel a, and that this special letter signals the
softness of the preceding consonant. Mapiii is, therefore, a soft-stem noun.)

1. NOMINATIVE Mapim [...] Maria [is a student.]

2. GENITIVE

3. ACCUSATIVE

4. DATIVE

[...]Mapit
[...]Mapit

[...] Mapho.
[...] Ha Mapho.
[...] rIP0 MaPho-

[...]Mapit
MapiT [...]

[I don't see] Maria.
[This photo is] Maria's.

[I love] Maria.
[I'm looking] at Maria.
[I'm thinking] about Maria.

[Give this] to Maria
Maria [feels cold].

5. LOCATIVE Ha 1VlapiT [. Maria [was sporting jeans]

6. INSTRUMENTAL [...] Mapiao [I came] with Maria.
Ilepen Mapiao [...] In front of Maria [there stood a table].

As we can see from the above chart, the stem Mapia is constant throughout the
declension of this noun. Its nominative (i.e., dictionary) ending -a changes to -i, -y, and -era,
depending on the function of the noun in each sentence. Spelling convention, however,
changes the conjunction of the a sound +i, +y, and +era to I, so, and ex, respectively.
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THE VOCATIVE FORM

The endings of first names (i.e., given names like Mapie, lean, Oxeana, Mapco, etc. as

opposed to last names like flummox, Koutoancbxa, etc.) undergo a special change when tlam
individual in question is addressed. For example, when we talk to Maria, we address her as
Mapie. This particular form of the noun is called the VOCATIVE FORM. Inasmuch as the
change applies, for all practical purposes, only to the first names of human beings and some
titles, it is not included among the cases. Under the influence of Russification the vocative
form was lost in some regions of Ukraine. Today, however, it is being reintroduced through
the school system. In the competencies of this text, the vocative form of first names and the
most frequent titles will be used whenever nacessary.

THE GENDER OF NOUNS AND THEIR MODIFIERS

Ukrainian, like many other Indo-European languages (Spanish and German, among them),
recognizes the grammatical category of GENDER. Thus, Ukrainian nouns can be
MASCULINE, FEMININE or NEUTER. This poses no problems when we deal with the first

names of human beings: Mapia (Maria), Hamaizin (Natalia), Kameputta (Kateryna), Mama
(Oksana), Anna (Anna), Poxcortaua (Roksolana), Yawfa (Uliana), 3aenucAaea (Zvenyslava),
R3eitoca (Dzvinka), etc., are all women's names and, as we can see, end in -a. On the other
hand, men's first names end in either a consonat or the vowel -o: Mapco (Mark; Marko), lean
(John; Ivan), .Tho5omup (Liubomyr), MuxaaAo (Michael), /Tempo (Peter), /:/anuno (Danylo;

Daniel), Bozaan (Bohdan), Bixmop (Victor), Ones (Oleh), Iwp (Ihor), Cepzia (Serhiy;
Sergius), Cmenan (Stepan; Steven), etc. Prominent exceptions to this pattern are the names
Mutwita (Nicholas), 51peAta (Jeremy), and X0Ma (Thomas), which are masculine names,
despite their feminine-type endings.

However, when designating objects or abstract concepts, grammatical gender and
biological gender have very little in common. For example, the word for table (cmi4) is
masculine; the words for book (xtotcxa ), and eternity (oiwiicmb) are feminine; and the word
for sun (come) is neuter.

It helps to remember that, as a rule, masculine nouns tend to end in a consonant (hard or

soft); while feminine nouns tend to end in -a (or its jotized variant -s).
Nouns denoting abstract concepts that end in -icmb or -iob are always feminine, for

example: Hal4i0liaAbHiallb (nationality), and po3no6idb (narration).

Many neuter nouns end in -o or -e, for example: micmo (city), and ',date (place). All
nouns ending in -enlist or -mum are neuter, for example: pegtenuti (sentence), and numatuts
(question).
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Nouns denoting small creatures (human or otherwise) and ending in-.fl (sometimes in -

a) are neuter. For example: dumb (babe); diets (young girl); nopocs (piglet);mess (calf);
izowa (colt).

In this manual vocabulary lists will identify the gender ofnouns in the following
manner: (m) for masculine singular; (f) for feminine singular; (n) for neuter singular; and (p1)
for the plural. Adjectives will be identified in the samemanner.

THE IMPORTANCE OF GENDER

Inasmuch as the types of change a word undergoes when assuming the various
cases depends on its gender, memorizing the gender of a word, along with its meaning,
is rather important.

All modifiers (pronouns and adjectives) agree in gender and number with thenoun they
modify. To appreciate this point, consider the differences between "our beautiful Oksana" and
"our handsome Ivan" when each group is declined:

1. NOMINATIVE Hama rapHa OxcaHa [...] Hani rapinrit ban [...]

2. GENITIVE [...] Hamoi rapHoi OKCAHH. [...] mumoro rapHoro ham.

3. ACCUSATIVE [...] Hurry rapHy Oicc.aHy. [...] Hit MOTO rapHoro biaHa.
[...] Ha Rainy rapHy Oxca Hy. [...] Ha Hamoro rapHoro lama.

4. DATIVE [...] Hamitt rapHiti OxcaHi. [...] Hammy rapHomy Isa

5. LOCATIVE Ha Haiu41 rapHiti Oxcaxi [...] Ha Hammy rapuomy hanoai [...]

6. INSTRUMENTAL [...] 3 Haw= rapHolo OKCAH010. [...] 3 Hamm rapist balm.

The pattern of changes that each noun undergoes also dependson the type of noun
(i.e., DECLENSION) to which it belongs. There are four declensions of nouns in Ukrainian.
These are presented in chart form in Appendix IV.
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PERSONAL PRONOUNS

Like nouns, personal pronouns change their form (i.e., decline) in accordance with their
function in the sentence. In the third-person singular, they always indicate the gender of the
noun they represent. The nominative form of the personal pronouns is:

SINGULAR PLURAL

R I MN WC

m you an you

sin he BOHN they
Bona she
sotto it

The singular form of 'you' mu signals familiarity. Thus, it is used only when
addressing children, close relatives, or people with whom you have establisheda close
friendship. The plural form of 'you' ou is recommended for formal situations, and
relationships that are only at an introductory stage. This form will alwaysgovern a plural verb
or predicate, even when it refers to a single individual.

The declined forms of personal pronouns are introduced gradually in the competencies.

ABSENCE OF THE ARTICLE

There are no articles in the Ukrainian language. Thus 'I see a man' and 'Isee the man' are
both rendered Eamy sullweirca.

STRESS

Stress in Ukrainian may fall on any syllable, but unlike Spanish, for example Ukrainian
does not use accent marks to signal the position of the stress. Many Ukrainian words havea
stable stress pattern. This means, for example, that the name MapiR is always stressedon the
second syllable: Mapiii, Mapti, Mapho, Marna. Many nouns, however, havean unstable
stress pattern. This means that the stress can shift within the stem of the noun, or to its ending.
Such shifts are indicated in the vocabulery lists following the competencies. Some words have
two acceptable pronunciation (i.e., stress) patterns.
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THE UKRAINIAN VERB SYSTEM

The Verb `TO BE'

The most noteworthy feature of the Ukrainian verb system involves the verb 'to be' 6ymu.
Unlike its English counterpart, this verb has only one form in the present tense: e. This form
serves the needs of all subjects be they first, second, or third person; be they singular or
plural.

However, the present tense form e is never expressed when mere
identification is being conveyed. Thus, the sentence "Maria is a student" will be
rendered as follows:

Mapis cmyaeiunxa.

Here, because the nominative subject and the nominative predicate are both nouns, a long dash
is used to separate them. In a sentence where the subject is a pronoun, for example 'she,' the
dash is omitted: Bona cmyaenmxa. The sentence 'He is a student' is rendered: Bin
cmyaenm.

As the equivalent of the verb 'to be,' the present-tense verb e is used only when
emphasizing a point: " [But] I am a student!" : A e cmyaeum! (male voice) or A e
cmyaenmxa! (female voice).

The future tense of 6ymu is:

6yny (I will) 6ynemo (we will)
6yileui (you will) 6plere (you will)
6yAe (he/ she/ it will) 6ynyrb (they will)

THE PAST TENSE AND THE INFINITIVE STEM

Ukrainian verbs recognize only three basic tenses: PAST; PRESENT, and FUTURE..
The infinitive of each verb always ends in -mu and holds the key to the verb's past tense. For
example, in the verb 'to be' 6ymu, once we delete the ending -mu from the stem 6y, we can
add the past-tense endings: -e,-.4a,-Ao,-.4u:

MASCULINE a /TN / six ram 6ya. I / you / he was there.
FEMININE g / Tit / aorta TaM 6y.fla. I / you / she was there.
NEUTER SOHO TaM 6yno. it was there
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ALL PLURALS MH TM dy.rni we were there
ALL PLURALS BH TBM 6y.int you were there
ALL PLURALS BOHH TWA 6yint they were there

As we can see, the past tense always expresses whether the verb's agent is singular
masculine, singular feminine, singular neuter, or indefinite plural.

TWO VERB CONJUGATIONS AND THE PRESENT TENSE

Beside the verb 'to be,' all verbs that describe a progressive state or ongoing actions (i.e.,
imperfective verbs) have three singular and three plural forms in the present. The stem of the
PRESENT TENSE always differs from the infinitive stem. For this reason, manuals and
dictionaries cite, as a rule, the third-person plural present. This form reveals whether a given
verb belong to the first i.e., "-ymb conjugation;" or to the second, i.e., " -amb conjugation."

(1) For example, the verb `to think' (oymamu) has the form aymwomb in the third
person plural, and thus belongs to the first conjugation. Its stem, once the ending is removed,
is aymati. The present-tense endings for this kind of verb are: y; -eta; -e; -emo; -eme, and -

ymb.

Aymalo I think stem+ y
TH nymaeui you (sing.) think stem+ em

nin Arne he thinks stem+ e
aorta nymae she thinks stem+ e
Bolo nymae it thinks stem+ e

MH nymaemo we think stem+ emo
BH Aram you (pl.) think stem+ ere
BOHH nymalorb they think stem+ yrb

These present-tense endings correspond to the future-tense endings of the verb `to be'
6Ymu, oona 6yaymb!

(2) The verb `to see' (6atirrtu), on the other hand, has the third-person plural form
Oaicamb, and thus belongs to the second conjugation. Its stem, once the ending is removed, is
6aR. The appropriate present-tense endings for the amb conjugation are: -y; -tuu; umb; -uMO,

-ume., and -amb. Thus, 6aliumu in the present tense observes the following pattern:
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si Cagy I see stem+ y
TH 6atullu you (sing.) see Stan+ NEU
BiH &AIM he sees Stan+ IfTb
BoHa rxporrs she sees Steal+ KIS
BOHO 61PIHTb it sees stem+ urb

MH 6BHHMO we see stem+ HMO
BH &HMV you (p1.) see stem+ sue
BOHN 6aHaTb they see stem+ aTb

THE FUTURE TENSE

All verbs describing a progressive state or ongoing actions (i.e., imperfective verbs)have two
forms expressing the FUTURE TENSE.

(1) The form easier to remember combines the future tense of the verb `to be' 6ymu
with the infinitive of the given verb. For example, the future of the verb `to think'
dymamu is as follows:

SINGULAR

(N) 6Y1AY AYmaTH

(TH) 6yhew hymaTH
/ Bona / BOHO) khe hymaTH

PLURAL

(MM) 6yhemo hyMaTH

(BH) 6yAeTe hymaTH

(Boum) 6yhyrb Arum

I will think; I will be thinking

you will think; you will be thinking
he / she / it will think;
he / she / it will be thinking

we will think; we will be thinking

you will think; you will be thinking
they will think; they will be thinking

The differences between the two conjugations do not affect the futuretense of verbs
describing progressive states or ongoing actions. Thus, the future of the verb 'to see'
6atiumu is as follows:

27
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SINGULAR

(m) 6yily 6a'ami I will see; I will be seeing
(Tm) 6yilew 6aurru you will see; you will be seeing
(ail t/ Bow/ Bobo) 6yrte 6alurnt he / she / it will see; he / she / it will be seeing

PLURAL

(Mb) 6yAemo 6aqu'ru we will see; we will be seeing
(au) 6yrteTe 6atiHTII you will see; you will be seeing
(mut) 6ygyn, 6atutTu they will see; they will be seeing

(2) The second form of the future tense describing progressivestates or ongoing
actions is used very frequently. (In central and Eastern Ukrainian it is the preferred form).
This type of future is constructed with the infinitive of the verb itself and the following
endings: -14y; -mew; -me; -memo; -memo ; -Mymb. Thus, `to think' in the future tense may also
be expressed as:

SINGULAR

(1) AymaTutay I will think
(m) nymarmmem you will think
(aiki/ Bona/ Bouo) AymaTume he / she /it will think

PLURAL

(Mb) AymaTumemo we will think
(au) AymarmeTe you will think
(scum) Aymammyri, they will think
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And, the verb 'to see' in the future tense may also be expressed as:

SINGULAR

(a) 6atnrrnmy I Will see

(In) 6aturnmem you will see

(Bin/ Bona/ Bono) 6alurrnme he / she /it will see

PLURAL

(MH) 6aturrnmemo we will see

(an) 6wurrnmeie you will see

(Bonn) 6axurrnmyrb they will see

Both types of imperfective future have the same meaning. Native speakers alternate
between one form or the other, depending on what "sounds" better in a given context. The
object is to avoid the repetition of similar sounds in a sentence (i.e,tiyay, 6yOeud, etc.).

THE IMPERFECTIVE AND PERFECTIVE ASPECT OF VERBS

Almost every verb in Ukrainian has two ASPECTS one conveying a progressive state, an

ongoing or repetitive action; the other emphasizing a completed action. Thus far, the verbs
presented in this introduction belong to the first category, i.e., they are IMPERFECTIVE verbs

(I). To illustrate the difference in meaning between this aspect and the PERFECTIVE aspect,
(P), consider the following comparisons between lasmamu and its perfective counterpart,
npotitunamu:

Past Tense

I: A NATAB/ quTana

P: A npognTaB/ npoturrana

Future Tense

I: 6M140 gHTATI4

P: npolonnemo

I was reading
I read [I finished reading]

I did read

we will be reading

we will read [we will finish reading (it)]

Also, consider the following comparisons between tcypumu and its perfective counterpart,
3aKypumu:
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Past Tense

I: A Immo / Kypana I was smoking; I used to smoke
P: A 3aitypaa/ 3axyparia I lit up; I began to smoke a cigarrette

Future Tense

I: 6ynemo Kyparm we will be smoking
P: satcypmmo we will smoke [briefly / suddenly / finally]

Inasmuch as the perfective aspect conveys states, or actions that have been completed
or will be completed, it does not have a present tense. Its past tense, like that of the
imperfective aspect, is formed from the infinitive stem + the endings -61-Aal-no; -4u.Its
future tense is formed from the future stem and present tense endings. For this reason, the
differences between the two conjugations do affect the shape of the future perfective.
Consider:

11P01-11,1TATII, BOHM IIPOLIHTAIOTb (I conjugation; -ymb) 'to read'

Past (npomtrra+-s/-.na/-no;-Jm.):

masc.
fem.
neuter
plural

npolmraa
npolitrrana
npolurrano
Hp0t1HTBAH

I / you I he read; did read
I / you /she read; did read
it read; it did read
we / you / they read; did read

Future Singular (npommTati+ -y; -em; -e):

A npomTalo
rH npoturracin
Bill/ Boxa/ BOHO npoturae

I will read [completely; from beginning to end]
you will read
he / she / it will read

Future Plural (npoturrati+ -emo; -yrb):

MH Hp0IIHTOZMO

BH npowrraere
BOHH npottscralarb

we will read
you will read
they will read
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3AKYPI4T11, BOHM 3AKYPSITb (II conjugation, -amb) `to smoke'

Past (3axypu-iB/-.na/-no;-Jui.):

masc. 3axypta I / you / he began to smoke
fem. 3axypitna I / you / she began to smoke
neuter 3axypitno it began to smoke
plural 3axypit.nm we / you / they began to smoke

Future Singular (3axyp+ -io; -HUI; -HTb):

Si 3axypto
'CH 3axyptuu
Riff BOHa SOHO 3axypirrb

Future Plural (3axyp+-HMO; -ore;

MR 3axyptimo
BH 3axypwre
BOHM 3axypsrrb

I will smoke; will light up
you will smoke; will light up
he / she / it will smoke; will light up

we will smoke; will light up
you will smoke; will light up
they will smoke; will light up

As the pairs 'iumamu- npo 'iumamu and xypumu-3axypsunu illustrate, the differences

between the imperfective and perfective aspects of a verb can be communicated with the
addition of a prefix in this case: npo- and 3a-. (There are numerous prefixes that serve this
purpose, and they will be introduced with the corresponding verb in the vocabulary lists of this
manual).

Many perfective verbs, however, will differ from their imperfective partner bymeans
of a stem change. For example the verb 'to decide' in the imperfective is eupiwyeamu,80144

eupituytomb (I Conjugation). In the perfective, however, this verb is eupituumu, eonu
eupituamb (II Conjugation).

To facilitate matters, the vocabulary lists of this manual provide thenecessary infinitive
and third-person plural forms of a verb, and then indicate whether a verb is imperfective (I),or
perfective (P).
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UNIDIRECTIONAL VS. MULTIDIRECTIONAL VERBS

Another feature that distinguishes Ukrainian verbs from English verbs is the category of
direction. Many Ukrainian verbs involving motion will have two forms: one indicationg
whether the motion is moving in a single direction; the other indicating a repetitive or habitual
motion, or a motion that has had a 'return" trip.

Thus for example, the verb 'to go' imu, corns tiDymb indicates movement in one
direction:

Maria is going to the conceit Mapisi ine Ha xotinepr.

John is going to church. )3AcoH ine no nepiani.

However, this verb's multidirectional counterpart xalunu, corns Waillrib will be used
whenever habitual (or repetitive) motion is being described. Consider:

Maria goes to concerts [regularly]. Mapisi xonirri, Ha xoanerfrii.

John goes to church [regularly]. ji,m3H X0AHTb ito nepicaH.

Maria and John went to a concert today [now they are back].
Mapisi i ,13,,KoH xogiuut Ha xotinepr cboroniii.

The meaning of a multidirectional verb can change, depending on the context in which it is
used:

Maria and John attend class together.
Mapisi i ibicoH xmlgrb Ha ypox pa3om.

Maria and John are walking in the park [without a specific direction].
Mapisi i Amon xoTurrb no napxy.

Unidirectional verbs accept a variety of prefixes which can change their imperfective aspect to
the perfective, or signal a type of movement. For example:

Maria will go to school today: Mapia aim Tto IIIKOMI morontii.

niTH, mai ninyrb (Perfective of imu)

Maria will not enter the room: Mapisi He 3atlxre no aimHaTH.

natrra, BORK 3atirorru (Perfective of imu)

32
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Multidirectional verbs also accept a variety of prefixes which can change their imperfective
aspect to the perfective, or signal a type of movement. For example:

John will walk in the park [for a little while] and will then go home:
Axon 170X0p;HIS no naptcy ti Toni nice nonomy.

(Perfective multidirectional)

John was walking out when Ivan saw [caught sight of] him.
RACOH BIDICIANB, KOJIN Isar no6aquo novo.

(Imperfective multidirectional)

In the vocabulary lists accompanying this manual's competencies each verb of motion is
appropriately labeled as either unidirectional or multidirectional.

SENTENCES

As in an English sentence, the basic word order in a Ukrainian sentence is subject-verb-object.

However, the highly inflected nature of the language allows for great flexibility of expression
and, consequently, alternative organization of word order. Inasmuch as the subject of a verb is
conveyed through the verb, the subject (be it a noun, or personal pronoun) may be omitted
from a Ukrainian sentence. For example, 'I see Maria and John" can be expressed as both:

51 6atty Mapho i IDKOHa..

Mapho i fidicona 6agy.

'We are thinking about Maria and John' can be rendered as both:

,llymacmo npo Mapho i ,11)Kona.

tlpo Mapho i Axon MN nymaemo.

However, modifiers tend to precede the noun being modified:

Our daughter, Okshna, is there.
Hama ixowma OKCalla Tam.
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They saw the American book.
Eamtinm amepnaancbay Kintactcy.
Amepnicancbay tummy BOHH 6BMHJIH.

By the same token, adverbs usually precede the verbs they modify:

I see poorly.
Horan° 6atty.

They read well.
Boxes ao6pe 401NIOTb.
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THE UKRAINIANS

Ukrainians tend to be outgoing, warm and sociable, so initiating a conversation with a
Ukrainian is not that difficult. In social situations, however, Ukrainians clearly define tilt,
borders between formality and familiarity. The style of language used among people who have
just met and are engaged in a professional project differs from the style of language used
among people who have developed a closer acquaintance and meet more frequently. It is not
uncommon, however, for people who have become close associates even friends-- to
continue employing, reciprocally, the formal eu form of address. This reinforces mutual
respect and does not in any way signal arrogance or dislike.

The transition to the more familiar mu occurs upon mutual agreement and, frequently,
is accompanied by a special "kinship toast," the so-called 6p1depuiackm that takes place over a

shot of zopfima (horilka is the Ukrainian word for vodka), or a glass of wine (eund), or beer
(haw). When mu is employed unilaterally it may signal disrespect toward the addressee. Its
unilateral employment is acceptable only when addressing children and considerably younger
family members.

Upon introducing oneself, it is customary to shake the hands of the people being
addressed, turning first to the women in the group. Upon meeting a group of close
acquaintances and friends, expressions such as the clapping on the shoulders (between men),
embracing (between mixed couples, and otherwise), and even kissing are acceptable. Such
ritual kissing is always on the right cheek. During the Easter season, the ritual greeting
involves three kisses, beginning on the right cheek. This ritual is extended at other times of the

year between family members and friends who have not seen each other for a long time, or are
parting for an extended period.

Among friends and very close associates, Ukrainian men don't shy away from the
rituals of embracing and kissing. They do realize, however, that in Western societies this may
not be acceptable; therefore, they may be reticent to initiate this ritual with an American male
friend.

In a mixed group of old acquaintances and friends, only men tend to shake each other's

hands, upon meeting. However, if an American man or woman turns to shake the hands of a
Ukrainian female acquaintance, no one will make an issue of it.

In formal conversations, i.e., those involving people who have not developed a closer
association or friendship, it is improper to ask about the other's well being. The question
`How are you?' in Ukrainian is tantamount to 'How do you feel?' For this reason, it should
never be addressed to anyone other than a close friend. It may be addressed to business
associates or anyone with whom you have merely a professional relationship, only if they have
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been absent for a while and it is common knowledge that they have been ill. As in American
culture, formal situations do not allow inquiries concerning matters or feelings that are very
personal.

Among greetings, the most neutral, universally acceptable in all social situations

are: 466pozo pdnicy! (Good morning!); ad6pua oath! and its shorter version ilo6ptiaeso!
(Good day!) and 1165pua eittip! (Good evening!). The most universal form of saying good-
bye is fio no6duennal (Till next time! / Till we meet again!).

Much less formal are the opener 17pusine (Greetings!) and the farewells Ey64isl (Take

care!) and IllacAtioo! (Good luck!). These, however, are used among people in a more
familiar relationship. Unlike the American 'Hello!' these expressions may not be used in more

formal situations.
There are differences between the politeness formulas used by Western Ukrainians

(L'v,iv, Ivano-Frankivs'k, and Ternopil oblasts) and those used by Central and Eastern
Ukrainians. The latter under the influence of three centuries of Russian rule and seventy
years of Soviet domination have acquired Russian cultural patterns. Nonetheless,
politeness formulas and forms of address preserved in Western Ukraine are gaining great
popularity. Thus, the Soviet titles mot:1dpi= and moodpuusica (`comrade,' m. and f.) are
giving way to the more courtly nan (Sir) and mini (Madam). Among the intelligentsia, the
urban West Ukrainian forms ao6p6Diti and ao6paititca (Sir and Madam; literally 'benefactor'
and 'benefactress') are also being reintroduced.

In Central and Eastern Ukraine patronymics are very frequently employed. The custom

of using patronymics dates back to the Middle Ages, before the tradition of family names as a
form of identification had developed. For example, prince Yaroslav's daughter Anna, who in
1049 mar ied the French King Henry I, is called in Ukrainian chronicles 'Anna Yaroslavna'
(i.e, Anna daughter of Yaroslav). Today when the first name is accompanied by the
individual's patronymic it serves as a respectful form of address, corresponding in formality to

the title pan (or pani) followed by the individual's last name. For example, if in Western
Ukraine formal situations require that Mr. Petro Skrypnyk be called `pdn Skrypnyk,' in
Eastern Ukraine the tendency will be to call him let us say as 'Petro Bohdanovych'
(Teter Son of Bohdan'). However, if Peace Corps Volunteers opt for the West Ukrainian
approach, which is also the closest equivalent to the American formula 'Mr. Skrypnyk,' they
will be universally understood. Whenever addressing a group of people at a seminar,
workshop, or general meeting, it is perfectly acceptable to say: Bad i nandoe (Ladies and
Gentlemen), or Illanekute mooapacmoo (Esteemed Gathering).

The effects of Russification are still felt in urban areas in the Donbas, Kherson,
Mykolaiv, and Odesa oblasts. The perception that Ukrainians belong to a rural, second-class
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society and culture was systematically implanted under the Russian empire and its successor
state, the Soviet Union. The inferiority complex that this created in regards to the native
language is especially felt among the population of these areas. For this reason, it may happen
that a Peace Corps Volunteer, upon speaking Ukrainian in these oblasts, will be met with
surprise , or even animosity. This is to be expected, especially from urban people with
superficial education. But this will be only an initial reaction. Subsequently, the surprise of a

foreigner speaking Ukrainian will incite curiosity. After all, only Russian was cultivated as an
international medium of communication. In most areas, East and West, an American
attempting to speak Ukrainian will be met with awe and gratitude.
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1. Competency:
Situation:
Roles:

JB
DM
JB

To introduce and identify self.
A formal social gathering in the daytime.
John Baker (PCV) makes the acquaintance of Danylo
Martyniuk, a university lecturer.

6puti Aettb! )103BOJILTe 1103Haii01411THC13. Si Axon &amp.
A A Ammo Map-rumoic. Apice uptiengo.
jlyxce npuemito.

VOCABULARY:

ru66pidi (m)
Aeln) (m)
mandawre = 2nd (p1) imperative of

A03136J1HTH, BOHA 1103136.11ATb (P)

noanattdmirrucm, nostiagamnscrbcst (I')

,I1,xott Bdtticep

a
Amino Main-mu&
AINce
upuemno

good
day!
permit!
to allow, to let, to permit
to be introduced
I [am]
John Baker

and (contrastive)
Danylo Martyniuk ('Daniel Martins')
very
[it is] pleasant [to meet you]

GRAMMAR AND VOCABULARY EXPLANATION

(1) The universal g, Feting R66puti aenb! Good day! (and its shorter form Ro6pdaeub!)
also serves as a simple 'Hello.' It is used only during the daytime, after 10:00 am and before
6:00 pm.

After 6:00 pm, the most appropriate greeting is 466pua eeseip! ('Good evening').

(2) ,110366.4bMe 110311a116.MUMUCb.

When John Baker uses the command ao3e6Abme ('permit') followed by the infinitive
namatiOmumucii ('to get introduced'), he is politely suggesting to Dany lo Martyniuk: 'Let's
become acquainted.' (In spoken speech, the short form of the infinitive i.e.,
1103162a6MUMUCb, is used).
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(3) The idiomatic equivalent of `[I'm] very pleased to meet you' is: iblze npuimuo
namatithasmucb. But, as in English, this formula may be abbreviated, for example:

flint& Ho nomagdmirrHcb. Pleased to meet [you].
gy)Ke npHemo. [I'm] very pleased [to meet you].

(4) The following sentences illustrate that, whenever identification is the goal of a statement,
the verb `to be' is always ommitted:

51 11,x6H Beixep I am John Baker.
A a 118.H11110 Mapnimox And I am Danylo Martyniuk.

PRONUNCIATION NOTE

In the statements 'I am John Baker' and 'And I am Danylo Martyniuk', both speakers will
pause very briefly after saying A:

Y._ [pause] 11,x(oH Eithcep.
A si [pause] Amino Mapnuthic.
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2. Competency:
Situation:
Roles:

JB
OK
JB
OK

To greet and be greeted.
At the project office.
John Baker (PCV) runs into a close acquaintance,
his female associate Olena Kravchenko.

- Ao6poro palmy,nazi OneHo! crtpaaH?
- ThAsyto, ace rapa3n. A y Bac?
- TaKco6i. 51 ute norano pouloanato no-yKpataiKomy.

Ta Hi...

VOCABULARY:

)66poro
paHKy
nitlti (f)
Condit° = vocative of Ontrna
AK cripiani?

Thibmo
aKyl3aT14, BORA p,31KylOTb (I)

ace (n) = alternate spelling of ycd
rapg3A

A y usic (y + genitive of au)?

TaK C061

noribto
p03MOBJUITH, B01111 p03MOBJ13110Tb (I)

no-yKpaincmcomy

Ta Hi...
me?

[I wish you a] Good...
morning!
`lady' [when the title precedes a first name]
Olena (one jf the forms of `Helen')
How are things [going]?
How's business?
How's work ?; You okay?

[I] Thank you.
to thank

the entire, everything [yadch (m)]
well; fine; all right; O.K.
And how are [things with] you?

so-so
still
not well
to speak, to converse
in Ukrainian
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GRAMMAR AND VOCABULARY EXPLANATION

(1) Unlike other greetings, the greeting allfpogo pdnxy! (which is appropriate before 10:00
am) is expressed most frequently in the genitive case (the nominative is ad6Pua pdnox). I.
this situation, the genitive implies the presence of the verb `to wish' 6ambnis, 6axdsomb: 'I
wish you (it 6a..wdio eam) a good morning!'

?.) aim Baker is addressing pani Olena directly. Thus, he must use the vocative form of her
first name: rani 04ino! The noun nod does not have a vocative form and does not decline.

(3) 01...,., 'avchenko's elliptical reply A y eac? (`And how are [things with] you?')
demon Amtts hat the common form of conveying possession in Ukrainian is through the
coi.strucciJr. y + genitive (this applies both to nouns and pronouns). Ukrainians use the
pr essive pronoun 'my' (Ada, M0A, Moe; mot) less frequently than English speakers.

When using a familiar form of address, the pronoun changes to y me6e: A mI6e?
This construction (y eac; y mI6e) is very close in meaning to the French chez vows /

ler toi.

The genitive form of personal pronouns when they follow a preposition (for example el / y) is:

(51) y mene (mu) y "lac
(r14) y re,Se (m) y sac

(Bin) y mciro
(Bona) y li' (lioni1) y HHK

(BOWS y nbtiro

Thus, for example:

All my [endeavors] are fine.
All her [endeavors] are OK.

Y /46ne ace rapes.
Y Ha ace rapdau.

SPELLING AND PRONUNCIATION NOTE

Ukrainian spelling rules recommend the alternation between the e and y in order to avoid
awkward consonantal clusters. Compare the spelling of the preposition 8:

y edc ?
Here, by using a vowel, the alternate spelling clearly separates the consonatsx and 6. The
preposition is read as part of the next word: Ax yedc
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A y odc ?
Here, by using a vowel, the alternate spelling prevents the doubling of the consonant e, which
otherwise would produce es sac. The preposition is read as part of the next word: A yak ?

A a mi6e?
Here the preposition retains its consonant sound, and is read as a glide, together with the
preceding vowel: Ae mthe?
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3. Competency:
Situation:
Roles:

JB
AM
JB
AM

To say good bye.
At the home of a friend.
John Baker and Andriy Moroz.

Atimpito, icarpa roAHHa?
Apyra. A momy TH rlirracui?
Bxe ni3HO. Meth Tpe6a km Ha ypox.
To ;to no6atiempi!

VOCABULARY:

AHapflo = vocative of Audpia
'carpi roktHa? (f)

Apfra (f)
gomy?
nwriTH, BOHI nwrgicrrb (I)

awe / yx6
H13Ho

Held Tpe6a
meuf = dative of .11
Tp66a
BOIuI tiAtrb (I) unidirectional

Ha (+ accusative) [signals direction]
yp6K (m) accusative

TO

Au no6agegaH

Andriy (`Anclzew')
what time is it?

It is two [o'clock].
why? / for what reason?
to ask

already
[It is] late
I need; I must

for me
[it is] necessary

to go
to
beginning-language lesson / class

then; well; in that case
good bye

GRAMMAR AND VOCABULARY EXPLANATION

(1) The idiomatic equivalent of 'What time is it?' Kompd toadna? literally states:
Which hour is it? (The pronoun Kompati is used to identify the position, or order of an object
within a sequence, i.e., first, second, third...)

Similarly, the only way to tell time in Ukrainian is by stating that it is the first,or the second,
or the third hour, etc.: /1pjea [zooua] (= 'It's two o'clock')
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(2) The idiomatic equivalent of 'I need to go' Meat mpl6a ama literally states: It is
necessary for me to go. In this situation, the dative caseof a tatext) signals that the subject
needs to do something. The adverb mpi6a is always used with the dative case.

Personal pronouns have only one dative form:

(R) mad (mu) lag
(TH)

olio

T061

tioy

OHO BaM

(Both)
(BoHo) ttomy

(Bowl) im

(3) In this competency the preposition na comes after the verb of motion 'to go' (irna) and,
thus, signals direction: 'to [toward] class' (na ypdx). When indicating direction, ma is always
followed by the accusative case.

SPELLING AND PRONUNCIATION NOTE

(1) As with the alternation between y and e, Ukrainian spelling rules recommend the alternation
between the i and a. This helps to avoid sharp pauses between a sequence of vowels or
awkward consonantal clusters.

Compare the spelling of the verb 'to go':

Bin lad na ypthc:
Here, after the final consonant in the word elm, it is better to begin the new word with a
vowel.

Men( mpe6a tima na ypthc:
Here, the alternate spelling allows for a smooth flow of one word into the other: mpe -
6aa - mu; the a acts as a glide.

(2) The verb ima is irregular in the past tense. Its stem consists of only one vowel: i (-mu/.
To prevent awkward sound clusters, its past tense acquires an additional syllable for the
masculine singular: quo; and the consonat -144 for all other forms:

SINGULAR:

knoll [male subject] was going
Ming [female subject] was going
im.n6 [neuter subject] was going

PLURAL:

iumai [we, you, they] were going

4 4
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4. Competency:
Situation:
Roles:

JB
PS
JB
PS

Topic 1

To inquire about the well-being of a friend.
At the host home, near bedtime.
John Baker and the host's son, Petro Skrypnyk.

Ilerpe, woof. Tx chormai 6niAt t. Slic ce6e nompacat?
Horatio. B melte ppice 6o.rarrb ronoaa.
OCb acrtipm. 1313bMH, 6yAb =Ka.
,E(y)Ke AAKy10. HaJJ06paH141

VOCABULARY:

Il&rpe = vocative of Tlempd
woo,
chorailin
TN

6.niTuitt (m)

AK

ce64
nottysi-ru, aomi nottyators (I)

is melte Ttpice 6o.raiirs ronoini
60AITH, BOH11 60ASITb (I)

ronos.1 (f)

OCb

acnipiut (m)
= 2nd p. sg. imperative of

y331111, BOHN Bf3bMyTb (P)

6yAb Adam

11313Ke /*Aro
Ham 6pailig!

Petro (`Peter')
for some reason
today
you, 2nd.p. singular (familiar)
Pale
how, in what manner
here: yourself
to feel

I have a very bad headache
to hurt, to ache
head

here [is]; here [are]
aspirin
Take!

to take
please; be so kind; if you please

Thank [you] very much
[Have a] good night!

GRAMMAR AND VOCABULARY EXPLANATION

(1) The inquiry Ric mu ce6e, novedau? (and its formal version RK au cedi nosiodeme?) may
be addressed to friends or close associates, only when the situation warrants it.It actually
means 'How do you feel?' and should never be used as casually as the English 'How are you?'

(2) Byab .411cw,a is the polite form of entreating someone to do something. It corresponds to the
English-language 'please' and serves in both formal and informal speech.
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(3) The farewell Rao *ink! is appropriate only late in the evening, close to bedtime. On the
other hand, the idiomatic equivalent of 'Good bye,' llo itolSektmut, Which we saw in the third
competency, may be used at all times and in all sitiadoes, bind or informal, with close
friends and formal acquaintances.

SENTENCE PATTERN AND GRAMMAR STRUCTURE

B H61re mface 6o.intrb roma
My very much hurts head.

3 6post - argot° .

qhe (Gut] weapoa is the word

A stir:omit militated to Lida Melaka (pox WNW
ofLarpue *sac& 1871.1913), a saalentist poet.

46
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CLASSROOM ORIENTATION
KTIACI

MAIN
III

11/7-111111:11g1

IWW)1011
sahtliellisallOtaidDellas

Jaccemo Hoiadovskyi Logo icon. Ulosioire RomaWier* °Moment Uoivonity,
Eames* ti.lLi.wbio hylo Assisay.

CULTURE NOTE: THE UKRAINIANEDUCATIONAL
SYSTEM

COMPETENCIES:
1. To respond to the teachesinstructions.
2. To request explanationof a word.
3. To express lack ofunderstanding, and torequest.

repetition of a phrase.
4. To state reasons for being late or absent.
5. To express gratitude.
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THE UKRAINIAN EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM

In Ukraine, children are enrolled in school at age seven. In recent years there have been
attempts to introduce children to formal schooling at the age of six. For the most part,
however, six-year olds attend special preparatory classes attached to kindergartens or to so-
called "zero-level groups" (tty.4boei zpynu) at various schools.

The school week has traditionally been six-days long. Lately, however, the five-day
week has been introduced for elementary grades. Classes begin at 8:30 in the morning and end

at approximately 1:00 or 2:00 in the afternoon. In schools with limited classroom space, a
second shift of classes is held in the afternoon. The academic year is from September through
May.

The compulsory system of education (3azwzbua cucmema oceimu) has two levels: a
partial high-school with eight grades (ttenoeua cepeatut oceima), and a complete high school
with eleven grades (cepeatut oceima). Professional technical schools (npocbmexyguyatu4a) and
technical high-schools (mexuitcymu) offer specialized secondary schooling. Students who fail
to obtain a high-school diploma before entering the work force have the option of attending
extension schools (3aottui uoco/w) or evening schools (oestipui uaco4u).

The proclamation of Ukraine's independence has encouraged a restructuring of the
former Soviet educational system. Today numerous alternative schools are being organized.
Some seek to revive native pedagogical traditions within the so-called "national school"
(ttauionaimua zutcona); others offer specialized training; still others emulate the West European
lycee and offer secondary training tailored for the university-bound student. None of these
competing models, however, has been firmly established as yet.

In addition to universal compulsory education, a system of higher education (euu4a
oceima) is carried out by eight state universities, in the cities of Kiev, Kharkiv, L'viv,
Uzhhorod, Chernivtsi, Odessa, Dnipropetrovs'ke and Donets'ke. In the major urban centers,
various institutes offer specialized programs of higher education. Training in all of these
institutions lasts approximately five to six years. Students accepted into the programs generally

receive a modest scholarship and dormitory housing. There are also special extension and
evening programs of higher education.

Currently being revived as an elite institution of higher learning is the renowned Kiev-
Mohyla College, which in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries served as the major
educational center for all Eastern Slays. Established in 1632, sixteen years before the founding
of Harvard, this school was turned by the Russian government into a provincial theological
seminary in the early 1800's.
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Until recently, university and institute graduates were guaranteed placement and were
required to "pay off' their education by accepting specially=designated appointments
(aionpawooamu 3a npumaueunsm). Today, the financial situation is such that not every
graduate is guaranteed a job. Thus, for the most part, young professionals find it necessary to
search for employment on their own.

Universities and institutes also offer graduate training (acnipaumypa) which allows
aspiring scholars to specialize, and to pursue the graduate degrees of 'Candidate of Sciences'
(Kau Ouoam uayn) and eventually the highest scholarly degree, i.e., 'Doctor of Sciences'
(aoanop nayK).

Discipline in most Ukrainian classrooms is much stricter than in North American
schools. Students may not get up during class or change their assigned seating in a room.
Eating or drinking in the classroom is not acceptable. Tardiness and unjustified absencesare
regarded as major breeches of classroom discipline. It is customary to reserve questions for
the period after the formal lecture or when class has ended. To ask a question, students will
raise their right hand to attract the instructor's attention. The informality of the American
classroom, especially of the inter-active language class, would surprise most Ukrainian
instructors who have not travelled to the West.

The grading method throughout the entire educational system is based on five points:
five being the highest and corresponding to the evaluation 'very good' (dyne do6pe); and one
being the lowest, a sign of failure.
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1. Competency: To respond to the teacher's instructions.
Situation: In the classrocm.
Roles: Male teacher and John Baker (PCV).

mT Ao6poro paincy, mule Betixep. Ilpoivy, ciAattre. Poaropiiim niongtinx
ila CTOpiH14i n'gritt, Bi3bMITb 301.11HT. 110%1HeM0 HUH ypox.

JB flute npocPecope, roaopim, 6ym, mom, Tpont noainbanne.
mT Ao6pe. Si 3HaIo, BH u.ie He Bee po3yMiere.
JB ilyxce Asixylo.

VOCABULARY:

mine (vocative of rune) Mr. (when followed by a surname)
BettKep Baker
np6my please
cipuitiTe = imperative, 2nd. pl. of Sit down!

ciadmu, song ciOdiomb (I) to sit down
po3ropufrb = imperative, 2nd. pl. of Open!

po3zoptijmu, eona ponapnymb (P) to unfold [a book, newspaper,
magazine, etc.]

niAppunix (m) manual / textbook
na (4- locative) [signals location] on
cropfnui = locative of cmordruca (f) page
&thin = locative of n' rinza (f) fifth (ordinal number)
Bi31,14111. = imperative, 2nd. pl. of Take!

80tili ef3b.mymb (P)
36111HT (m) notebook
noqam, BOHA 110t1Htrb (P) to begin
Haw (m) our

npockecope = vocative of npockg(vp (m) professor
rosopiirs = imperative, 2nd. p1. of Speak!

1-0130pliTH, BOHIl roadparb (I) to speak, to talk
-Taxa a little
noafaithime more slowly

go6pe (adverb) fine; well
3HaTH, BOHIl 3H1i0Tb (I) to know
BH you (formal)
ate yet I still
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He not
Bee (n) accusative everything
po3yMfm, B014 po3ymfans (I) to understand

GRAMMAR AND VOCABULARY EXPLANATION

( 1 ) The imperative (i.e., command) form of Ukrainian verbs, regardless of aspect or
declension, depends on whether the stem -final consonant is -11t or not.

(a) The imperative of verbs like ciadmu, eond ciadromb, whose stem ends in -a, is
formed by using the stem dada- [-yrb] and adding the following endings:

0 (second-person singular) = cilia! Sit! (you, familiar) 2nd person sing.
-MO (first-person plural) = cinattmo! Let's sit down! 1st person plural
-ire (second-person plural) = cinditie! Sit! (you formal, or plural)

2nd person plural

(b) The imperative of verbs like po3zopnjmu, y3Arms, and weopdmu (whose stem does
not end in -a) is formed by using the stem po3zdpu- [-yrb] , of3bm- [-yrb], wedp- [ -2m)
and the following endings:

41 (2nd person singular) = po3ropmil rJaopil!
-fmo (1st person plural) po3ropnfMo! Bi3h14640! roaopfmo!
-171. (2nd person plural) .2 po3ropHfrb! siumfrbl roaopftb!

(2) Ponapamb niapjnnurc ua cmpopfnui n' (`Open [your] manual to page 5'). Here
the preposition na signals location, i.e., the page where the manual is to be opened I unfolded.
In this context, the preposition literally means 'on' (rather than 'to', as in era ypdx `to
class,' Topic 1[3]) and governs the locative case.

PRONUNCIATION AND SPELLING NOTES.

(1) The locative ending -ia in such modifying words as n'Amia is difficult to detect by the
American ear and, therefore, it is hard to pronounce. It helps to first practice the English
exclamatory interjection `hey' and, then, to turn into the sound heey. It is this last sound
(without the aspirated h, of course) that appears at the end of feminine modifiers in the locative
case.

Remember that the vowel i softens the preceding consonant. Thus, when pronouncing
the m in n'smia, bring the tongue up, toward the palate! The word has two syllables, sounding
approximately like pya-t-yeey.
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(2) All singular feminine hard-stem nouns that end in -Ka undergo a stemchange in the
locative case. Their final-stem consonant -rt becomes a -q. This changein sound is always
reflected in spelling. Compare:

OCb n'stra cropiHica. Here is the fifth page.
MH Ha reaTin crophali. We are on the fifth page.

SENTENCE PATTERN AND GRAMMAR STRUCTURE.

51 3Haio, Ho BA use He ace po3ymiere.

I know that you yet not everything understand.
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2. Competency:
Situation:
Roles:

JB
MC
JB
MC
JB
MC

To request explanation of a word.
In the classroom.
John Baker (PCV) and his teacher Maria Ivanivna
Chaikovina.

IIXo 03HIMIC ue cnoso, Mapie holism?
Bolo ountgae «dictioruiry*.
A AN no-ykpalacwomy «pencil>, ?
«0 - Jil - am).
Asncro.
Ilpomy nyme.

VOCABULARY:

03HatiaT14, mai omaxitarb (I)
ue (n)
cads° (n)
Maple IathisHo = vocative of

Mapat !anima

Bona (n)

AK no-yxpaiumomy?
oniadub (m)

IIpomy mime.

what?
to mean, to signify
this (demonstrative pronoun)
word
Maria Ivanivna [=daughter of Ivan]

it (refers to Woo)

how do you say in Ukrainian?
pencil

You are very welcome.

GRAMMAR AND VOCABULARY EXPLANATION

(1) The demonstrative pronoun 'this' (r4eil, r4.R, tie) and its plural counterpart `these' (ni) point
to objects that are nearby, in close proximity to the speaker. These pronouns always agree in
number, gender and case with the words they modify. Thus, in the question Lilo amidetie
citdoo? ('What does this word mean?'), z4e- like the subject of the sentence, crufso (`word')
is singular, neuter, and expressed in the nominative case.
(2) In this competency, John Baker addresses his teachervery formally by using her name and
patronymic: Maple ledideno. Patronymics like first names always change to the
vocative when used in direct address. Women's patronymics always end in -lona and,
therefore, follow the pattern of -a -type nouns. However, all femininenouns that end in -ise
change to -ie in the vocative:
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Mapfx: 1.146poro palmy, Maple ludniano! Good morning, Maria Ivanivna!
Ha inist: orld6pnti nem, Harinie Bacitninao! Good day, Natalia Vasylivna!
Bikidpisn 6pidt adgip, Bindpie Ileipfano! Good evening, Victoria Petrivna!

(3) The polite formula npoury (please) is also used to express 'you are welcome'. The addition
of the modifying adverb apice (`very') conveys the phrase: 'You are very welcome.'

PRONUNCIATION AND SPELLING NOTE

In this competency, when the teacher names the Ukrainian word for pencil, she pronounces
each syllable separately: o-.ni-stub. This is the way Ukrainian speakers "spell." Instead of
naming each letter separately, the custom is to read the syllables of a word with emphasis.

Note that the number of syllables in a Ukrainian word depends on the number of
vowels:

Ma - pf - Si
JUl - ky -

Tilt
- phi -

(3) MA REE YA
(3) DYA KOO YU
(2) PYA THEY
(3) STO REEN TSEE

Each syllable in Ukrainian is clearly pronounced as a distinct and separate sound; it
never "runs into" another syllable. In writing, when it is necessary to carry part of a word unto
the next line, the break occurs only at the boundary between syllables.

SENTENCE PATTERN AND GRAMMAR STRUCTURE

03ila9de L e CJI6BO?

What does mean word?
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3. Competency:

Situation:
Roles:

To express lack of understanding,
and to request repetition of a phrase.
In the classroom.
Janet Baker (PCV) and male teacher.

JB - &Owl-re, nauenpocpecope, ane A He 3po3ymina, uro BH =mum.
T - A 3anwraB: 4110 BHp06HJIH smopa7*
JB rIpowy, nosTopina we pa3.
T Iilo - BH - p06HJIH - sqopa?*
JB Tenep A sac 3po3ymina. Bimpa A nficana aticru i amorryHana /roams

3aBi1aHHA 3 yKpaiHCbKOl MORN.

VOCABULARY:

agbatrre = imperative, 2nd. pl. of
egoaltumu, anus ezioagamb (P)

fie
3po3ymiiii, BOHH 3po3ymiH7rb (P)
CKS3ATH, BOHN CKthKyTb (P)

BOHH 3anwratoTh (P)
po6i1TH, BOHN p60.1IATb (I)
ugdpa

noarropfm imperative, 2nd. pl. of
noentoptinus, eonu noeindparnb (P)

.ue pas
we
pa (m)

Tendp
sac = accusative of ou
IIHCiTH, BOHH miuryrb (I)
.nHcni (pi)

BHKallyllaTH, BOHH BHKdHyIom (I)

110MiLLIHE 3111111,61HA (n)
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Excuse (pardon) [me]!
to excuse; to forgive

not
to understand, to comprehend
to say, to tell

to ask [a question]
to do [something], always transitive
yesterday

Repeat!
to repeat

one more time; once more; once again
literally: = still

one time

now
you
to write
letters
and (non-contrastive conjunction)
to do, to carry out, to perform
homework, home assignment
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3 yupainchuoi moan
3 (+ genitive)
yKpainchicoi = gen. of yvaitticbxa (f)
Wan = genitive of mow (f)
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of the Ukrainian language [class]
of; from
Ukrainian (adjective)
language

GRAMMAR AND VOCABULARY EXPLANATION

(1) The second-person plural imperative eti6atane! is the polite way to excuse oneself. In this
competency, Janet Baker is excusing herself for not having understood the instructor's
question: 'What did you do yesterday?'

When addressing a friend, Janet Baker would use the familiar singular: &Clam!
Ba6amme! / 13116att! may be also used to convey the English 'I beg your pardon.'

(2) In this competency, we see the past tense of the verbs 3po3yritlmu (to understand fully),
cKa3dmu (to say), 3anumdmu (to ask), poosimu (to do), nucdmu (to write), and
euKdnyeamu (to do, to perform).

The past tense is formed by adding, to the verb's infinitive stem, a masculine (-e),
feminine (-4a), or neuter (-4.9) ending in the singular; the universal (-4u) ending is used for all
plurals.

(3) The verbs po3yM(mu, 80114 po3y.Athomb and 3p03y.AdM14, 60114 3po3yrwtromb (`to
understand') can serve to illustrate the basic relationship beetween the imperfective and
perfective aspects. Both verbs have exactly the same stem. If the imperfective po3yminzu
names the action or underscores its duration or process, the addition of the prefix 3-imparts
additional nuances to the meaning of the verb. 3po3ymintu signals a completed action at a
specific moment, the end result (in this case, gaining full comprehension). Compare:

PAST:

I. ollAcoli 3dax,Dis melie po3ymfB.

P. axon 3po3ymiB ya

PRESENT

John always understood me.
John understood
( = grasped the meaning of) everything.

I. 124ActhieT po3ymle, mo ax Kixere. Janet understands what you are saying.
P. 0 [perfective verbs have no present]
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FUTURE:

I. Botha ctcdpo 6file posysttris pgraitcay MOBy.
I. Botha cxdpo posystinose rcpail` tchicy

Both forms of imperfective future convey = She will understand Ukrainian.

P. Bona sposynfe ne cn6so. She will understand this word.
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4. Competency:
Situation:
Roles:

Topic 2

To state reasons for being late.
In the classroom.
Female teacher and John Baker.

JB - )".(o3Bonure yuittrx, nazi npoclpecop?
T - flpoury, 3axoirwre. Ao6poro parixy, naxe Betixep.
JB - BH6a'rre, uro A crtiamscx. Mitt TOAHHHHK airrcysasca.
T - Higoro. CiAattre, 6yAb .rgacxa.

VOCABULARY:

BOHH riffixtyrb (P) to enter [within]; to come in
unidirectional

3sixogyre = imperative, 2nd. pl. of
3axdOumu, 60HU 3axdomnb (I)
multidirectional

BA6atrre, uro si cnimnisca
Crii3HIITHC51, BOHH CHI3HATICSI (P)

(m)
roux (m)
3incysimcsr, BOHH 3iIIC)110TbCA (P)

uigaro

Come in!
to come, to visit, to enter

Excuse me [for being] late.
to come late; to be late

my (possessive pronoun)
watch; clock
to break down

[It does] not matter. / [It's] O.K.

GRAMMAR AND VOCABULARY EXPLANATION

(1) R0366/IbMe yoiama (Permit [me] to come in') is close to the English 'May I come in?'
Here, the verb yoianui (`to enter,' to come in') consists of the prefix yei + the imperfective and
unidirectional verb find ('to go'). The addition of a prefix turns all Imperfective
unidirectional verbs into perfective ones.

As we saw withpo3yminzu and 3pd3yminiu, all perfective verbs have a slightly differ=
meaning from that of their imperfective counterparts. However, the addition of prefixes to
verbs of motion may significantly alter the original verb's meaning. Compare: inui, emu
adYmb with one of its perfective variants yeianul, eouu yetaDymb:
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ima, oonu tiaymb, being an imperfective verb, has all three tenses:

PAST

NACOH 11 16B Ha ypdx.

Ond Ha timmi Ha ypdx.
MH thILITA Ha ypcSK.

PRESENT

uty Ha ypdx.
TH Kam Ha ypdx.
nom Bettx.ep is Ha ypdx.

FUTURE

BPAemo iiTii niataat.

John was going to class.
Olena was going to class.
We were going to class.

I am going to class.
You (sg.) are going to class
Mr. Baker is going to class [now]. (etc.)

We will go on foot.

The addition of yoi-, which like the preposition a (`in,' `into') signals a motion inward,
toward an inner space, gives the verb a new meaning:

PAST

MICOH *Mu& AO KiMHATH.

011eHa *Rama AO KiMHITH.
BOMA yalitiwui pp Kivaram.

FUTURE

YnitkAl no KiMHATH.

Yilingelll AO KimHaTH.

YHItirce AO KNHATH.

YlifitgeM0 AO KiMHaTH.

YllitigeTe AO KiMHATH.

John entered the room.
Olena entered the room.
They entered the room.

I will enter the room.
You will enter the room.
He (She / It) will enter the room.
We will enter the room.
You will enter the room.

As we can see, the verb remains unidirectional but becomes perfective. It now speaks ofa
very specific type of motion, one that can be completed only in the past or in the future. The
verb is no longer capable of describing an ongoing action.

(2) 3axdabme! (Tome in!'). The prefix 3a-, when added to the imperfective and
multidirectional verb xoaamu, oonu xdagmb (`to walk'), also signals a motion inward in
this case, a movement into the classroom.

With the exception of the prefix no-, prefixes do not change the imperfective
aspect of multidirectional verbs. However, prefixes do tend to alter the meaning of
multidirectional verbs. Compare the present tense of xodsimis and 3axaurnu:

5 j
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blau, yxc6 x6wirrb.
Ivas' [= little Ivan] already walks.

ii(xam Tenep 3aX6AHTb AO ximHITH.
John is now entering [= walking into] the room.

(3) John Baker's instructor has used a multidirectional verb, 3ax6abme!, when inviting him
to come in. Thus, she signals that John is always welcome. When John Baker wishes to
invite friends to visit him at home, he may also use the command: 3axeiabme! The use of the
multidirectional emphasizes that this is not a one-time invitation like, for example, the
unidirectional command yeitiaimb! (`go in!').
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5. Competency: To express gratitude.
Situation: In the classroom.
Roles: Female teacher and John Baker (PCV).

T ,11)KoHe, mittxxa, SIKy A aam o6i4ana.
JB Apice BaM BWNHHt.
T Byrn, name nem 3a tuo.

VOCABULARY:

ocb here [is]; here [are]
laniama (f) book
nag = accusative of sad (f) that / which
06i1LIATH, BOHH 06i43110Tb (I) + dative to promise

indirect object
nam = dative of ou to you

BAsi.undt (m)

HeMa 3a irgs

grateful

You are welcome

GRAMMAR AND VOCABULARY EXPLANATION

(1) The demonstrative particle OCb is employed when handing an object; or pointing to an object
or an individual located near (or coming toward) the speaker. Ocb means `Here is...', or 'Here
are..'

Ocb lunixuca. Here is the book.
Ocb acrripAn. Here is [some] aspirin

BOHA. Here they are.

(2) The clause AV,i A 6a14 o6h4A.4a (`that I promised you') modifies the preceding word,
icittixtca (`book'), a feminine singular noun. Within the clause, the verb o6hpfmu (`to
promise') acts directly upon frxd (`that'). As a direct object, this feminine singular pronoun
must appear in its accusative form: m0.

OM Kura, Here is the book

AKI A BM o6iusina.. that I promised you.
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The accusative ending of all feminine modifiers and of all -a- type feminine nouns is -y:

SI o6iusEna Lao nntwxy. I promised this book.
Po3ropidn, yxpaticbxy mubtocy. Open the Ukrainian book.

(3) Beside having a direct effect upon an object, all verbs of promising, giving, passing on,
telling or thanking involve (explicitly or implicitly) an indirect object, i.e., the recipient of the
action. The indirect object in Ukrainian is always expressed in the dative case.

Thus, the teacher uses the dative form of au when she says eau o6i4k4a CI promised
you'). John Baker, on his part, also uses the dative form when he says eau atlitausii CI am
grateful to you').

SENTENCE PATTERNS AND GRAMMAR STRUCTURE

OCb 36alift, Alain A BaM

Here is the notebook that I you promised.

13toc 3#cu6u, 61K fWCbI
Live a afetirne, study a lifetime!

Popular apfsoricm
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TOPIC 3

CONVERSATION WITH HOST FAMILY
PDX/MA

Yuriy Narbut. Moos. and Child. 1919

CULTURE NOTE: THE UKRAINIAN FAMILY TODAY

COMPETENCIES:

1. To respond to questions concerning one's age, status and
profession.

2. To ask questions concerning the host family.
3. To describe one's own family.
4. To identify daily routines of the host family.
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THE UKRAINIAN FAMILY TODAY

Today in Ukraine there is a tendency to marry young, but statistics indicate that marriages
between people in their early twenties do not last as long as unions made by partnersin thei,

mid- and later twenties. Families, in general, are small with no more than two children. A
variety of factors contribute to this. On the one hand, there is an economic crisis and a painful

lack of dwelling space. On the other, the aftereffects of the Chomobyl disaster a Ukrainian

tragedy with a Russian spelling (Chernobyl) have persuaded many couples not to begin or

expand their families at this time.
Nowadays it is not uncommon for women to bear and raise children without being

legally married. Contemporary society tends to accept this calmly as a fact of life. Families
with many children receive a small amount of assistance from the government, but there are no

government policies in place to stimulate the birthrate.
As a rule, both husband and wife work. After giving birth, a mother is allowed to take

a financially-assisted leave of absence for one and ahalf years. Afterward, she may prolong
her leave without risk of losing her job, but without any monetary support. Single mothers
also obtain assistance from the government.

The management of the home remains, with few exceptions, a woman's responsibility.
A man's duties will include fixing things at home, caring for the automobile, and heavywork

in the garden or orchard. Children are encouraged to carry out some of the lighter chores.
Among younger couples there hive been attempts to share the housework more equitably.
Given the critical economic situation and the absence of many staples and commodities, men

and even children are now forced to help out by doing the shopping andstanding in endless

lines.
Given that both parents in most urban families are employed, school children are

frequently left unattended. Thus, many children fall under the influence of "street" ways.
Ukrainian society as a whole is trou,,,,ed by this state of affairs. It is expected that lawmakers
will be introducing such measures as a shorter workday for women with underage children,
half-time employment, special at-home jobs, and additional vacation time.

Ukrainian children remain under the parental wing for a rather long time. It is difficult

for them to find part-time employment. University students, as rule, live with and are
supported by their parents. Often adult daughters and sons continue living in the tight quarters
of their parents, even when they themselves are married and already have offspring of their
own. The lack of suitable housing leaves them no other choice. Theinteraction of two and

even three generations sharing one limited space frequently leads to conflicts andstrained inter-

family relationships.
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Each family organizes leisure time in accordance with its own tastes and economic
profile. Lately, it has been fashionable among urban dwellers to buy village houses with a
garden or orchard. Also, many families have garden plots outside the city where they live and
work throughout the summer. This brings substantial income to the family andsecures a
supply of vegetables and fruits.

Children may vacation separately from their parents at various sanitariumsor summer
camps. This practice, however, has been greatly curtailed by the contamination of many areas
by the Chornobyl disaster. In the last three years, thanks to the generosity of numerous
philanthropic organizations, many children from the most afflicted areas have vacationed
abroad. There are not many opportunities for the whole family to vacation together at summer
resorts or tourist centers. The country's depleted economic resources have prevented the
development of such industries.

The most popular family celebrations include birthdays and New Year's festivities.
Under the Soviet regime, prohibitions against the marking of religious holidays eroded
numerous folk traditions. Only recently have Ukrainians had the opportunity to begin reviving
their traditional Christmas and Easter practices.

During birthday celebrations it is customary for all close relatives and friends to gather
in honor of the birthday celebrant. If space permits, during such festivities children have their
own separate table. The most popular form of entertainment on such days, beside eating and
drinking, is the singing of songs. Ukrainians have a rich repertoire of folk and historical
songs; they take pride in their polyphonic tradition and their voices. Singing for Ukrainians is
a form of bonding with one another and, frequently, a form of therapy. A popular Ukrainian
saying claims that it's okay to drink with a foe but to sing with one is blasphemy; singing is
done only among friends.
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1. Competency:

Situation:
Roles:

PS
JB
PS
JB
PS
JB

Topic 3

To respond to questions concerning one's age, status
and profession.
At the home of the host family.
John Baker (PCV) and Petro Skrypnyk (the adult son
of the host family, and John's friend).

jitwoxe, ocinbicti To 6i pods?
Mein AsaAu,srn. Ci/4.
TN oppicemitt?
Hi, A we neonpyxemdt, ane max) napetieny.
Po3KaAui meni npo
Yi 3BaTH Thicettn. 3a npocbecieto BOHa 10pHCT. tii gBaLMATb Ramp poxes

VOCABULARY:

OLIJILKH To61 p6Kin? how old are you?
CKLTIbKia [always governs genitive] how many? / how much?
poicia = genitive ofpoui (pi) years
To 61 = dative of mu (unto) you

men( nadAturrb ciNt

oApPicetudi (m)

HempyinceutiVi (m)
arid
MATH, BOHN MalOTTa (I)

iiapetidity = accusative (f)

po3Kanui
po3xa3am, BOHH p03K6Kyrb (P)

npo [always governs accusative]
= accusative of ooud after preposition

TT = accusative of ecnid
3BATH, ROM 3BYTI. (1)

Tlacetin
3a (+ instrumental)
npocl)ecicto = instr. of npockicia (f)

-61

/ am twenty-seven [years old]

married

no
single
but
to have
girlfriend [engaged]

Tell!
to tell; to narrate

about
her

her
to call, to name, to designate
Jane
by

profession
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topvicr (m) lawyer (jurist)
iit = dative of eond she [is]
ABAJIWITb wurriipm twenty-four
p6KM = form of potai after 2, 3, + 4 years

GRAMMAR AND VOCABULARY EXPLANATION

(1) CK&II,KIS motif (eam) pdxie? is the idiomatic equivalent of 'Howold are you?' In such a
construction the name (or pronoun) referring to the person about whom theinquiry is being
made always appears in the DATIVE.

Similarly, when indicating age, the person's name (or the pronoun referring to that
person) appears in the dative case followed by the age itself. As inEnglish, the word for
`years' may be ommitted. Whenever expressed, it must appear in thegenitive if the age
number is five or above: Meld aedatounb ciM poicie ('I'm twenty-seven years[old]').

If the age is 2, 3 or 4 (or involves a compound number ending in -two, -three,and -
four) the word for years will be stated in the nominative plural:hi aedatounb stomtipu NI=
(`She is twenty-four years [old]').

If the age is 1 (or involves a compound number ending in -one) theword for 'year' will
appear in the accusative singular: tioJkol deddifsmb edam piK ('He is twenty-one year[s old]').

(2) If 38dmu await is one of the idiomatic equivalents of 'Her name is Jane.'This idiom
always gives the ACCUSATIVE form of the pronoun referring to the personbeing identified.
By the same token, the idiomatic equivalent of 'What is her name?' is AKu 3e6nsu? (Literally,
this states What is one to call her?)

The accusative form of independent personal pronouns differs from that of pronouns
preceded by a preposition (note the stress):

(x)
(Tlt)

(Bin)
(Bona)
(Bono)

gene
Te6e

fiord
..,u

toil

(.114)

(BH)

(Bonn)

HaC

BBC

ix

Thus, to ask 'What is your name?', one may say Mx eac (mead) 3etimu? And to
reply, one may begin with Mend Jedmu
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(3) When identifying an individual's occupation or profession, it suffices to say, for example:

I am a student.
I am a teacher.
I am a doctor.
She is a lawyer.

maim (m) / 51 maims. (f)
Byrn,. (M) / 51 wutrenbaca. (f)
Jificap.

Bold iopitcr.

However, Ukrainians frequently modify such statements with the phrase 3a npockercielo in
order to emphasize professional identity, as opposed to other types of identity. For example:
3a npockercielo Go, d iopucm (`She is a lawyer by profession').

The idiomatic way to inquire about someone's profession is: Xmo ooud 3a
npocpercieio? ('What is her profession?'); Xmo eu 3a npockecieto? (What is your
profession?').

PRONUNCIATION NOTE

Intonational patterns in the Ukrainian sentence tend to fluctuate. Intonation rises especially at
the logical focus of an inquiry. Consider the following questions drawn from previous
competencies and the present one. The arrows pointing upward indicate the speaker's rising
intonation at the point he or she wishes to clarify in the given situation:

SIKH' cripaau?
A y sac"?

KoTpao roniia?
A 40M)10 TI4 IlliTaeLla

51x, Tx ce66 nogyadein?

Mod' o3naqk ue c.noso?
A AK no-yxpainchicomy «pencil0

MO" ax po6}1.rm Btiope

CICL1113KHA TOW p6xia?

XTO, BMA 3a npoV...cieto?

How are things?
And yours [endeavors]?

What time is it?
And why do you ask?

How do you feel?

What does this word mean?
And how do you say "pencil" in

Ukrainian?

What did you do yesterday?

How old are you?

What is her profession?
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2. Competency:
Situation:

Roles:

JB
AM
JB
AM
JB
AM

To ask questions concerning the host family.
Informal conversation during a visit by Petro
Skrypnyk's cousin, Andriy Moroz.
John Baker (PCV) and Andriy Moroz.

Arxrpho, Lint a Te 6e Benmca powoia?
Hi, irese.runca: s, spysaura i cm's.
)Je nparnoe Taos gpy) tuura?
Boua npauroe B .nixapui.
Cxinbror poxisisoemy cturosi?

_ ..omy cim posh, i six pro X0)2(HTb J10 ILIKO.T1H.

VOCABULARY:

tin
seinhca (0
pagans (0

Here the question is:

riesemixa (f)
Apptclizta (f)
CHH (m), cibrosi = dative

ge? [concerns location, never direction]
npamosam, BOHH npaurbrom (I)

Tsosi (0

(+ locative)
nirctiptfl = locative of Aiicdpla (t)

Tsodmy = dative of Helm (m)

homy = dative of (six
cim
XO/HITH, BOHR X61151Tb (I)

multidirectional
go [always governs genitive]
imulau = genitive of usiorlda (f)

(= question word)
large
family
'Is yours a large family?'

not large
spouse, wife
son

where?
to work [intransitive verb
= never acts directly on an object]
your (possessive pronoun)

in, at
hospital

your (possessive pronoun)

he
seven
to walk, to attend, to go

to; toward
school
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GRAMMAR AND VOCABULARY EXPLANATION

(1) When the present tense of the verb `to be' communicates identityor a characteristic, it is
always omitted. Consequently when this verb must be negated, it sufficesto use the negative
particle ne (`not'):

Bona loplicr.
Bona He lopticr.

She is a lawyer.
She is not a lawyer.

Mitt 6aTbxo - amepHicinenb. My father is [an] American.
Mitt 6a-ruco - He amepHxdneub. My father is not [an] American.

crygeHT.
A ne cTynef IT.

I am a student.
I am not a student.

Many participles, adjective and adverbs in Ukrainiancan be turned into a negation of the
qualities they designate with the addition of the prefixne- (`not'). In this case, the negative
particle is not used:

,E(Acene-r onpy)Ketia Janet is married.
Thicene-r Beogpgacena (f. participle) Janet is single [= not married].

Y m6He Benkixa pontina Mine is a large family.
Y mere Heaemixa ponlina. (f. adjective) Mine is not a large family.

Ike noratio. This is bad.
Ile HenoraHo. (adverb) This is not bad [=good].

(2) ClaAbK14 porde raooemy calsoei? ('How old isyour son?). The dative form of all masculine
animate nouns takes an -oei ending (-eoi for soft stems: Bacurtesi)

(3) One idiomatic application of the mutidirectional imperfective verbxoolintu (`to walk')
concerns activity that is conducted habitually, or as a rule, or on a regular basis. Andriyuses
this verb to communicate that his son already goes to (i.e., attends) school:Bin pa xdaumb
Do mice' Au. Compare similar uses of the verb:

Bin nacro xditirm no enficapA.
51 xcinxy Ao gepKB11.
TH X6AH11,1 uo Tektpy?
IIe-rpd XogHTb Ha 4 ay-r6d.n.

He frequently goes to the doctor.
I go to church. / I attend church.
Do you go to the theatre?
Petro goes to soccer [games].
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PRONUNCIATION NOTE

A raised intonation at the focal center of the inquiry will signal when a sentence is intended as a
question:

B T66e aemixa0 powina?
BA 3po3ymbm? 0
Baxxo? 0
To6f, aaHmo?
fonAHHHH He 0 3i11C)16TbC50

Is yours a large family?
Did you understand?
Is it difficult?
Is it difficult for you?
The watch will not break down?

Many questions in Ukrainian may be formulated with the assistance of special question word:
Yu. This particle does not change the meaning of the question; it merely serves to
signal that what follows is a question.

In questions introduced by Yu, the focal center of the inquiry remains subject to a raised
intonation:

LIH s T6 6e se.nitHa0 ponkiiia?

LIH BFI 3po3ymfnH? 0

1-1H liaxxo?

LIH To610 atmuco?

fowtinutic He 0 3ilICATbC.51?

Is yours a large family?
Did you understand?
Is it difficult?
Is it difficult for you?
The watch will not break down?
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3. Competency: To describe one's own family.Situation: At the home of the host family.
Roles: Vasyl' Skrypnyk (Petro's father)and John Baker(PCV)

VS JDKOHe, KOJIH BH Napo/3;11.1mb?
JB - A iiapommcst y 1965 p.
VS - A 3113110, Beogpy)Keni. Line y Bac 6paT a6ocecrpa?
JB Y melte e crapumil 6paT imanowila cecrpa. B01114 o6oe acnipanTm.
VS LlH Bami 6a-rum use npatuoton)?
JB - Mitt 6armo npawoe y &mold imiceitepom,a maim .niKapem.

VOCABULARY:

Komi? when?
BOHH Bapcinscrbcx (P) to be born

y / B (+ locative case) in
Tgcsma (f) one thousand
aB'srrcor (m) nine hundred
micTitec4T (m) sixty

n'sfromy = locative of n'xnusii(m) fifth (ordinal number, adjective)
poui = locative of piK (m) year

Iuo that (relative pronoun)
e (= present tense of 6ymu) + yBac you have
6paT (m) brother
a66 or
cempa (f) sister

cirapunitt (m) older
maxim= (I) younger
Born i they
o66e both [in reference toa man and a woman]
Pcniparrn (p1) graduate students

Bauxi (p1) your (here: formal)
6aTbrui (p1) parents
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6r1Tbso (m) father
BocT6ni = locative of Bocmdft Boston
imseridpori = instrumental of engineer

irtwenIp (m)
)41ITH (f) mother
Afkapem = instrumental of 'limp (m) physician; medical doctor

GRAMMAR AND VOCABULARY EXPLANATION

(1) Besides identifying location, the locative case has many uses. One such use serves to
designate the year or the month when an event took place. Compare:

in the year: TIAcox Bettkep napontiscs y Amiga n6B'srrcor micrnear OW.
John Baker was born in 1965.

in the month: BOHI Haponitnacs y ceprmi.
She was born in August.

in a location: Mitt 6aTbK0 npambe y Bocromi.
My father works in Boston.

in a location: Hdlici Knep i Amino Mapnimox npamorarb B Hammy yiLiseporrerl.
Nancy Clair and Danylo Martyniuk work at our university.

As the above examples illustrate, in the locative case all masculine modifiers end in -omy; and
all masculine inanimate nouns end in -i.

(2) As we saw earlier, the y + genitive construction is frequently used to signal the
`possessor' or 'owner' of subjects or objects, once their existence is known: Liu e mi6e
eemixa poDana? (Is yours a large family?').

This construct is also used to inquire about (and indicate) whether such subjects or
objects exist, or are available, or are present. In such situations, the present tense of the verb
oymu (`to be') plays an important role and must be expressed:

LItt c y sac 6paT a66 cec-rpa?
Y mine c cripandi 6paT i warionura cecrpa.
sister.

-68-

Do you have a brother or sister?
I have an older brother and a younger
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As the above sentences illustrate, e merely reinforces the idea of possession; it communicates
that the subject owns f has 'someone' (or `something').

(3) To signal that one is professionally employed Ukrainians frequently use the verb `to work
and state the occupation in the instrumental case. In this competency John Baker opts for this
construction in order to answer Vasyl' Skrypnyk's question Vu ethai 6ambica use npagtolomb?
(`Do your parents still work?')

Mid saTbKo npaube imiceHipom, a MATH .11Kapem.
My father is employed as an engineer, and [my] mother as a physician.

In the instrumental case, all hard-stem masculine nouns end in -OM, all soft-stem masculine
nouns
end in -em.

, SPELLING AND PRONUNCIATION NOTE

(1) The noun nficap (`physician') has a soft stem despite the fact that its nominative form ends
in a hard consonant. This becomes apparent when we note its other: ithcapsi (genitive and
accusative); Az'icapeei (dative); .4fKapem (instrumental). There are other nouns exhibiting this
feature. Dictionaries always point to such differences by citing along with the nominative

the genitive form of a noun. The genitive form is a good indicator of whatever stem
changes a noun undergoes.

(2) In the following questions the intonation rises with the interrogative adverb, the focus of
the inquiry:

LIe 0 114 tiapornitice Where were you [familiar] born?

Komi 0 Bona napoapi.nacsi? When was she born?

Note the logical focus of the inquiry in the following questions:

LIN y Bac 6paT?

Y Bac c 6paT?

Y nboro co wiiaeub?

Y Tdoe 601111Tb ranoad 0?

Do you have a brother?

You have a brother?

Does he have a pencil?

You have a headache?
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4. Competency:
Situation:
Roles:

To identify daily routines of the host family.
At the home of the host family.
John Baker (PCV) and his friend Petro Skrypnyk.

JB fleTpe, ruo ex 6yAeTe po6HTH 3anTpa7
PS Bynemo mem cnaTH Hpafini, norim ni,nemo i3 =tom Ao 3oonapicy,

a asexiepi 6yxtemo AHBITITICSI Tenenporpamy.
JB 1-1H BH 3aWKLIN KyAHCb xonirre B Ream?
PS IlepemicHo Tax. MH He J1106H240 cHniTH MOMS.

VOCABULARY

3arcrpa

nd Bro
cnam, BOHH CILMITb (I)

apsimri / ypiHui
nthim
niTA, BOHR ranyrb (P) unidirectional
i3 / 3 (+ instr. of accompaniment)
&mom = instrumental of curl
3oonapKy (m) genitive
miemepi ya6mepi
JAHBrifTHCA, BOHM AltallATbC31 (I)

Tenenporpamy = accusative (f)

3amtuut
Kyinicb
a (+ accusative)
Hea.Tno = accusative of tieobtri (f)

nepenaxno
TaK

J1106/1T11, BOHN J1166.1151Tb (I)

mans, aoHH CHWITI) (I)
awima / yTh6ma
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tomorrow

long (= for a long dme); here: late
to sleep
in the morning
then, afterward, later
to go
with
son
zoological gardens [zoo]
in the evening
to watch, to look
TV program, TV broadcast

always
[to] somewhere (a direction)
on
Sunday

as a rule
yes
to like (in reference to actions, or objects);

to love (in reference to people)
to sit
at home
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GRAMMAR AND VOCABULARY EXPLANATION

(1) Imperfective verbs have two forms of future tense. One of them, the so-called compound
form, is illustrated in this competency. This form combines the future tense of 63mu (`to be')`
with the infinitive of the verb:

lo sa 6gLteTe po6tiTit aisTpa?
Elitemo ,a,6aro
EfAeM0 QaBHTHCJjTenenporpamy.

What will you be doing tomorrow?
We will sleep late...
We will watch a TV program.

In these situations what is being emphasized is the process, the activity itself.

(2) !Memo i3 carom do 3oondpcy ('We will go to the zoo with our son'). Ilimu, sonu
nfdymb is yet another perfective form of the unidiretional verb inui (`to go'). Its prefix n-
emphasizes the act of going, of setting out. To appreciate the difference between ninui and its
imperfective counterpart inui, compare these sentences:

P. Boini soonapxy. They will go to the zoo.
I. Boiul 61Arrh uouro tint They are going to walk for a long time.

As we can see, the imperfective emphasizes process (rather than result) and, thus, lends itself
to descriptions of the 'manner of going', not the 'going' itself.

(3) Multidirectional verbs emphasize habitual or repetitive motion rather than a destination or
goal. Thus, they are employed to express generalizations: Yu au 3daxdu xydzicb xddume e
nediruo? (`Do you always go somewhere on Sunday?'). Such verbs also serve to
communicate a round-trip: Cbozodni mu 3 CUROM X0ali.411 ae 3oonapicy ('Today we went with
our son to the zoo' [= now we are back at home]).

(4) The construction y/ s + the name of a day in its accusative form serves to signal when
an activity took place or will take place:

Y imam) MM uunfi.nticst Tenenporpamy. On Sunday we watched a TV program.
Y HOHeMIJIOK 6yLtemo npainosaTiri. On Monday we will work.
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SPELLING NOTE

The verbs pothimu, eonu p66tuvnb (`to work'), mo6amu, emus 4.064.RIktb (`U) like,' to love'),
and ei4(3aMUCJI, eonu oliat113112bCA (`to look', `to watch') are slightly irregular in the present
tense. Their stem-final consonant, a soft -4, appears only in thefirst-person singular and
third-person plural:

(A) po6m0 Juoromb AusalocH

(114) p66um / ,TH456HLII / PABHIIICSI

(BiH, Hotta, Bow) p66wrb / Mo6HTb / amilaCJI
(mu) p66Hm0 / ino6Hmo / iub3umocA

(m) p66irre / Jus56wre / AitairrecH

(aoim) p66Jurrb/ J114561131173 / nlizasrrbcH

This pattern applies to all -amb verbs whose stems end in one of the labial consonants (-6, -6, -
n, -4)).
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And now... a futurist poem:

iiCii4"

Zortegi.aoK
.13amopolc
Ceizega
litembeiz
.70smautisx
Cggoma
aiegi.nst

'Seven'

Monday
Tuesday

Wednesday
Thursday

Friday
Saturday

Sunday

AiuocalIab Ce.r4euxo
Xut &, 2-XII-1922

alykhair Semenko (1892-1937) was the leader of 'Ukrainian futuristpoets. Sc was
executed by firing squad. Like numerous other 'Ukrainian artists and writers, he felt

victim to Stalin's terror.



TOPIC 4

FOOD
DICA

Jacques linizilovskyj. Onion Sake, 1976.

CULTURE NOTE: FOOD, TRADITION AND THE
ECONOMY

COMPETENCIES:
1. To order food in a restaurant.
2. To ask about the most popular food items.
3. To describe one's own likes in food.
4. To raise a toast and describe one's own likes and

dislikes in beverages.
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FOOD, TRADITION, AND THE ECONOMY

Ukrainian cuisine, like the Ukrainian language, belongs to a larger Slavic family. Thus, for
example, the well known beet soup &pig (borscht) has numerous regional variants in Ukraine..
The stuffed dumplings, which Americans call by their Polish name pierogi, are a longstanding
tradition in Ukraine, where they are called eapinuxu (varenyky), a name which suggests the
verb oapamu (`to cook'). On the other hand, open-faced baked pastries with fruit filling are
called nupozd (pyrohy). A popular appetizer made of baked dough and stuffed either with sour
cabbage, meat, mushrooms, or cheese is called nupbscdx (pyrizhok = 'little pyrih') and
nupi.voca in the plural. Special Ukrainian ritual breads for weddings (copooda korovai),
for Christmas (Ka/au kalach), and for Easter (ncloca paska; and 6d6a baba) are very
sophisticated in appearance and taste.

The rich cooking traditions of past centuries were eroded in the twentieth century.
Ukraine, at one time the breadbasket of Europe, was depleted economically as a colonial entity.
The pauperization of Ukrainians as a whole and, especially, the devastating exploitation of the
peasantry by the Russian and the Soviet Empires, have left their mark on Ukrainian cuisine.

Under ideal conditions, Ukrainian cooking today is quite varied, though by Western
standards, Ukrainian meals have a high fat content. With little access to oriental markets, the
national cuisine utilizes very few spices. The most popular flavoring agents are onion, garlic,
black pepper, bay leaves, dill and parsley. Favorite dishes include, in addition to borscht,
stuffed-cabbage leaves wity6141 (holubtsi), and varenyky. Bread in Ukraine is a favorite
component of most meals. The bread preferred by Ukrainians is dark-rye (tiOnuti .Nctinutia
x4i6).

Ukrainians try to have three meals a day. For breakfast ClijadHOK (snidanok),
among the items typically served are: atit4a eggs; sandwiches 6ymep6poau (buterbrody);
oatmeal porridge aieckta '<data (vivsiana kasha); milk manox6; tea gat, and coffee

Kaaa. In urban centers, such as Kiev and L'viv, coffee houses serve a very strong and
aromatic beverage akin to Turkish coffee.

For lunch °ND (obid), the first course is usually soup; the preferred second course
is a meat dish with a variety of garnishes. Meat dishes vary from ground patties, xornAtintu, to
stewed whole meat myzaKdeane At' ico, to roasts neideid. Today, unfortunately, antique
recipes for various sausages Koe6dcu (kovbasy), pates (nazamimu), and smoked meats do
not find good interpretation in Ukraine. It is easier to fund a delicious Koa5acd in the Ukrainian
meat markets of Chicago or New York than in Kiev or L'viv.

At lunch time, common alternatives to meat dishes include cheese pyrohy, varenyky or

potatoes. In fact, nowadays, potatoes are the staple of the Ukrainian diet. The third part of the
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meal is a dessert which may be a stewed-fruit compote or a MSC (AZ (kysil' a gelatinous
concoction made of farina, fruit juice and sugar). Lunch tends to be the main meal and is
served between 1:00 and 2:00 PM.

Dinner warps (vecheria) is served between 6:00 and 8:00 PM. It is usually a simple

hot dish, followed by tea or sour milk Kaute morwico. Many working people find it difficult

to have their main meal at lunch time; thus they eat o6i0 in the evening.
There are very few ready-to-cook items available on the market. This increases the

burden placed on women who as a rule are in charge of meal preparation. Given the economic
situation today, obtaining food and preparing a meal are not simple tasks. Hard -to -find items

include such staples as butter, fish, and fruits. Prices are constantly on the rise. Although the
principles of a market economy have been officially proclaimed, the government still subsidizes

main food items, in order to secure for the average citizen a minimum standard of living.
Feeding the Ukrainian family today is an ordeal, demanding much time and effort.

High quality produce is available in private markets (6230), but prices there are so high that
only those with foreign currency can afford them. Bargaining (mopeyedmu) is an acceptable
practice, but today must people follow the principle "If it's expensive, don't take it." The rural
garden plots cultivated by urban dwellers help to combat the high prices of market vegetables
and fruits. As a consequence, marinating and pickling are necessary activities in the early fall.
Most Ukrainians hail from rural areas and still have relatives in the villages. It becomes a
matter of survival to maintain a friendly economic liaison with these relatives.

There are many restaurants in urban centers, but most people lack the foreign currency
necessary to afford them. The practice of celebrating birthdays in a restaurantis a thing of the

past. The menu selection in Soviet restaurants was always quite limited; today it is even more

so. On the other hand, Soviet-style rudeness on the part of waiterscontinues to be on the

menu.
The economic crisis has also closed many state-owned dining halls and coffee houses

where meals used to be less expensive. At present, private charities are establishing dining
halls with free meals for the indigent.

Many businesses, factories, schools and other institutions run their own dining halls
(iDdnbui, 6yjdmu). There are many coffee-and-dessert shops (Kacile-Konaumepcbsci), dessert
bars (decipm-6dpu), and simple `run-inrun-out' (3abizaanioxu) establishments.
Cooperative and private restaurants are on the rise, but they are expensive for the local
population.

Visitors to Ukraine invariably encounter a paradoxical state of affairs. While state-
owned food shops are almost empty and Ukrainian citizens complain about the difficulty of
obtaining food, a guest will be met, more often than not, quite hospitably and treated to a lavish
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meal. Ukrainians have great skills for finding whatever is necessary for a special occasion.
Whenever the need arises to entertain a guest or to celebrate a special family occasion, they will

harness their network of friends and acquaintances to obtain necessary foods, and will also
spend much time standing in long lines. After all, socializing Ukrainian style is highly oriented
toward food. The American tradition of serving only snacks at a social gathering would not go
over well with Ukrainians, who take pride in being generous hosts. The ancient concept that
God enters the household with every guest is responsible in part for this attitude.

At informal gatherings among close acquaintances and friends it is acceptable to serve
canapé sandwiches (xananxii), and non-alcoholic beverages such as juices and mineral water,
if obtainable. At more formal gatherings or celebrations, a great variety of appetizers (31kyocu)
are served. It is quite easy to be totally satiated before the actual meal begins. The raising of
elaborate toasts accompanied and the clinking of glasses is a longstanding custom. When
clinking glasses, it is good manners to look in the eyes of the other person. It is most impolite
not to take a sip after a toast has been raised and the glasses have been clinked. All this is part
of an elaborate way of sealing friendships.
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1. Competency: To order food in a restaurant.
Situation: At the restaurant.
Roles: John Baker (PCV) and waiter (ocbi4iattm).

W. ilo6patt nem.. luo BH 6y/leTe 3aMOBJISITH?
1B A uko BH peKomennyere?
W. Cborongi MH maemo no6pini rpH6Hint cyn, 6iciam7eicc, timptuupoBaHy

pH6y, canal 3i cabiolx oripicis i nominopin.
JB A 6opuz y sac e?
W. Tax, e.
JB Toni SI Bi3bMy canal Ha 3alcycKy, 6opat Ha nepme i 6icPurren Ha npyre.
W. LL10 6ynere mcnt?
JB Miitepanbuy Bony i KaBy, 6ynb nacKa.
W. MiHepanbHoi BonH Hemae.

VOCABULARY:

3amoans1TH, BOHM 3aMOBJ13110Tb (I) to place an order, to order

peKomeHnyuaTH, BOHH peKomeHnyicrrb (I) to recommend

rpH6tuitt (m) mushroom (adjective)
cyn (m) soup
6i43w1 dicc (m) steak
ckapwHp6aanHti (m) stuffed
pii6a (f) fish
canal. (m) salad
3i (+ genitive) made from / with; made out of
cnoicxx = genitive of cc-zi.:Al (D1) fresh
oripida = genitive of ozipi.d (pp c 3cumbers
nomiitopia = genitive of nomiaopu (p1) tomatoes
601m1A (m) borscht

Toni then /in that case
Ha (+ acc.) 3atcyrKy (f) as au appetizer
Ha (+ acc.) nepme (n) as a first [course]
Ha (+ acc.) Apgre (n) as a second [course]
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mini, BOHM n'urrb (I) to drink
miHeptimmy (f) mineral (adjective)
saily (f), Bowl = genitive water
KaBy (f) coffee

miHepanbnoi = genitive (f) mineral
Hemac = negative form of verb c there is no / there are no

GRAMMAR AND VOCABULARY EXPLANATION

(1) The preposition 3i (and its alternate spellings: 3 / i3) varies in meaning. When itgoverns
the genitive form of nouns designating a substance or some organic entity, 3i signals the
concept 'made out of or 'made with':

Cand-r 3i ccimaix oripxis i
Salad made out of fresh cucumbers and tomatoes...

The genitive form of all plural masculine nouns is -ie.
The genitive plural of all modifiers (masculine, feminine, neuter) ends in-ux.

(2) As we saw in other competencies, the meaning of the preposition na varies in accordance
with the case it governs: na ypck [accusative] = to class; to cmopfm4i [locative]= on the
page. In this competency na is followed by names of meals and the order of courses stated in
the accusative. In such cases, the preposition means 'as' or 'for'. See, for example:

Ha nitcycKy (f)
tia AecepT (m)

Ha n6pute (n)
Ha Apgre

as an appetizer
as dessert

as a first [course]
as a second [course]

Ha CifiASHOK (m) for breakfast
Ha o6in (m) for lunch
Ha Begepio (t) for dinner
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(3) As we know, e the present tense of Omu (`to be') is expressed only when
possession, presence, or availability are indicated:

Y ti6ro c 6paT i cec-rpa.
Y HHX C 11456pa KHMKKa repo K.
Y Hac c minepinuta ama.

He has a brother and a sister.
They have a good book about Kiev.
We have mineral water.

When it is necessary to indicate absence, lack, or unavailability, the verb e must be negated.
Its negative form is itemae. Absent, missing, or unavailable subjects and objects must be
expressed in the genitive case:

Minepinbnoi sou} nemac. There is no mineral water.
Y 'lac nem& minepinbnoi sou} We have no mineral water.

As these examples illustrate, the genitive form of all hard-stem feminine nouns ends in-
u. The genitive form of all feminine modifiers ends in -oil
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2. Competency: To ask about most popular food items.
Situation: At the home of the host family.
Roles: John Baker (PCV) and his friend Petro Skrypnyk.

JB IleTpe, sud Tsoi ynio6neHi crpaaii?
PS Ilepemycim 6opm, a raxox Bapemum.
JB 3Raemcsr, napemnui ppice nonympHa y sac crpaaa?
PS Talc, BOHH 6yBBIOTb 3 14'2COM, icapTonnefo, 3 rpH6amH ... A Ha AecepT

Bapemucti 6yBal0Tb 3 BHLUHSIMH a6o Tiopulmspoi.

VOCABULARY:

Ad? (pl) of sucriu, sued, JaCe what kind?, which?
y.rn66.Treui (p1) favorite
erpami (pl) of cmpdea (f) dishes; dish

nepellycfm first of all; above all
Tax&K also
aapennui (p1) cooked dumplings

vaC-ThcH = 3rd. person singular of it seems
3Daodmucsi, corns 30ahfunucJi (I) to appear; to seem

norlynsfpHa (f) popular
y Bac here: among you; among your people

6yBATH, BOHH 6yBa/OTb to be sometimes; to be at times
i3 (+ instrumental) with
clipom = instr. of cup (m) cheese
rd'aC014 = instr. of Ai Ace (m) meat
Kawranneao = instr. of Kaptrann.Fa (f) potatoes (a collective noun)
rpn6amit = instr. of zpu6d (p1) mushrooms
suumsarw = instr. of educui (p1) sour cherries
qopiniusnrai = instr. of Koptccitti (p1) blueberries (bilberries)
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GRAMMAR AND VOCABULARY EXPLANATION

(1) Nxi moot y.eua6.4eui cmpdeu? is the idiomatic equivalent of 'What are your favorite dishes?'
In this interrogative sentence, the subject moot pub6neld cmpdau is plural. Therefore

the interrogative pronoun referring to it must be plural: Ad? When only one dish is the subject
of the question, the interrogative pronoun agrees with cmpdaa, a feminine singular noun: .11K4
MOOff pub6/tema cmpdea? (`What is your favorite dish?').

(2) The verb 6yamu, 601W 6yadiomb is a variant of the verb 'to be'. However, it
communicates the idea of 'being at times' or 'being sometime'. Unlike 6jimu, which has only
one form in the present tense (e), this verb has three singular (6yodto, 6yedeut, 6yade) and three
plural forms (5yademo, 6yademe, 6yothomb).

In this competency, 6yedtomb is employed to indicate that varenyky can be of different
kinds. At times they are filled with meat and, at other times, with potatoes or mushrooms.
And for dessert (na aecepm), they are at times filled with sour cherries and, at others, with
blueberries.

(3) The instrumental of accompaniment may be used to indicate types of fillings:

BapetIHKH 3 MISICOM (m) meat varenyky
napsnnut 3 'tarpon-moo (f) potato varenyky

[In the instrumental all hard-stem -a -type feminine-singular nouns end -olo; but soft-
stem -a -type feminine-singular nouns end in -elo]

IlapdHHKH 3 rp1164411B

Bapdxxxit 3 BIIIIIELTDM

(m) plural mushroon varenyky
(f) plural sour-cherry varenyky

The instrumental of all plural nouns (regardless of gender) ends in -amu (soft stems in

SPELLING NOTE

(1) In the third-person singular, all -ymb + cis verbs differ from other -ymb verbs. Instead of
the expected -e ending, they end in-emb + CR. Compare 3aaantuaR, aouu 3acarnbag (I)
to appear,' to seem' and 3incymucx, oouu 3incPombcu (P) 'to break down' with

po3ymimu, aouu posymelomb `to understand':
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Lilo Ji 6yily p06HTH, KOJIH ?dig I-Oa:MOM 3incyleracsi?
What I will do when my watch breaks down?

Meld 3naeTbcsi, no Axon Tenep yce 1303Ymie.
to me It seems that John now everything understands.
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3. Competency:
Situation:
Roles:

PS

JB

To describe one's own likes in food.
At the home of the host family.
John Baker and his friend Petro Skrypnyk.

Axone, nasal noroaopaMo npo amepmancuci ovum. Iljo, nanpinuran,
TN ICH n.noma?

51 Ayxe 6Juo xirrattchxy -ra kraniticmy xpuno, 3oxpema cmaxemni pMc i
niu,u,y. Ynoma gaol.° rorylo poc-r6ic13 i oNviern. A B mamn Rio 6Jno icrn
rpannuittindi arepaxancLicnit mipir 3 316nyxamn. Bona new nahicpanurtk y
cai-ri!

VOCABULARY:

norouopHmo!
naBanr, BOHN Tta. loTb (1)

noroaopirm, BOHN noroaopsim (P)
aMepliKatiCbid (p1)
itanpthuian [never declines]
'IC-TN, BOHN liViTb (I)

Kwratichica (f)

Ta
kranfitchica (f)
KYXH5I (f)

3oxpema
cmi)icentra (m)

pHc (m)
ninna (f)
IFOTyllaTH, BOHN rorytorb (I)
pocr6143 (m)
omnem (p1)
maisni = genitive of mdma
rparunAftnnin (m)
ameptmailCbiCliti (m)
nu* (m)
516.riyica (pl)

BOHN nemjrrb (I)
natixpanurti (m)
y (+ locative)
csfri = locative of ceim (m)
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Let's (have a) talk! Let's discuss
to let, to give
to have a tang to talk for a while

American
for example
to eat

Chinese (adjective)
and (conjunction, alternate of i)
Italian
cuisine; kitchen
especially
fried (participle has m. f.n. and p1.
forms)
rice
pica
to prepare; to cook
roast beef
omelets
Morn
traditional (adjective)
American
baked tart; baked pastry; here: pie
apples
to bake
the best
in
world

SJ
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GRAMMAR AND VOCABULARY EXPLANATION

(1) The phrase npo amepuicdnebra cmpdou means 'about American dishes'.
The preposition npo always takes the accusative and always means 'about'. The

accusative form of all plural nouns (masculine, feminine, neuter) that designate inanimate
entities is exactly like the nominative. The accusative of all masculine inanimate nouns, all
neuter nouns, and feminine nouns that are not -a -type is also exactly like the nominative.

(2) The verb icmu, aoriu iDimb (`to eat') is irregular. Its present-tense forms are:

im I eat
icg you eat
icrt. he / she / it eats

Imo we eat
icre you eat
inkrb they eat

When only the substance is specified, this verb will take dire.o objects in the accusative:

Jlto6.mo icrn TpagkruStinlik amepiKaHcbludi mg*.
I like to eat traditional American pie.

(3) In Ukrainian, like in English, some adjectives have a different stem when expressed in the
comparative and superlative form. For example:

ndOrmit (-a, -e); no6pi
Kpduaitt (-a, -e); xpauti
iiattxpautntt (-a, -e) hattxpauti

= good
= better
= the best

PRONUNCIATION NOTE

The present tense of the verb mum, oonu n' iomo (`to chink') is spelled with an apostrophe:

n'io I drink n'emd we drink
n'eui you (sg.) drink n'erd you drink
n'e he / she / it drinks n'ICOM they drink
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The apostrophe (andcmpo4) serves as a 'symbol of hardness' (meepatia max). In this case,
it indicates that the consonant n undergoes a certain hardening, despite the fact that it is
followed by a jotized vowel. This phenomenon frequently occurs when the labial consonats 6,
e, M, (1) and n are followed by a jotized vowel. Such hardening of labial consonants,however,
should not cause any special pronunciation problems. The spelling convention will allow the
student to recognize the phenomenon.

9
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4. Competency:

Situation:
Roles:

PS
JB
PS
JB

Topic 4

To raise a toast and describe one's own likes and
dislikes in beverages.
At the home of the host family.
John Baker and his friend Petro Skrypnyk.

3a Trod artopotest!
ARK), to. Meld cmaxye BHHO...

flpanrta, BOHO emanne. A Hid Hanoi no/1mm y sac go crony?
BHHO, 1114Ba He Juo6.1no. 51 Hatt6inbme JF106J110 BiCKH 3 COA0B010
BOA010. ir10 6araro colds i miHepanmoi BOAH.

VOCABULARY:

3a THoe 3gopda'H!
mod (n)
mop613' (n)

cmaxynam, BOIIH cmaxylerrb (1)
goodl
nitH6 (n)

npanga = elliptical form of to npde0a.
cmatind (n)
}lanai (p1) of Hada (m)
noganam go cTday (idiomatic phrase)

nottanint, BOHH noAato-rb (I)
(-any = special genitive of cmiri (m)

mina = genitive of flaw (m)
tiatt61.milue
BICKH (m) does not decline
coma= = instr. of cyldoea (f)
6araero (+ genitive)
c6Hin = genitive of corcu (p1); CiK (m)

To your health!
your
health

to taste [e.g., 'the food / drink tastes

wine

truth / here: It's true
tasty
drinks; beverages
`to serve [food, beverages]'

to serve; to give
table

beer
the most
whisky
soda [adjective, as in soda water]
a lot / many types
juices
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GRAMMAR AND VOCABULARY EXPLANATION

(1) When expressing the idea 'to like' in reference to a specific food item or abeverage, the
person liking is in the dative case. The objectof the liking (i.e., the substance that is tasty) acts
as the subject of the sentence andis, therefore, in the nominative case:

Med cmaxye tie slued. = I like this wine.

literally: To me tastes good this wine.

When the substance represents a plural entity, the verb must also be in theplural:

ROMY cmaxylom 'Ai Ana.

fa (248.100Tb Ui aapdxxxi4.

= He likes these wines.

= She likes these varenyky.

(2) General likes in food and beverages may be expressed with the verbitto64mu and the
substance liked in the accusative:

6nib ralso

lvlapko subarri, aapdtimmi.

Hike beer.

Marko likes varenyky.

Consequently, general dislikes in food and beverages may be expressedwith the negation of
the verb .41961imu and the substance disliked in the genitive:

Alma pie mo6.rno. I don't like beer. [as a n'lei

Mapko tie ./11661ATbnapemnda. Marko doesn't likesvarenyky
[as a rule]

The direct effect of negated verbs on an object is almost always espressed inthe genitive.

(3) In Ukrainian, like in English, some adverbs have a different stem whenexpressed in the
comparative and superlative form. For example:

6ara'ro = a lot, many
61.1I bal e = more
itet6int,we = the most

(4) The verb numu, corm n' tomb (`to drink') just as the verb kmu, emus (`to eat')
will take direct objects in the accusative, when only the substance isspecified.

However, when the quantity of the substance is signaled in one way oranother, the
( him is always expressed in the genitive. This structure is easy to recognize when a
quantifying adverb is explicitly stated:
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6araTo coicia i minepanbnoi Bomi. I drink a lot of juices and mineral water.
IM 6arkro m'sica. I eat a lot of meat.

tlu 6inamt, MUM I Fa ji.
'Whatever we have we we happy to share.

An invitation to begin eating.
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GETTING FROM ONE PLACE TO ANOTHER

i..arge cities in Ukraine are divided into administrative regions, each with its own subdivisions.
In Kiev, which is one thousand years old, numerous subdivisions have retained their antique
names, even though the architectural constructs and settlements standing there now are rather
new. Subdivisions such as Darnytsia, Rusanivka, Obolon', Troieshschyna, Vynohradar and
Nyvky bear the names of settlements recorded long ago in Medieval Ukrainian chronicles. The
river Dnipro divides the ancient capital and Ukraine itself into a Right Bank and a Left Bank.

City streets in Ukraine bear the names of important individuals. Today many historical
names are being returned to the city registers, thus rejecting the intrusion of newcomers who
frequently sought to displace or destroy Ukrainian historical memory. Everything now is in
the process of change. Thus, when trying to locate a specific address, it helps to inquire
whether the street name in question has been recently restored or changed. Information kiosks
labeled 47oeioicoee olopo, located on the more prominent city streets, will assist visitors with
such questions and provide information concerning the best means of getting there.
Passengers and drivers of trolley buses and buses will also gladly assist you.

Public transportation in Ukraine includes buses, trolley buses, tramcars and taxis. Kiev
and Kharkiv also have their own subway system called Memp6. Lately the cost of a ride has
risen to fifty kopeks, and prices continue to rise. Tickets (xeumiczi) may not be purchased on
the bus, trolley bus or tram. These have to be bought in special kiosks located near more
prominent stops. Upon entering the bus or trolley, each passenger needs to cancel the fare
voucher (marten) by punching it in a machine called xomnocmyedmu marten. If you happen to
be standing (or sitting) near one of these machines, other passengers may pass you their
maiton for cancellation.

Lately the energy crisis in Ukraine has placed limits on public transportation services.
Witn fewer vehicles in the fleet, waits are longer, and during rush hour (zootina nix), allmeans
of public transport tend to be overcrowded. The most efficient mode of transportation is the
subway, the transport of choice whenever possible.

In Kiev a taxi must be ordered at the latest six to eight hours before the ride is needed,
and late at night getting a cab is close to impossible. Besides "official" taxis, many people with

cars earn extra money by picking up passengers. Such cabbies may be hailed on the street.
Taxi rides are rather expensive, and upon recognizing a foreigner, drivers will invariably ask
for foreign currency. Given the high rate of exchange for the Ame.,can dollar, it makessense
to establish the cost of a ride before embarking on a trip. Many drivers will also accept one or
more packs of foreign-made cigarettes.
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Inter-city communications include bus lines, trains and airplanes. In Kiev there are
several inter-city bus stations. The schedule of trains is fairly regular. It is possible to get to
most Ukrainian cities by rail. The longest ride will last all night and one morning. Train
tickets may be bought at the train station (soK3c1/2) or at special outlets called xdcu
none'peonbow npOcacy. Settlements along the Dnipro river may be reached by cutter boat
(Koiniep) and motor boat (nwaoxid). Air service connects Kiev with most Ukrainian cities and

with centers of the former Soviet Union. Today more and more Western countries are
csiablishing direct links with the Ukrainian international airport at Boryspil', located on the
outskirts of the capital.
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1. Competency:
Situation:
Roles:

To obtain an address.
Telephone conversation.
John Baker (PCV) and his acquaintance Olena
Kravchenko.

Topic 5

JB - 011eHO, AK Kpaute AO BBC AiCraTHCA?
OK - Cnotiancy ipe6a ism merpo AO cranuil 401inPo*, a maim nepecicru Ha

"puma Homep 21 i kaTH AO 3)111HHKH cPyclutismo.
JB - AK /two ue -rpHaamme?
OK - nPH6AH3H0 HiBTOAHHH.

VOCABULARY:

51K?

AiCTaTHCA, BOHH nicranyrbca (P)

cnotid-rxy
Tpifia ixtrrm merp6

ixam, BOHH itayri, (I) unidirectional
merpo (n) instrumental

CTdHuii = genitive of andm4ia (f)
AHMPO (m)

noTim

nepecfcm, BOHH nepecsigyrb (P)+
Ha (+ accusative)
erptuoulit (in)
udmep (In)
Asaintsm, omitt
3yralmcH = genitive (f)
PycaHirtsa (f) [an area of Kiev]

ue

Tp HBaTH, BOHH IpHBalOTb

HPH6.THI3H0 (+ accusative)
niarowitut [never declines]

How ?
to reach a place

first [firstly]; first of all
one needs to go by subway

to go [by vehicle]; to travel
subway [does not decline]
station
subway station "Dnipro"

[name of the river Dnipro]
then; later; subsequently
to transfer / to change seats
to
tramcar
number
twenty one
bus stop; tramcar stop; subway stop
tramcar stop "Rusanivka"

this
to last; to endure

approximately; almost
half an hour
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GRAMMAR AND VOCABULARYEXPLANATION

(1) do oac is the idiomatic equivalent of 'toyour place.' The preposition do followed byapersonal pronoun or a person'sname in its genitive form, signals a motion `to /toward'thatindividual's place:

3ax6n6re no Hem!
fleTp6 tine no Tete.

3.4A- pa anal° no °nem Kplageuxo.

Come to my place!
John, Petro is on his way toyour place.
Tomorrow we will go to Olena
Kravchenko's.

(2) Like inui, &mu tOgntb, the verb ofmotion txamu, 60NU Mowmeans `to go', and is
imperfective and unidirectional. The former,however, implies 'walking' or a set route
traversed by a vehicle. The latter signals motionby means of some vehicle. Compare:Tp16a
anui dam ('One needs togo on foot') or Tym ride aomooyc (`The busruns here') with:

Tp66a &am merp6. One needs to go by subway.
Tp66a &writ airr66ycom. One needs to go by bus.
TO 6a farm Tpamadem. One needs to go by tramcar.

(3) Among its varioususes, the instrumental case serves to signal themeans by which an
action is carried out (e.g. to write witha pencil) or the mode of transportation (e.g. togo by
bus). For example: ixamu aomaycom (`to go by bus'); mpamodem (`by tramcar');
mataanolo (`by car'); memp6 (`by subway')etc. The instrumental of means neveruses any prepositions. Compare:

MH inemo 34;x6tio.m.

Bin iwda 3 BCCU4dJii.

MH memo awr66ycom.

We are going [travelling] with John.
[accompaniment]
He was walking with Vasyl'.
[accompaniment]

We are going by bus. [transportation]
Bin micas admix. He was writing with a pencil. [means]

(4) AK ae 0 14e mpuodmume? (`Howlong will this take / last?'). Thissentence illustrates
the M- form of the imperfective future. Consisting of the verb's infinitive+ M + the present
tense endings (-y, -era, -e, -emo, -erne, -ymb), this constructionis equivalent in meaning to thecompound future. Both forms of imperfective future haveexactly the same meaning.Compare:

TpHBATIOly I will last 6Yny Tpustru
TpHBATMMelll you will last 6)10111 TIMIllaTli
TIMBATHHe he / she / it will last 6Yite TpHB11711
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-rpitsantmemo we will last tigrcemo TplilliTH
Tpithitrinte-re you will last 6yncre Tpitatru
Tpkthammyrb they will last 6)1pyrb ipHafrif

SPELLING AND PRONUNCIATION NOTE

cranliT To the station.
Jo axaar.tili To the academy.

Hal-cutit To Natalia's place.
rqo Birrdpit To Victoria's.

go Mapii To Maria's.

Like all soft-stem femininenouns, nouns such aa cmchu4iA, cucadimix,flarnd.thi, BianopiA and
Muet.q will take an -i ending inthe genitive case. Because thestem final consonant of these
nouns is -fi, their genitive ending is actuallyspelled -1. (For example: andsu4iAminus a
becomes andiu4iii +e = cmcitu4if.)

The -f ending representsa vowel that sounds close to 'y e.' It isnot as difficult to pronounce
as the consonantal glide in -iti, whichwe saw earlier in the phrase sra n' "kW cmopbuiieon thefifth page').

However, the position of the stress in such words plays an important role in their
pronunciation. For example, thename Mapht bears a stress on the secondto the last syllable.Thus, in both the nominativeand genitive forms, there isa clear boundary between eachsyllable:

Ma - pi - A
Ma - pi - i

MA REE YA
MA REE YFE
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2. Competency:

Situation:
Roles:

JB

c.
JB
c.

To determine the destination of a bus and the best
means of transportation to a designated address.
At the bus depot.
John Baker (PCV) and another commuter (nocaacup).

- Ptiwrre, xyrrH tine WI agro6yc?
- as-mammy. A aam xynli Tpe6a?
- ):Io 6yAbaapy ILleaneExa.

To aai xpaure cicrif Ha Tponett6yc Homep 12 (Haartairwrrb).

VOCABULARY:

Hymi? [direction, never location]
its sou aenuf6yc (m)

arrrommirry = genitive of
aenwootociii (m)

6y.rthatipy = genitive of 6yribedp (m)
Illeagenta = genitive of Illeesdiato

Toiti
nam = dative of eu
Kpaate
dem, BONN awn. (P)
+ Ha (+ accusative)
irponett6ye (m)
maiktuorn,

where?
is this bus going [next]

bus depot; bus station

Shevchenko Boulevard

then
for you
[it is] better
to take; to sit down

trolley bus
twelve

GRAMMAR AND VOCABULARY EXPLANATION

(1) In Ukrainian there are two words for 'where?': KAP and fie?
Kyda? is used whenever direction is the focal point of the inquiry. It always impliesa

verb of motion and a direction, unlike de? which inquires abouta location. (The difference
between de? and Lyda? is akin to that between 'where?' and archaic English 'whither?)
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(2) John Baker wants to know where specifically the bus is going next. For thisreason he
selects the unidirectional imperfective verb of motion inul, &mu flojmb (`to go'): KAI WM
Kett asmo6yc? ('Where is this bus going [next] ?').

(3) 17: have seen that the genitive case is frequently used to signal possession. Another
prominent application of the genitive is to indicate some type of attribute. Thus, for example,
in the phrase 6y.medp Illeetteuxa (=lhevchenko Boulevard'; literally: Shevchenko's
Boulevard), the genitive signals that the boulevard is named after Taras Shevchenko, a famous
poet of the nineteenth century. (The same pattern is observed whenever streets, institutions,
theatres, operas are named after an individual.) The genitive form of all masculine animate
nouns ends in -a.

(4) In Ukrainian the most idiomatic way of saying `to take the trolley', `to take the bus', and
`to take the train' is cfcmu Ha mponitU5yc, cfcmu ma aemayc, and cfcmu ma t6i3o.

The Ukrainian equivalents of the verb `to take' (6pdmu, eouu 6epgmb [I] and pi:mu,
&mu Of3b#14)17tb [11) are reserved for situations when someone or something can actually be
taken with the hand, by the hand, or in one's arms.

SENTENCE PATTERN AND GRAMMAR STRUCTURE

BIM value dare Hit rponett6yc HO. 12, a ncrrim nepedent ea vassal HO. 10.

for you It is better to take trolley but N° 12 and then to transfer to tramcar N° 10.

10 1
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3. Competency: To buy tickets.
Situitfon: At the trolley stop.
Roles: John Baker and commuter waiting for trolley.

JB CKEACiTIN Gy Xtb Jiaciat, He A Moxy !Lynam =MK Ha Tponett6yc?
C. OH y Tomy Hiocxy. Swum?
JB Tax, macro. A CKiAbKH Kourrye KEHTOK?
CC. 50 (n'ATHecEr) KOHit1OK. 1CpalUe KrUITH KHEACKy 3 10 (MCATI)ME)

TEAOHEMH Ha npol3H. BaM BHCTEMHTE Ha KinhKa Auk
JB CnacH6i 3a nopany.
c. I He 3a6ywire 3axoNmocrynaTH Tam" y Tponettoyci.

VOCABULARY:

maxim = 2nd. pl. imperative of Tell [me]!
aca3dmu, eonu accbcymb (P) to tell

morrti, song m6myrb (I) to be able; can; may
KymiTH, BOHH KPLIIATb (P) to buy
aBITTRII (p1) tickets
Ha TpoJldit6yc for the trolley

OH over there
y Tdmy alocay = locative of in that kiosk

Ton (m) that
xidcx (m) kiosk

6avIHTH, BOHH 6allaTb (I) to SCC

KoHrlyBaTH, BOHH JUSUITylOTb (I) to Cost

n'srgecaT (+ genitive) fifty
KOHM6K = genitive of xoniaxii (pl) kopeks
xmlauca (f) book

3 georrbmd Taa61110411 with 10 [fare] vouchers
= instumental of Hdcgm ten

'rall6HH (p1) vouchers
[us] npofajz (m) fare; passage
IlliCTSPOITI. = 3rd sg. (P) it will suffice; it will be enough
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Ha KIJII3K8 [always governs genitive]
Aida = genitive of aid (p1)

cnackifii sa (+ accusative)
nopany = accusative (f)

ne 3a63iwre!
sa6krtt, DOM 3a6)/Pyrb (P)

aaxonnoctyaant , B01-1H aaxonnocryiarb

for a few
days

thank you for
[the] advice

Don't forget!
to forget

(P) to punch through

GRAMMAR AND VOCABULARY EXPLANATION

(1) The idiomatic phrases KOISMICa Ha mpondayc ('bus tickets') and maildnu na npoi(30 ('fare
vouchers') employ the structure ua + accusative. In such cases, the preposion na signals
purpose, i.e., 'tickets for the bus'; 'vouchers for the fare'.

(2) OH y mdmy scidacy ('Over there in that kiosk'). Just like ocb, the demonstrative particle
on is used when pointing to people or objects. OH, however, points to a location further away
from the speaker, rather than one close by. The counterpart of the pronoun ilea,t4 n, qe I gi
('this'/ 'these') is mod, ma, me I mi, used for objects further away from the speaker.

(3) Cnaca5i is yet another, extremely popular way of saying 'Thank you'. Although it stems
from the Ukrainian version of Church Slavonic, and it originally meant 'May God save you'
(Cnaca Eiz), today Cnacaai is as neutral in meaning as fikcjx).

'Thank you for...' in Ukrainian always is: alkyl° 3a ...; or Cnacai aa... followed by the
object of one's gratitude in the accusative case:

Cnarg6i aa nopi,gy. Thank you for the advice.
Asbcycno aa funisucy. We thank you for the book.

SPELLING NOTES

(1) On y m6my Kioctcy ('Over there in that kiosk'). The locative form of xiacx ends in-y.
This is a typical pattern of all neuter and masculine inanimate nouns that havex as the final-
stem consonant. Here are a few more examples:
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Hwo tiopx (m)

soonrIpx (m)

6yipitoK (m)

.nfAucco (n)

(2) All -a -type femininenouns
feminine -a -type noun ends in
to break it up with the vowel o

Tent') S s Hato tidpKy.
Now I'm in New York.

EaTbK0 3 cmdsr 3arrpa1551rtyrsy soonapKy.
Tomorrow father and son will be in thezoo.

BOHd 1KHB6 B 11;66Aty 6yarincy.
She lives in this building

Kir cntrts Ha nfxucy
The cat is sleeping on the bed.

have a 0 ending in the genitive plural. Whenever the stem of a
a cluster of consonants (for example, xonifix-), it isnecessary
Compare:

0/old KOHMKII = 1 kopek ;tat KonftiKH = 2 kopeks 50 Kortitt6K = 50 kopeks
°Ad Ktal*Ka = I hook IpH KIDIACKH = 3 books 15 KHHAUSK = 15 books
°mai abuts = 1 woman tturtipH *ADM 4 women 5 xcimiK = 5 women

PRONUNCIATION NOTE

(I) Note the changes in syllable organization thata word undergoes when it is declined:

KO tafti KB

KO - KH

KO Hitt-

KO - Mkt

K U ls - Ka

mixt - KH

KURA( - Kg

K IM - 311161

singular nominative

singular genitive

plural nominative

plural genitive

singular nominative

singular genitive

plural nominative

plural genitive

Practice pronouncing each word, by clearlydemarcating the boundary between each syllable.
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4. Competency: To exit at the right stop.
Situation: On the bus.
Roles: John Baker (PCV) and passenger (nacalcup).

JB Meai noTpi6eH pisepmar «Yxpaina». Ha locitt symmui meld aiAm?
P.
JB

Ha nacrynnift.
Toni /103110J1bTe npottni.

p. flpowy.

Vocabulary:

Meuf turrpf6en yuluepgar
nolpi6cn (m)
yilioepmdi (m)

yniaepcintanni maraubi
oncpaillas

Ha mutt sytuitud
mad ARTA?

3111111, nom! 3flinyi 1, (P)
unidimctional

(+ locative)
tloctyntdtt (t)

Topic 5

I need [to get to] the department store
necessary (adjective)
department store
`universal store'

"Ukraine" [here, the store's name]

At what stop
do I [need to] get off?

to get off

at
the next

upon-nit 1101111 npottityvb (P) to pass; to get through
unidirectional

GRAMMAR AND VOCABULARY EXPLANATION

(1) The expression meld nompftlen (colloquial for themore regular Agent nompf6nua) is
synonymous to the already familiar dative construction meld mpe6a. However, non:Olen isan
adjective and, unlike mpe6a, must agree in gender and number with theword it modifies in
this case ynieepmaz, which is masculine and singular.
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(2) The question Ha Joda 3yruhaii ...? (`At what stop...?')concerns location and, thus,
employs the locative case. By the same token, the reply Ha macasnsill (' Atthe next') must
also be expressed in the locative.

(3) The question Ha iglu 3yntingi mod 3itirmi? is a shortcut of Ha Ada synalus# men!
mpaa 3itinta? (`At what stop do I need to get off'?'). Here, the onunitted nspf5a
presupposes the already familiar use of the dative.

(4) The addition of prefixes to the unidirectional imperfective verb ofmotion (mu, 60IU4 atYMb
will make it perfective and alter its meaning. In thiscompetency we encounter two other
prefixed forms of the verb: 3iama, which means 'to get off , and npognui,which means `to
pass', `to get through', or 'to walk across'.

SENTENCE PATTERN AND GRAMMAR STRUCTURE

Itt noTpf6eu yllisepmir. (m)
She needs the department store

Menf noTpf6na 3yrnbtxa «Pycaniaxa*. (f)
I need the stop "Rusanivka."

1 6
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5. Competency: To hire a taxi.
Situation: On a city street.
Roles: John Baker (PCV) and Taxi Driver (narccucm).

J B Rot Vita nen& fliAtzwre)4ette?
T. Bam icymt?
113 Ha Rox3an.
T. Kourrynamme copox Kap6oaattuits.
JB f.to6pe, AOMOBILTIHCb!

VOCABULARY:

HiJIBC3T11, BOHH ninne3trb(P)
unidirectional

mend = accusative ofJi

to give a ride / give a lift

me

naM KYAN [Tpdfa]? where do you [need to go]?

[Hal &wain (m) accusative to the train station

KollayBaTH, BOHM KolliTylOTI, to cost
cdpok (+ genitive) forty
kap66aatuAin = genitive of rubles

kap6doatigi (pi)

rt66Pe fine; OK
A0M6BHJUICI) we have agreed!

to agree; to reach anagreement
BOHH 110MoBlISIT6C51 (I))

GRAMMAR AND VOCABULARY EXPLANATION
(1) The verb ni0663mu, 60HU tilaa3yMb (`to give a ride') is the perfe dye partner of theunidirectional oe3mii,eo1a4 ee3jmo (`to transport', `tocarry by vehicle'). Like allunidirectionalverbs, both niasi.3nui andee3rna emphasize reachinga destination.
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(2) Ha eox3a4 ("To the train station'). In situations wheredestination or direction is being
indicated, the preposition na governs the accusativecase and means 'to'. Before we saw the
use of the preposition do (`to') + genitive case also expressing destinationor direction.

The choice between na and do dependson the destination itself. Ha precedes activities
or events acting as destinations for example: rra ypdi (`to class'); Ha storailpnt (`to the
concert'). Ha also serves to indicate such destinationsas the train station (Ha oorad4), the bus
station (na crndniiiio), the post office (na nduany), the factory (na 3afidd),etc.

ao, on the other hand, precedes concrete places rather thanevents: do rutdcnor
rcimudmu (`to the classroom'); do 3d4y (`to the auditorium'). It willalso point to cities (do
Kdesa -- `to Kiev') and many other destinations.

There are no succint rules explaining when touse na, as opposed to do. Their
appropriate uses should be gradually memorized with each destination.

SPELLING NOTES

(1) In the past tense, the masculine singular of the unidirectional verbsnided3mu (P.'to give a
ride') and oesnd (no transport', `tocarry by vehicle') differ from the infinitive stem sea [-
ni]:

ToAC 'Amu ab MAXIM no 6i6.rricrriam.
At that moment John was taking books [ina vehicle] to the library.

Iaati WA* trvid no Ha rail%
Ivan gave me a ride to Natalia's.

(2) All masculine singular nouns that end in-er4t, for example Kap &Malmo (`ruble'),
ortiatto (`pencil'), yttpaiStero (`Ukrainian' [m.]) loose the vowel -e when these nouns
decline.

LIe Kourryamme capox Kapodaaratia. This will cost forty rubles.
Y mdue nem& anima I don't have a pencil.
ThACOH 3Hie Toro yxpairata. John knows that Ukrainian [man].
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6. Competency: To ask for directions.
Situation: On a Kiev street.
Roles: Janet Baker (PCV) and a Ukrainian passer-by.

JB Cicaxdrb, 6ynb naCKB, xK Ha3HBBETICA us ay.ninta?
p. Lie Xpemannc.
JB A meHi noipi6Ha Bynievi Kiposa.
p. Ti nepettmeHyBana Ha mem. icropmca MHxatina 1-pymeaciacoro. Ilpottnim

ABa KBapTanm no Xpetnamxy, i 6inx core.= 4atninpo* 3aepHim npaaoPri.
Ike t 6yne ByJIHU,S1 cpyrueschicoro.

JB Thyme runcylo 3a iH43cpmagho.
p. Bcboro saM no6poro.

VOCABULARY:

AK Ha3HBaeTbCH what is the name?
Ha3HBATHCA, BOHH Ha3HBAIOTICSI (I) to be called; to be named

BYJIHUA (f) street

XpemaTinc. (m), XpeuidiuKy = locative 1Chreshchatyk = the main street in Kiev

BYJIHW1 Kfporia Kirov Street

nepetimeHystrH, BOHN nepetimeliparb (P) to rename
na (+ accusative) in
viecrb (f) honor
ier6plina = genitive of icmdpwc (m) of the historian
Mrixatina = genitive of MuxdfiAo (m), Mykhailo (`Michael')
rpytudacmcoro = genitive of Hrushevs'ky (m) adjectival surname

rpywiecbrua
npottplfrb, npottni, nom npotbayrb (P) here: walk

unidirectional
Aea (m) two
tauwrium (p1) blocks
no (+ locative) on
Ulm [always governs genitive] next [to], at

= genitive of zornab (m) the hotel
asepnfm turn

3BepHTH, BOHN 3BipHyTb (P)
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nPaB6Pri
Ile nom

hickopmktho = accusative (t)
Bcbord A66poro = gen. of

yet( &Cope (n)
BaM

to the right
This will be the very [street...]

information
[I wish] everything good

to you

GRAMMAR AND VOCABULARY EXPLANATION

(1) The question Arc na3uodembag 4.4 ininuicit? concerns the name of the street, and is the
idiomatic equivalent of 'What street is this?'

(2) . .nepeamemysdnu na icmdpuKa Muxail4a rpyugeocbtcow (`. . they renamed
[it] in honor of the historian Mykhailo Hrushevs'ky'). Not all surnames in Ukrainian are
constructed like nouns. Some surnames are constructed like adjectives and, therefore, have
both a masculine and a feminine form. For example, rpyudecbxua may be applied only to a
man. A woman belonging to this family will be called rpyudectoca with her surname ending in
-a, as do all feminine adjectives. Such surnames are always declined like adjectives. The
genitive ending of all singular masculine (and neuter) modifiers is -ow:

Ile splints! Mmatt.na Cpyrudacworo.
Ile ay.nnu.sinelpi tlattxdacbscoro.

This is Mykhaito Hrushevs'ky Street.
This is Peter Chaikovsky Street.

We have seen that feminine modifiers take the ending -of in the genitive (See Topic 4 [1]).
Thus, women's surnames that are constructed like adjectives will be rendered as follows:

Ile BYJIHIPI 0.711arH KO6HAAHCbKOL This is Olha Kobylians'ka Street.
Ile BYJIHLVI K66pinicbxoL This is Natalia Kobryns'ka Sweet

(3) The preposition 6fitx (`next to'; 'near') always governs the genitive case: 614.s swam
gRidnpo* (`next to the hotel Dnipro').

In the genitive case some inanimate masculine nouns assume the ending -a, others the
ending -y. There are no succint rules regulating which nouns take one ending, and which take
the other. For this reason, most dictionaries and vocabulary lists provide the genitive case of
inanimate nouns.
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SENTENCE PATTERN AND GRAMMAR STRUCTURE

Ike watt6a Yenna rpenbaoro.

This is puck Wayne Gretzky's.

13o6puii tezip, glitturio, Kggu ageua
Comaiou 340 meta nizafig.ottbxg, 9e 31cugetu.?

Good evening, young maiden, whereare you going?
Tea' me the truth, where doyou Cave?

(Excerpted from a fork song)



TOPIC 6

COMMUNICATIONS
3BW3OK

lacques HainimicyjeCiao" 1979.

CULTURE NOTE: AN OUTDATED SYSTEM OF
COMMUNICATIONS

COMPETENCIES:

1. To get one's party on the line and to leavea message.
2. To make use of the inter-city telephonesystem.
3. To ask the operator for assistance.
4. To send a telegram.
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AN OUTDATED SYSTEM OF COMMUNICATIONS

The telephone system in Ukraine leaves much to be desired. It takes years or special bribes for
a family to obtain a telephone. In rural areas there are far fewer telephones than in the cities.
Behind all these problems lies an outmoded telephone technology and poor business
management.

There are many public telephones on the streets of major cities. Unfortunately, many
of them have fallen into disrepair or have been vandalized. Thus, it is preferrable to call from
home or from a neighbor's house. Using a neighbor's phone is standard practice in Ukraine.
Telephone directories are few and far between, but it is possible to obtain a number by dialing
the information service (aosiatcdea cityfrc6a) at 09.

Inter-city telephone communication is possible within Ukraine and the countries of the
former Soviet Union, by dialling 8+ the city code+ the number. Calls overseas may be made
from a private telephone or the post office. However, they are costly, require the assistance of
an operator, and need to be ordered well ahead of time.

Fax telephones are slowly being introduced, but for the average citizen they are an
unknown commodity.

There are three types of telegram messages: npocm( (simple); mcpmindei (fast), and
6AziacaoKu (`lightning speed'). They are handled at the Teiteckon - meAevack department of

the post office. Telegram transmissions going outside Ukraine cost ten rubles per word.
Stamps issued by the Soviet Union are still in rise, frequently supplemented with

special stickers bearing Ukraine's emblem. The first series of Ukrainian postage has already
appeared, and will soon replace all remaining Soviet stamps.

When sending packages abroad, including the United States, it will be necessary to
inquire what rules concerning customs and packaging are in effect. All of these are currently
changing, and guidelines formulated in 1991 or early 1992 may soon be out-dated.

Registered letters and packages addressed overseas are not handled in all post office
branches. To send these, it is advisable to go directly to the appropriate department of the main
post office (ronomouendmm).
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1. Competency:
Situation:
Roles:

pM
JB

pM
JB
pM
JB

To get one's party on the line and to leave a message.
Telephone conversation.
John Baker (PCV) reaches Mrs. Moroz, themother of
his friend Andriy.

Anno!
Ao6pHti nami Mopo3. Lie Amu. Moxnanonpocirro no Tenecl3ony
AHnpist?
Ha xanb, Rom Hemae aroma. AIgo ttomy nepeKa3aTH?
IlepeKaAdTb, 6ynb /HEM MOX TeJIC410HyBaB 1 BOliB 6H 3 ITHM noroaopwro.
Ilepezaazy o6oa's3zoso.
Arze nzzro. Ychoro naincpamoro!

VOCABULARY:

An.no!

nani Mopd3
Ile Axon
hidatna (+ infinitive)
nonpdarrn, nonpacKrb (P)
Tenec)day = genitive (m)
Ampfsi so accusative of Aiu3pfa
Ha xcinb
ttor6 = genitive of sin
an6ma
nepezawkrit, BOHH nepeKiNcy-rb (P)

Tenetkouyaint, BOHH Tenetkoagicrrb (I)
molts 60

X011TH, BOHH XogyTb (I)
[3] = instrumental of sin

o6oa'scuc6ao

Yclh6ro nattzpanoro!= genitive of
yci HatiApdug (n)

Hello! [telephone greeting]

`Mrs. Moroz'
this is John [calling]
may one?; is it possible?
to ask; to request; to invite
telephone
`Andrew'
unfortunately
he
at home
to tell / transmit communication; to retell

- 116 -

to telephone
would like to (male speaker)

to want; to wish
with him

certainly / surely

[I wish you] all the best!
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GRAMMAR AND VOCABULARY EXPLANATION

(1) .fie fi. con (`This is John'): We haveseen that the demonstrative pronoun tie serves to
introduce or identify objects or individuals close to the speaker. Inthis competency, John
Baker uses what appears to be a demonstrativepronoun but is really an indeclinable panicle to
introduce himself on the phone. Unlike the demonstrativepronouns 'this' / 'these' (qei, iM, ue
1 4i) which agree in gender and number with the nouns they modify, the particletoe has only
one form and always serves to communicate the verb `to be' in the singularor the plural.
Compare:

fie*
This is a book.
This is Mr. Baker.
These are my things.
Who are these [people]?

4<llett, gm, me; gi*
This book is mine.
This gentleman doesn't understand me.
This word is very difficult
These students are American.

Ike maxim
Ile nail Beixep.
Ile moip6tti
XTO Ue?

Ijsr Ktuimuca (f)
Uett num He po3p4fe mud. (m)
Ike cads° 43xe Baysx6 (n)
U) crygewrit abtepwami. (pl.)

(2) Moxna Pied] nonpocamu ('May I request') do meiteckciny(`to the phone') AnapIR?
(`Andriy'?). In the accusative case all animate-masculinenouns (with the exception of the -a -
type), their modifiers, and all masculine-animatepronouns have the same endings as they do in
the genitive case:

Xotly 6aturnt xoxeiera YOBS Tpexbunco.
I want to see the hockey-player Wayne Gretzky.

Maxim nonpdcwru mina upeaundirru JIeoufAa Kpast tyusiRo TexeckOHY?
May I ask Mr.President Leonid Kravchuk [to come]to the phone?

()aim sno6trrb Kamm Axons Wimp&
Olena loves our John Baker.

(3) The polite formula 'I would like to...' is expressed in Ukrainian bymeans of the past tense
and the conditional particle 6u (spelled 6 aftera vowel). As in English, this formula is
followed by an infinitive verb:

'LOT& 6a 3 H11414 1101-0BOOTH.

I would like to have a talk with him. (male speaker)
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51 xtvr(a 63 Hin4 HOrOBOOTH.

I would like to have a talkwith him. (femalespeaker)

SENTENCE PATTERN AND GRAMMAR STRUCTURE

flepeKamfrb, 6yAb mama, mo s Te.rxectooxyada i xaria 6H 3 mum norosopitnt.

Tell [him] please that I called and would like with him to speak
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2. Competency:
Situation:
Roles:

JB

PS
JB
PS

JB

llpic 6

To make use cot the inter-city telephonesystem.
On the way to the Post Office.
John Baker (PCV) and his friend Petro Skrypnyk.

Meui Tpe6a HOPABOHHTH go Jlbaoaa. IleTyr mimmicbmit Tenapon-
aaTomaT?
OH Tam, 6UUI "may go nourramTy.
rieTpe, uaraaatt Reid, MK HUM itopucTraTuck.
Cnogaixy Tpe6a noKnacru moueTy, ncnimsnsrrm Tpy6Ky, na6paiu koa
mien, a noTim Homep Tenectouy.
OT mem! Hikoro Rena.

VOCABULARY:

HOLOBOHIITH, BOHH HOT(3B6HATb (P)

Jihadaa = genitive of Jibe's
TyT
MiACMiCIAGiti (m)

Tene4p 5n-aa-romiT (in)

[OH] TAM
61.1131 sx6ay

sx6gy = genitive of fair) (m)
nourrti)rry = genitive (m)

uaraixati
uaraailn, BOHN itaramilan. (P)

SIK KOpHCIyaiTHC51,

BOHH KOpHCT)/10T1431 (1)

um= instrumental of ein

=Warm , BOHN nowiaatrb (P)

mouery = accusative (f)
31LO111, BOHN 3ufmrb (P)
Tp)16icy = accusative (f)
na6psini, BOHM na6eptrb (P)
KOA (m)

mien = genitive of miano (n)

to phone; to give a ring; to call
L'viv (the major city in Western Ukraine)
here
inter-city
telephone booth

[over] there
near the entrance

entrance
post office

tell [me] again!; remind me!

how to operate; to make use

it (in reference to merieckOn)

here: to drop in [coin];
to place; to put down

coin
here: to pick up
receiver
to dial
code
[of the] city
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OT wicni! Darn! / What a surprise!
[here: an unpleasant surprise]

Hiadro - genitive of nixmo No one is at home.
Heath (= short form of nemde)

GRAMMAR AND VOCABULARY EXPLANATION

(1) The most basic responses to ae? where?') are the adverbs mym (`here') andmam
there'). Like their interrogative counterpart, mym andmar concern only location, never

direction. For emphasis, they may be prefaced with the complementary demonstrativeparticles
OCb and on: OCb mym! (`Over here'); On maul (`Over there').

(2) All objects directly influenced by such actionsas `operating,' making use,' employing,'
must be expressed in the instrumental case. Signaling means, rather than accompaniment, this
construction never uses a preposition. For example:

Hari Wit meiti, six BID4 xoplicTyartics. Remind me how to operate it.
AMOK KOpHCTY611,CA CJIOBRIIK6M. John uses a dictionary.

(3) The pronouns, nixmo (`no one' or 'nobody') and niu45 (`nothing')represent negative
entities. Like all pronouns, they assume various forms dependingon their function within the
sentence. Unlike English, the presence of a negative entity in Ukrainian does not eliminate the
need to use a negated verb. For example:

GENITIVE

NOMINATIVE

DATIVE

INSTRUMENTAL

Mazy Hem.
Hixmd He wok nandpy.
Axon idicamy He club= npo c66e.
Mn id 3 KILM He ronopAmr.

SPELLING NOTE

There is no one [home].
No one has paper.
John told no one about himself.
We spoke with no one.

(1) Alternation between the vowels i and o occursamong many masculine nouns. Thus, in the
genitive, fibeie become J7bedea; cmin ('table') becomes CMOAd; CiIC (`juice')becomes airy;
nupiz becomes nupozd (`tart'); etc. This change of stem remainsconstant throughout the
various forms assumed by a noun. For example:

NOMINATIVE abatis penecancHe micro. Lviv is a Renaissance city.
ACCUSATIVE llso6mb Jhais.

- 120 -
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GENITIVE 3a ainuca Aida iitemo ;to Jhadna. We are going to Lviv in a few
days.

LOCATIVE Cecrpg Matt xuad y Maids'. Olena's sister lives in Lviv.
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3. Competency: To ask the overseas operator for assistance.
Situation: Telephone conversation.
Roles: Janet Baker (PCV) and Operator.

0. - BH 38340WIRJIH Hwo topK?
JB - TaK, samoansna.
0. - TIOBTOpiTb, 6),AL nacKa, Homep.
JB - 212.... (Asic-ri maHamprrs)
0. - 3ageKattre mummy. 3altHsrro.
JB - IIpouiy, He KnaAim Tpy6Ky. Cnpooyitre zue pa3.
0. - J1uuli UR/UM. Crip06yK)110,43BOHHTH 3a AeCJIM JEBHJIHH.

VOCABULARY:

3BMOBJIS1TH, BOHH 3BMOBASII0Tb (1)

HMO tiopK (m)
to order, request / reserve [a phone call]
New York

3104eKiTH, BOHH 3a4teKaKm. (P) to wait [briefly]
xmunfuncy (f) accusative a moment [literally: a little minute]
30tH TO [it is] busy / occupied

He ILT111011 don't put down!
BOtiti IuntAtrb

cnpcS6yaa.r», BOHH cripoi6parb (P) to try; to attempt

Afitis (1) [telephone] line
3athurra busy (adjective)
sa (+ accusative) in
Aeons ten
70111J11111 = genitive of X614.4thili (p1.) minutes

GRAMMAR AND VOCABULARY EXPLANATION

(1) Bu 3amooninu H1,10 Rolm? (`You ordered [a call]to New York?'). The point of this
question is to verify the fact that Janet Baker requested assistance. Thus,the operator uses an
imperfective verb, instead of the perfective samtkuunu,emu 3amdmiunb. By the same token,
Janet's affirmative reply 3amoemitAa does not stress the completion of an action
(3am6euria), but the process of 'ordering'.
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(2) Cnpd6po noo3ednumu 3a OICAMb xemmin. ('I will try calling in ten minutes'). When
the preposition sa is followed by a time expression in the accusative, the construction signals a
period of elapsed time.

11pmlecfrb ne 38 'nub.
6yny ainbna 311Rsi ronfaut

3anniTb no mene sa Tpn i.

Bring this in one day.
I will be free in two hours.
Come to see me in three weeks

SPELLING NOTE

The verb Mdcmu, emus ma0fmb and its perfective partner nomdcmu, Bonze nomaymb (' to
put down,' to place') are irregular. In the past tense, their stem loses the consonant -c: ein
Knee / nomde; eond md4a 1nox4d4a; eon(' ;Quirt° I nox..4d4o, and 601ili 1(.46414 / no,c4d4u.

This pattern is typical of all verbs whose infinitive ends in -cmu. For example: rams
('to eat') °info, eoud it4a, iu LIU; cicmu ('to sit down') sin cie, eond eonu CiAii.

PRONUNCIATION NOTE

The dental consonant 03 in the verb noa3eondmu, earns noo3ednAmb ('to call [on the
telephone]') is a little difficult to pronounce. The best strategy is to first practice the sound
'poDZ' and, then, gradually add the subsequent syllables. Once 03 sounds like one consonant
(instead of two), one may attempt pronouncing it as an initial sound, at the beginning of its
own syllable in the verb narbeonsimu: '- DZvo-.' The infinitive of this verb actually consists
of the following four syllables: no Q3BO Bit Tn.
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4. Competency:
Situation:
Roles:

JB
P.
JB

P.

JB

To send a telegram.
At the P.ost Office.
John Baker (PON) and Postal Worker.

6yilb IlaCKIL, RH Tyr npattmaiars mizmapoximi .tr...rterpamm?
Tax, Tyr.
lipomy aixorpagre too Tenerpamy xxomora uzawwie. A 6aunepcvriBM Tex
nputtmacre?
Hi, 6aurtepo.ni i pexotatutoBaHiMICTH pirthialOn> Y 6-My (110cTomY)
Rixotuti. Ott Tam, 6a'urre?
ilyxce nsupo.

VOCABULARY:

nputimaTti, BOHH uptitimatarb (I)
mixoapoittti (p1)
Tenerpamtt (p1)

aimpiatcm, BOHM BiAllpaRHATS (P)

Ruomora =ame
.unatune

6atutep6ni (pl)

pexomemtcSsatti (pl)
y (+ locative)
11B5CTOWly = locative of wocnusa (m)
sixoluxi = locative of eircthag (n)

to accept; to take; here: to handle
international (adjective)
telegram

to send
here: the fastest way possible

faster
package
also

registered
at
sixth (ordinal adjective)
wicket; window

GRAMMAR AND VOCABULARY EXPLANATION

(1) John Baker wishes to confirm whether he hascome to the light department or not.
Therefore, instead of addressing the postal worker directly (npuamdeme? 'Do you
handle... ?'), he uses the impersonal, third-person plural ('Do they handle...?').When the
third-person plural is used without a clearly defined subject,a general principle is the focal
point of the inquiry: Yu mym nputimchomb mixnapdani memzpcimu? (`Areinternational
telegrams handled here?).

By the same token, when the postal worker states: EariaeptfAi i pexametiadeaniMang
flpliabldlOMb y 6 -My Waft*, this means 'Packages and registered lettersare handled at the
sixth wicket.'
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(2) Bianpdsme too menezpdmy locomdza :andante ('Send this telegram the fastest way
possible'). Here, in effect, John Baker is requesting the 6nticxasica (lightning speed')
telegram service.

The construction Jiitcomtha + comparative adverb is an idiomatic way of conveying the
superlative:

3po6in ue akomora }Tame. Do this the best it can be done.
roaopti mot46ra nogabsime Speak as slowly as you can.

SENTENCE PATTERN AND GRAMMAR STRUCTURE

Bat titepani i pekometutdaaai mcni nodimlon. y metcroxy siK6Bui.

Packages and registered letters they accept at the sixth wicket.
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A menep... siput Mule Kocmetoco
And now... a poem ivy Lina 7(pstenkp

JII4C111 i HBACHABitIC BEISCHO,

KOJIH iX 3KAyrb Aaneici ailpearni,

KOMI C 9W, KOJIBI Houle qacy,

I KOJIM Haim Hi npo ISO 11111C 4ini.
IkuulTb npo Te, 1140 BH ACYLBi-3/X0p0Bi,

He rosopim %loco BH Talc moattana.

He Tpe 6a will, Hui= 6ameponi?
Ay! i ace, Kpi3b pant i nexiani

Write letters and send them in timely fashion,
if distant addressees await them,
(write] when you have time, and when you don't,
and even when tb ore is nothing to write about.
Write about the ,,ect that you are alive and well,
Don't tell why you were silent for so long.
There is no need for (many) words; why send packages?
Oh! and (write) always, through the years and sadness.

Lima *nob is a representative of Me 'generation of the Attics,"

a group of toilers artists that flourished luring Orusfidiev's thaw

but was abruptly silenced in 1972, Irwin g a new wave of terror gyaittst Ukrainian

culture. Linn Wasiak, Lid Not begin puldisfiing again until the fate 1910's.
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SHOPPING
170ICY17KH

I,

Bohan Swab, ?Wiwi /any M Isisol. 1917.

CULTURE NOTE: SHOPPING: PSYCHING YOURSELF
UP

COMPETENCIES:

1. To inquire about the availability of an item and itscost.
2. To identify the necessary size.
3. To inquire about the availability of food lions.
4. To pay for an item and check whether coma change is

being returned.
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SHOPPING: PSYCHING YOURSELF UP

The transition to a market economy from the Soviet administrative-command system has been a
rough one. In Ukraine, as in other post-Soviet countries, there is a lack of even the most basic
products. While prices continue to rise, store shelves remain empty. Whenever And wherever
an item appears on the market, a huge line immediately forms, even when there 1; no guarantee
that the long wait will end in success. It is especially difficult to obtain footwear 1.33yrnm.4),
children's clothing (aumiquil oa.az), and various basic foods, especially dairy products
(mo4otud npoafrmu).

Ukrainian consumers will frequently buy whatever is available, even when they have
no immediate need for it, anticipating full well that soon the item may disappear altogether.
Shopping for food requires especially great forethought and planning. Thus, for example,
milk is best bought in the morning before it is sold out.

Department stores, called ynieepmdzu, i.e., 'universal stores,' sell more than food-
related items. Specialized stores, called «00.a), «B3yntm.6, «Tpuxomaxati ecipo6uv, and
«EAeonpornondpuo, sell, respectively: clothes, footwear, knitwear and electrical appliances.
In such stores there is no self-service. Shoes and items of clothing need to be selected first;
then the salesperson issues a bill, which has to be paid to the cashier who stamps the bill as
paid. Only then may customers pick up their selections.

Food products are sold in the racmpondm ('Gastronome') and in more specialized
outlets bearing such names as: M0.40K0 (Milk); Mile° (Meat), etc. Shopping in these stores
also involves first obtaining a receipt from the cashier. Self-service food stores, mini versions
of the American Safeway, called ynieepcamu (`universal self-service groceries'), have recently
been introduced. As elsewhere, shelves here are almost empty and waiting lines long.

Occasionally, professional unions at various enterprises enter into agreements with
merchant groups and order special pie items directly to the place of business. There the items
are bought by union members at somewhat lower prices and sold without the ordeal of long
waits in line.

Today numerous cooperative stores are being founded, but their prices are too high for
the average Ukrainian citizen. Also there are stores that deal only in foreign currency and sell
special items, considered a "luxury" by local standards.

Specialized markets deal with the products of individual manufacturers. Other markets
are akin to Western flea markets (mooxywca, 6apaxoAxa) where new and used items can be
purchased. Lately, such markets have been taken over by racketeers and finding a real bargain
is almost impossible.
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When going shopping, it is advisable to wear a pscychological suit of armor. The
Soviet command economy has produced a special breed of merchants and salespersons with a
reputation for being especially irritable and rude. To be sure, some salespersons try to be more
accommodating to foreigners, but this is not always the case. Only after normal market
principles are fully implemented can one expect this special Soviet breed to evolve into polite
and helpful sales personnel. But this will take time.
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I. Competency: To inquire about the availability of an item and its
cost.

Situation: At Andriy Moroz's apartment.
Roles: John Baker (PCV) and his friend Andriy Moroz.

JB Annpito, /le st *foxy KrUITH 3ountT?
AM Y marammi *ICamrronapn* a6o y =jai Kalii4eJ131pCbMIX Tonapin

yninepmary.
JB A CidAbKH xonrrye 30IIIHT? Meni noTpi6HO TOBCTIra.
AM Tama 30LIIHT KounyBarume Hpli6J1H3H0 3 (Tpn) xap6orAini.

VOCABULARY:

MOTTA, BOM1 Mo)KyTb (I)

maramin (m)
«KaHLATontipn» = abbreviation of

KaMteJlapC1,10 TOBdpH

tafApiin Kamensfpaautx Toatipin
10.1011 (m)
1(11/1He HapC13KRX (pi)

Toadpia (p1)

narpfeco
Tont-TAR (m)

Tanga (m)
Tpn (+ accusative)

to be able

store

'Office Supplies'
stationery department

department
of office (adjective)
goods; products

[It is] necessary
thick fat

such
three

GRAMMAR AND VOCABULARY EXPLANATION

(1) The v rb mozma, eouu md.wymb emphasizes, as a rule, the subject's physical ability to do
something. For example:

A mdxcy KyMITH WO KM010Cy, BOHd nenopord.

I can buy this book; it is not expensive.
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Ilpockdcop M6)Ke roaopth'ii nosinbnitue,sump wiein.
The professor can speak more slowly, ifyou so wish.

When motmii appears in conjunction with ae?, the subject'sown ability to carry out an action
is no longer an issue. Instead, the place where it is possibleto carry out the action becomes the
focus: fie A A6xry Kyruinus 3cituum? ('Where can I buya notebook?').

(2) In English, attribution is conveyed by placing a modifying word beforea noun or by using
the preposition 'of': 'in the stationery department of the univermah.' In Ukrainian, such
modifiers must be expressed in the genitive and placed after thenoun they modify: y efaai4i
[ =in the department] Kange4.$1pcbxux Inoodpie 1= of office supplies]yuieepmdzy 1=
of the univermah].

The genitive ending of all plural adjectives and adjectivalsurnames is -ux:

Ile afitnin aamensipcbanx Tom 1pia. This is the office-supplies department.

Lle aftulin maridnunix nponywris This is the dairy-products section.

Lle crtaxynwrer repuincbanx mos. This is the Faculty of Germanic Languages.

Ile Aim rp,y-xeschainc. This is the home of the Hrushevskys.

(3) Concepts modified by the adverb npu6.4113no ('almost,' approximately') are always
expressed in the accusative:

TaKAtt 36111HT icatuTysanime ITpH6.7143H0 TpH icapalanni.
Such a notebook will cost approximately three rubles.

However, the numeral will influence the case of thenoun following it. For example, in the
sentence below, aeciunb (`ten') is in the accusative, but icapodealmi ('rubles')appears in the
genitive because numerals representing quantities five and above require thiscase:

Taxa KH112KKa KoLLITyBaTHMe npildnirmio piCAIS tcap66eata4ie.
Such a book will cost approximately ten rubles.
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SENTENCE PATTERN AND GRAMMAR STRUCTURE

A CialliaKH Kourrye Twain Toscredt 36UIHT?

And how much does cost such a thick notebook?

V V V
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2. Competency: To identify the necessary size.
Situation: At the shoe store.
Roles: John Baker (PCV) and Salesperson.

JB - Alcor° posmipy RepeatucH?
S Ike copox npyrHii.
JB Moxma noMipsrna?
S - Eynb nacKa.
JB Tpoxa THCHy173. Y Bac a Ha po3mip Mahan?
S - e, arm hunoro Konbcpy, nopHi.
JB - 1.1e Rigor°, BOHH JiKpa3 no H031. jlaxpo.

VOCABULARY:

Simko p63mipy id Repestim? What size are these shoes?
axdro = gen. of muia (m) what kind
p63mipy = genitive of p6s./4p (m) size
gepeiniKH (pl) shoes

Ile cdpoK apyrHtl [p53mip] These are [size] 42

M6)1(112

noHipsrni, BOHH nomfpswfrb (P)
may one?; is it possible?
to measure; to try on

Nepeafncm] 7p6xn TticHyrb = idiomatic [the shoes are] a little tight
TVICHyTH (I) to squeeze

Ha [mum] p63Hip 61.mmi one size larger

[we do] have
and but
fmnoro = genitive of imauti (m) another
H6abopy = genitive of KtfAip (m) color
gdpHi (pi) black [ones]

Rupsi3 no Ho31
no (+ locative)
H031= locative of Hozd (f)
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[they fit] the foot just right

foot; leg
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GRAMMAR AND VOCABULARY EXPLANATION

(1) Atka pd3Mipy Ki ideptaiircu? is the idiomatic equivalent of 'What size are these shoes?' One
of the most frequent uses of the genitive case involves attributive constructions. For example,
when inquiring about size, dimension, or color, the interrogative pronouns maia, Ad and the
nouns they modify must be expressed in the genitive:

MUST° sutabopy Tad 6ii? What color are your eyes?
Shun itomuutti Lta m411111142? How long is this skirt? /

What is the length of this skirt?

(2) By the same token, statements conveying attributes will also employ the genitive case:

E, and (Buxom K6abopy,
Yes, we have [shoes one size larger] but of a different color black ones.

(3) Constructions equivalent to the English 'a size larger' or 'larger by a size', will employ the
construction tea + the size (or dimension) stated in the accusative case +
comparative adjective:

LIA nepeinincit Ha postip 6Lubmi.
Lti Itepeenui H2 Asa paamipit moni.

These shoes are larger by a size.
These shoes are two sizes smaller.

tiord ximnaTa Ha Tint m6Tpi3 ndawa. His room is three meters longer
Mitt 6pliHOK Ha ABa HiTpH BHUAHR. My building is taller by two meters.

In such constructions, the comparative adjective always agrees in gender, number and case
with the noun it modifies: siepesiku =614butihmetilui (nominative plural); ximndma =adotaa
(nominative, feminine singular); 6yatinox =Inagua (nominative, masculine singular).

PRONUNCIATION AND SPELLING NOTE

All singular feminine hard-stem nouns that end in -za undergo a change in the locative case.
Their final-stem consonant -z becomes a -3. This change in sound is always reflected in
spelling. Compare:

Use npasa Borg, a ne This is the right foot, and this is the left.
111'epeB} mcpt13 no Ho31 These shoes fit the foot just right.
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3. Competency: To inquire about the availability of food items.
Situation: At the dairy section of the Gastronome.
Roles: John Baker and Salesperson.

JB Y sa.c a choromi mo.now?
S . Tax, mixt MOJIOKO i cmeratia.
JB A Rawl?
S . Ha )1(2.11b, ACM) nem. AJle 3atilliTbno maraamy HaanporH. Hemottaatio

Tyial aaseanm Awl i marecy.
JB .11,5myio aa iwtopmaujio.

VOCABULARY:

Y uac tt cbordmi mo.uoc6?
manok6 (n)

Do you have milk today?
milk

c Ye'. we have
citbKe (n) fresh
cmeraiia (f) sour cream

A And what about?
Aim( (pl), Jaw, = genitive pl. eggs
3atinSis go in!

3a iTI3, BOHH eittAyTb (P)
unidirectional

ilaanpdrm across [the street]; directly opposite
Heukoalatio not long ago
Tymi (points out direction) there
aaaenti, BOHli aaaeatrb (P) unidirectional to bring [by vehicle]; to transport
koa6aci (0 sausage

GRAMMAR AND VOCABULARY EXPLANATION

(1) Ha Xdilb, Ril4b neMd (`Unfortunately, thereare no eggs'). We have already seen that
absent, missing, or unavailable subjectsmust be expressed in the genitive case. The genitive
plural of most neuter nouns takesa 0 ending:

C cafxci Mast. There are fresh eggs.
Hema CBIBUIX There are no fresh eggs.
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Y luhro c A456pi 38111411HEISI He has good questions.
Y His611) HeMiC samTa. He has no questions.

(2) Heujoodeno mad 3a613/114 AIM I xoe5a0 ('Not long ago they delivered there [to that
store] eggs and sausage').

The most basic responses to the interrogative adverb xyDil? ('where, in which
direction?')' are moil ('here' i..e, in the direction of the speaker), and mad ('there'
in a direction away from the speaker). Cloaa and Inyoziare similar in function to the archaic
English 'hither' and 'thither'. Whenever these adverbs are used,a verb of motion accompanies
them or is implied. Compare the following:

ThKoH?

Bin TyT, y mdne.

)J, coil?
lord Heusi TyT.
Kyw BiH niwda?

- OH Tylui, Wiliam?

Tit a*c TWO X0All CIOAA, AO male.

Where is John?
Here, at my place.

Where is John?
He is not here.
Where did he go?
Over there, you see?

You are all the way there?
Come here, to me.

SPELLING AND PRONUNCIATION NOTE

(1) We saw that some feminine nouns gain a vowel in the genitive plural in orderto avoid the
awkward consonantal cluster that arises when the stem does not takean ending for example,
xindx, visoc6x, and goniadx.
The same phenomenon occurs with the neuter noun ittqa ('eggs'). Because itsstem Allo f-al
consists of a vowel and two consonants (A+ tib), it is difficult to pronounce by itself. Thus,
spelling convention requires that in the genitive plural this consonantal cluster be separated by
the vowel -e : - ilio (YA-YETS').

W
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4.
is

Competency:

Situation:
Roles:

To pay for an item and check whether correct change
being returned
At the Gastronome.

Janet Baker (PCV) and Cashier.

JB Ey Ab nacxa, 15 (n'smamsrrb) sap6oaamtia i 10 (necsrb) Kortittosy
monownitt BiAAin i 57 (n'srmeczr cim) sapesoaasuia i 15 (regrsamsTb
KOHMOK) y tescusti.

C. Bcboro 72 (cimilecsr naa) sap6oaasui i 25 (saa.uusm n'srrb) sonittox.
JB OCb 80 (sicimecwr).
C. Bi3bMiTb 3.rtagy.
JB Bu6atiTe, me Tyr Tinbss 7 (cip4) sap6osamds.
C. Ilpowy rtpo6attems, s nommunacs. OCb iate 75 (cim.ttecgr zrb)

VOCABULARY:

B-,nb Aims [Bi3bMiTb]
n'satiamorn
y mo.TIogrtiaR

mondtmstt (m) adjective
n'srAecaT CiM
y temmult1 (m) adjective

Bcbord [Kaurrye]
cimileckr Asa
gadwisrb leirrb

IliChtaeCaT

maga (t)

TinbKH

flpowy ripo6sigemus (n)
HOMH.14114CSI, BOHH (P)
iute = a more emphatic form of use
cimitecaT resin

Please [take]
fifteen
for the dairy section

pertaining to milk; dairy
fifty seven
for the meat [section]
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In all [it costs...]
seventy two
twenty five

Here [you have] eighty.

change [of money]

only

I ask [beg] your forgiveness; pardon
to make a mistake
still; additional
seventy five
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GRAMMAR AND VOCABULARYEXPLANATION

(1) In this competency Janet Baker ispaying the cashier two separate sums, oneintended for
purchases at the dairy section, and theother for purchases at the meat section.

When presenting her money, Janet beginswith the politeness formula Ey& Itacxa(thus

asking the cashier to take her money),and then she stipulates the sums that areintended for

each section. The y + accusativeconstruction underlying the phrases ymo4diutua eitaai4 (Tor

the dairy section') and y m'acutiti(`for the meat (section]') serve to signal"the destination" or
"purpose" of her money.

(2) Ilptituy npo6ditenns (I beg yourfogiveness') is a very polite way of saying'I'm sorry',

and a much stronger statement than13a6altme (`Excuse me'; 'Forgive me'). The verb

npoctimu, aorta npocsmb (`to request;' to beg') has an irregular first-person singular:

npdusy; mu npdcuus; ein npdcumb; munpOcumo; cu npdcume; eouu npdc.amb.

(3) The verbs which mean `to make amistake' nommuirticA, nowt notaingrbcs (P) and

normasfritca, BOHH HOMH/13110TbC51 can serve to illustrate anaspectual pair of verbs that
differ from each other not by theaddition of a prefix, but a variation inthe stem. The
differences in meaning between each verb are notdifficult to appreciate:

EMPHASIS ON RESULT EACH TIME:

Kactipxa chordnid nomatinacit 7pcmi. (P)
The cashier made a mistake three timestoday.

EMPHASIS ON REPETITIVE STATE:

BOH4 110140.324JISCA, TOM)' axe He npattgye Tyr.
She often made mistakes (She used tomake mistakes often), that is why she nolonger
works here.

SENTENCE PATTERN AND GRAMMAR STRUCTURE

Cup Walla xym,trit y siuAini mato= npoacais racrpouthut.
Cheese one can buy in the section fon dairy products gastronome's

1.33
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Vy.no go6p,o ga&Ho, 6gge zapan ma He japeti.
There was wealth but tong ago; there wit( beprosperity but not instant%.

Jim an 1864 affection e provesk.
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TOPIC 8

SOCIAL SITUATIONS
CHIRKYBAHIN

60

Hakim Smola. Clwisamw Realism 1975.

CULTURE NOTE: SOCIAL INTERACTION

COMPETENCIES:

1. To inquire about the weather, employing formulas of
politeness.

2. To extend an invitation.
3. To accept an invitation.
4. To receive and give gifts.
5. To inform an unexpected guest that you are busy.
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SOCIAL INTERACTION

Ukrainians tend to be outgoing, warm and sociable. If Soviet rule has had a tremendous effect
on the deterioration of traditional etiquette, it has not quelled the impulse for hospitality and
normal human bonding.

Today most topics are acceptable for conversation. The selection of topic will depend
rather on general rules of tact and the nature of a given relationship. The weather, as a topic,
will serve only for practical purposes rather than small talk. As in other societies, people
associated through bonds of kinship will turn to events of family life. Among people with
common professional interests, shop talk is popular. Among the intelligentsia, discussions
concerning the art world and the literary scene will take precedence.

Under totalitarianism, politics were discussed only in closed circles, with people who
had established a deep mutual trust. Political jokes circulated at lightning speed among these
closed, underground circles. Today, politics is on everyone's mind and on the tip of every
tongue. No one speaks in hushed tones. Frequently, there is more talk than listening. This is
normal for people who have found a voice but do not as yet control the grammar and syntax of

political life. Politics has become the universal concern of all, from the grandmother standing
in line to get milk for her grandchildren, to the miner demonstrating in front of Parliament, to
the university professor talking with students and colleagues. The historical nature of the
processes now taking place have stimulated a tremendous interest in everything that will
determine the future of Ukrainians as citizens and as individuals. Perhaps the only people
exhibiting a certain reticence to discuss politics are villagers. Ukrainian peasants were among

the most terrorized segments of the population, and it is difficult for them to shed such deeply
ingrained fear.

Everyone will complain about the economic situation. At the same time, there is a
sense of great expectation: Ukrainians, after all, did not lose an empire. They have regained
their nation, language, and access to their own memory. They have also gained the right to
communicate with the world without paternalistic mediators. They are fully appreciative of the
opportunity to learn from others.

Questions concerning a newcomer's ethnic background, philosophical convictions,
salary, or the cost of articles of clothing are not taboo. The Peace Corps Volunteer should not
consider these as intrusions into their personal life. Rather they reflect an immense curiosity
about a world to which Ukrainians have had no access.

Socializing usually takes place at home. Invitations may be casual or more formal,
depending on the nature of the relationship, Despite the economic crisis, Ukrainians will
expend the effort to prepare a meal. After a closer bond is established, invitations may be as
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informal as a telephone call. Unannounced visits among closer acquaintances are not
discouraged. On informal occasions, serving tea or coffee and treating the guest with whatever
"God has sent" ( um Boa nocAde) is the usual norm.

When embarking on a visit, it is customary to bring fresh-cut flowers for the hostess.
(Folk superstition recommends that the bouquet consist of an odd number of flowers.) If there
are children, candy or chocolates are appreciated. The selection of gifts for formal occasions
depends on the nature of the friendship. Lately, it has become more acceptable to give money
in an envelope at celebrations such as weddings (oectivut), housewarmings (noeoct4.4.4 and
birthdays (ava, napdavceux4).

Going out to a restaurant is generally initiated by men, but on occasion women vial also

take such an initiative. The tab is always picked up by the person doing the inviting and
conducting the arrangements. The formula 3anpdzuro CI invite') signals the speaker's
intention to act as host. Sharing the tab (i.e., 'going dutch') is called exadatiuna; this happens
only by mutual agreement reached prior to the event.

A popular form of socializing involves going together to see a play, attend a concert, or
visit an exhibit. This is practiced by the old and the young, by the more educated and the less
SO.

Punctuality is not always cultivated among Ukrainians, although there are numerous
exceptions to the rule. Thus, it makes sense to stress the time and place of a meeting,
especially if the individual in question has a tendency to be late.
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1. Competency: To inquire about the weather, employing formulas of
politeness.

Situation: In the classroom.
Roles: Janet Baker (PCV) and her teacher.

JB
T
JB
T
JB

- BH He 3Haere, AM IN nporHo3 noroAH HaHenip?

Mae 6yrit xanoono, cantAullt niTep, Ha6ym nice mut.
Ta Hewn? A 3 geHe Hemae napacomacH.
To Himoro. A Bac moxty nimie3TH mu Amy.

Be.naxe cnacH6i.

VOCABULARY:

BH He 3H.4ere
multi nporH63 nordizt?

nporH63 (m)

nor6itH = genitive (f)
Ha (+ accusative)
Hd.zip (m)

mate 61TH

xeknopcHo

CliAbHHti (m)
sfrep (m)
ma6trb
Him rung

Amu (m)
.

Ta Home'
A B meHe node
napactintat = genitive (f)

Do you know [perhaps / by chance]
what is the weather forecast?

forecast
weather

for
the evening

It is supposed to be
cold
strong
wind
probably
it will rain

rain

Don't tell me!; Really?
But I don't have
an umbrella
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To itituiro That's OK
sac = accusative of su you
1462EY nhisewni I can give a ride

Be-Axe cnacA6i. Thank you so very much

GRAMMAR AND VOCABULARY EXPLANATION

(1) A polite way of asking 'Do you know?' is: Bu ne 3udeme...?. Casting the question in the
negative mode makes it close to the English 'Do you perhaps know...?'

(2) The idiomatic equivalent of 'It is raining' is Mi sous. Thus, to describe the rain in the
various tenses, one simply conjugates the unidirectional imperfective verb inui (`to go') and its
perfective counterpart nimd. For example:

Bpanui gluon now
116BrO RUIOB trout.

HecnoaBauo limas nom.

It rained in the morning.
It rained for a long time.

Unexpectedly, it began to rain.
34ipa3 nfue Amu. It will rain any minute now.

(3) To uilazo (`That's OK'). The demontrative particle mo functions exactly like the particle
us and always intimates the verb 'to be': To moil x.uxixaca ("That is my book'); To Willi
cmyalumu ("Those are our students.') To serves to identify objectsor subjects located
further away from the speaker. (See Topic 6 [1]).

Unlike the demonstrative pronoun moa, ma, me (`that') and mi (`those'),mo does not
modify objects or subjects; it merely points at them and thus has onlyone form.

SENTENCE PATTERN AND GRAMMAR STRUCTURE

BR He 3HaTe, Rid choratui nordAa?

You not know what is like today the weather?
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2. Competency: To extend an invitation.
Situation: At the workplace.
Roles: John Baker (PCV) and hisacquaintance Olena

Kravchenko.

JB - Onetto, um au po6trre chormuci Baemepi?
OK - Himoro neattoro.
JB - 1-1H rte XOTiJIH 6 1314 niTH 3i /411020 AO wavy?

OK - Llomy Hi? 3 panicrio.
JB - Or i nplucpactio. Amato KBWIX14.

VOCABULARY:

mo as p66cfre What are you doing
cuor6Ard asigepi tonight?
. .

Him6ro nisHoro = genitive of Nothing definite
ccirn6 (n) nothing; anything
niaae (n) sure; confident

t1H He sari= 6 an Hint Would you like to go
3i (+ instrumental) with
mow = instrumental of Jr me
Imo] Tekrpy = genitive of medmp (in) to the theatre
. .

tlomg Hi? Why not?
3 (+ instrumental ) With
pciAicno = instr. of paicmb (f) pleasure
. .

OT i npmquicHo
OT

npmpicHo

Topic 8

There, that's wonderful if Great!
look! behold! (acclamatory particle)
[it is] wonderful

GRAMMAR AND VOCABULARY EXPLANATION

(1) Olena Kravchenko's reply Nita's() ammo is the shortform of Cbodani ealiepi Jr uilidzo
narrow me po&uo ('Tonight I am not doing anything definite').In this sentence, the pronoun
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niugi (`anything') is directly effected bya negated verb (He porwo) ; thus it must be expressed
in the genitive: Hitazo. In Ukrainianmost objects of negated verbs assume the genitive form.

(2) Liu ne zominu 6 eu nimii ...? Mouldyou not like to go...'?) Similar in construction to the
formula I xonsie 6u CI would like to...';see Topic 6 [1]), the polite invitation will use the past
tense followed by the conditional particle 6u I 6. The maindifference between expressing
one's wish and extending an invitation is that thelatter employs a negated verb.

(3) When accepting an invitation, it iscommon to use such expressions as: 3 pdoicnuo
(literally 'with joy'); 3 npuemnicmio (`with pleasure'). Governed by the preposition 3,
these constructions require the instrumentalcase.

All nouns that end in -iCMb (pdokmb, npuimnicmbfor example) are feminine. Their
declension pattern differs somewhat from that of-a -type feminine nouns. In the instrumental
case, they take the ending -so.

SENTENCE PATTERN AND GRAMMAR STRUCTURE

tivi He XOTillit 6 Bit 'tint 3i MH610 no TedTpy?

not Would like you to go with me to the theatre?
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3. Competency: To accept an invitation.
Situation: At the workplace.
Roles: John Baker and his acquaintance Olena Kravchenko.

OK )Exton, most pop;una =gin 6 aanpocwrx sac Ha amino.
JB Asacyto sa 3anpoineinta. A 060B9313K0B0 npidlny. A KOJUI came?

OK tiff )4oxce.re nputtra a cy6cny o rowan?
JB 3Bmtattno. 3 npnemnic-no.

OK Toin nacKaao npocnmo plo mac y cy60TY.

VOCABULARY:

most (f) my
32111pOCATH, BOHH 3anp6cam (P) to invite
Ha (+ accusative) for
zemiplo = accusative (f) dinner

ioncylo 3a (+ accusative) Thank you for
3aup6meinru (n) accusative invitation
npnitril, Bonn nplittAyrb (P) to come.; to arrive

unidirectional
KOMI came? when exactly?

B (+ accusative) on
cy66-ry = accusative (f) Saturday
o (+ locative of time) at
n'sfriti locative of n' (f) five [fifth]
rowtHi = locative of zoositia (f) five o'clock [hour]
3aitioiroto Of course

Toxd then
naCIUSBO trp6cumo we welcome [you] / please come

nacxdao affably; kindly
npocaTn, Rani npocsrrb (I) to request

Ao "lac = genitive of mu to our place
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GRAMMAR AND VOCABULARY EXPLANATION

(1) All nouns that end in -itim or -th,u u! are neuter and have been formed from verbs. For
example 3anpdtuenn9 ('invitation') derives fromt the verb sanpoctimu; npo6ditenuA
(`forgiveness') from the verb npo5didumu (`to forgive'); numehuis (`question) from the verb
numdmu (`to ask'); etc. In the accusative and the genitive case thesenouns do not assume a
different form.

(2) The prefix npu- signals proximity, nearness, and changes the imperfective unidirectional
ima (`to go') to a perfective verb: rip:Wind, eonu npudiloymb. Under this guise, the verb
means `to come' or `to arrive' and emphasizes the act of reaching a destination.

(3).flacKdeo npocumo at) nac is a standard formula employed asa sign of welcome on behalf
of a couple or a group. When spoken by a single individual, the formula will be expressed in
the singular: Ramie° npdguy do mine.

SENTENCE PATTERN AND GRAMMAR STRUCTURE

,Elxdue, moi powlisa XOliall 6 3anpocitim Bac lia aeq6pio.

John, my family would like to invite you for dinner.

1 4
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4. Competency: To receive and give gifts.
Situation: At the home of the host family.
Roles: John Baker (PCV) and his friendPetro Skrypnyk.

PS Axco He, si xotly noLtapysam To 6i Ha 3raincy nponcpainy welt cyBeHip.

JB Atm rapna Amcopannuta Tapimca! Be.ruucemama!
PS Ilpomy. He 3a6ysait npo Had
JB fle-rpe, To 6i norto6aerbcsi tta maSixa?Ha Hitt em6nema Kopnycy uHpy.

PS Ox! A we TaKoi He 6a'UIB. Ile mom Hamakmattne.
JB Me Hi Apice npxeMHo. Bo Ha Ansi TO Se.

VOCABULARY:

BOHH noRapPorb (P) to present a gift; to make a gift

Ha (+ accusative) as
3r6xtxy = accusative of 3zdaxa (f) a memento; recollection;souvenir

Yxpainy = accusative of Yvattia (f) Ukraine
on& = emphatic form of lieu (m) this
cyeeHip (m) souvenir

AKA rapua (0 What a beautiful
AeKopantena (f) decorative
Tapf.roca (f) plate

ue 3a6yH6ti = Do not forget

To Of nog66aemeA you like
no/Antics, BONN 110106EUOTbCX (1) to appeal

udtbca (f) T-shirt
Ha (+ locative) Hitt (= loc. of amid) on it
em6ndma (f) emblem

Kopnycy = genitive of Kcfpnyc (m) [of the] Corps
mapy = genitive of mup (m) [of] Peace

Ox ! Oh, wow!

we He 6ams I have not yet seen
rraK6T . genitive of maid (f) [one] like that

Ile Web (n) This is something

luktoaxtultitte (n) extraordinary; out of the ordinary
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Mad nfre npftdmuo I'm very glad
Boug A.rist rd6e It's for you

xns [always governs genitive] foi; in order that; for that reason

GRAMMAR AND VOCABULARY EXPLANATION

(1) He 3a6yeda npo ;Jac! (`Donot forget about us!') By using a command form of the
imperfective verb 3a5yedmu, Boiut 3a5yadsomb, Petro is implying a generalization: 'donotever forget about us.'

Were Petro instructing about a specific task for example: 'Don't forget to buy the
milk!' he would have used the command form of theperfective saejmu, sonu salfjoymb:
He 3a6Yab xyruimu morwx/J!

The command forms of imperfective verbsemphasize the process, rather than the
completion of an action. Thus, theycan be used to convey generalizations. On the other hand,
the command forms of perfective verbsserve to emphasize the completion of an action and,
therefore, have a specific goal in mind.

(2) When expressing the idea `to like' in referenceto objects, concepts, and human beings, the
person liking is in the dative case. The object of the liking is in thenominative case and,
therefore, acts as the subject of thesentence:

LIH moat non66aerbcsiust saitlacs? = Do you like this T-shirt?
literally: Does this T-shirt appeal to you?

When the object liked is a plural entity, the verbmust also be in the plural:

40 moat nond6aicrrbot id minim?= Do yoi like these T-shirts?
literally: Do these T-shirts appeal to you?

The dative + noO66aembcs construction is parallelto the dative + cmax3le construction used for
describing tastes in food and beverages (see Topic 4[4]).

(3) A zue max& ne &Nue CI havenot seen one like that before'). Here the adjective maul
refers to ma to (`T-shire), the feminine singularobject of a negated verb.

To appreciate the differentmanner in which positive and negated verbs affect their
objects compare the following sentences:

A once 6iigH13 TaKi Mai Ky. ACCUSATIVE I have already seen a T-shirt like that.
Si we He (Sawa Taxa Mathca. GENITIVE I have not yet seen a T-shirt like that.
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SENTENCE PATTERN AND GRAMMAR STRUCTURE

Meld ny:ice npndmno, mo To61 noadaenzsi.

To me very it is pleasant that to you it appeals.
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5. Competency: To inform an unexpected guest that you are busy.
Situation: At John Baker's own apartment.
Roles: John Baker (PCV) and his acquaintance Mrs. Moroz.

JB BH6aliattre, nazi Mopo3, ane A 3apa3 33iburritti. %I He mormi 6am 3attrii
niminie?

pM Tax, 3inimattlio. Komi sax 6yAe 3py'mo?
JB tlepe3 niarolumH, o
pM Ro6pe, Asap°. 51 3aitHy.

VOCABULARY:

ini6agattre Excuse me!
3apa3 at this very moment; now
3MHSITHR (m) busy / occupied
LIH He MOTJUI 6 tut Could you
3atiTst, aomi 3attnyrb (P) unidirectional drop by; come in
nisiflue later

KOMI Ram 6j1xe 3plamo? When will it be convenient for you?
3p)i'IHO convenient; comfortable

tlepe3 (+ accusative) In
niarombut half an hour
o (+ locative of time) at
meizeplitt = locative of lieisilna four o'clock

GRAMMAR AND VOCABULARY EXPLANATION

(1) Bu6widame, ncftu Mop63 (`Excuse me, Mrs. Moroz...') John Baker is turning Mrs.
Moroz away and, therefore, needs to offer a more profuse apology. He doesso by selecting
the command form of the imperfective verb eu6atidnus, eomi eu6withomb. Unlike esi6asone
(which is drawn from the perfective eii6aiiiintu), John's choice emphasizes theact of forgiving.

(2) Yu tie moznii 6 614 34212Mil nimitsue? (`Could you not drop by later?'). John's polite
invitation for Mrs. Moro.: to return later combines two familiar strategies: (a)tne negatedverb
which suggests `perhaps'; and (b) the past tense + conditional particle Cu / 6. Inthis case,
however, instead of the auxiliary xortamu (`to wish'), mozmii (`to be able') is employed.

In the past tense, the masculine form of MOZMil deviates slightly from theinfinitive
stem: oin Adz (`he was able'). Thus, if John were inviting his close friend Andriy Morozto
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return later, he would say: Liss tie Adz 6u mu 3agnui ni3nAue? On the other hand, if John
were addressing a close female friend, he would say: liuse not d 6 mu satirngnisutwe?

(3) Komi ease 6yne sohmo? (When will it be convenient for you?')
Conditions or states are frequently described by adverbs. The person experiencing a

condition or a state is always expressed in the dative. Compare:

Tyr 3p3 mo.
Ment3pYlmo.

X6aoglio.
Med xanomio.

Tapam6
lil rapiNe.

It is comfortable here.
I am comfortable here.

It is cold.
I am cold / / feel cold.

It is hot.
She feels hot / She is hot

V V V

He cmo pyana, a oriozo gpyza.
Don't have one hundred rubles, have one friend instead

fotkprozwrb
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HOUSING
XITIYI0

Sviaioshrs Ifeedraky. Kew Haw - book corm 1937.

CULTURE NOTE: TYPES OF HOUSING IN UKRAINE

COMPETENCIES:

1. To identify and locate workmen.

2. To explain what is in need of repair.
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TYPES OF HOUSING IN UKRAINE

In small towns, villages, and the suburbs of large cities, one will find small, privately owned,
individual-family dwellings. They often include equally small lots designated for gardening
and growing fruit.

Housing in large cities consists of apartment buildings in the center of town, and
massive apartment complexes located farther out. Buildings in such complexes are owned
either by the state, by professional organizations, or by cooperatives. Apartments provided by
the state used to be very inexpensive, but today their cost has increased significantly. The
maintenance of these buildings is managed by administrative units called zumw6so-
excn.ayanzat4faxi ynpaoAz'iut.a ()KEY) with offices located on the site of every project.
However, the economic crisis and ensuing lack of adequate materials have led to a sad
deterioration of most complexes.

All inhabitants must be officially registered by the city government in order to obtain a
designated amount of living space Paunittlea ruldtga). Restrictive rules governing registration
(nponucxa) make it difficult to transfer from one city to another. This legacy of Soviet
population management is currently being discussed in the hopes of changing the old system
and improving the housing situation.

The number of rooms in an apartment ranges from one to three, plus a tiny kitchen. By
Western standards, the units are rather small. In older buildings, especially those built before
the Soviets took over, one can find more generous quarters. Usually, these were and still are
occupied by people that held important positions in political or artistic life, despite the fact that
Soviet society was styled as a classless society.

As a rule, buildings erected in the Soviet period included few details to make life more

comfortable in a limited space. Today, in newer buildings there has been an attempt to include
such amenities as storage space. But, for the most part, apartment dwellers make use of their

balconies when dealing with the "overflow" of possessions.
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1. Competency:
Situation:
Roles:

JB
be
jB

be
JB
be

To identify and locate workmen
Telephone conversation with Apartment-Repair Bureau
John Baker (PCV) and bureau employee

tht ue 6topo pemowry xaaprup?
Tax, ue wt.
Mewl Tpe6a 3po6wrn pemowr i nofiturrwxpuuo i nomeint umanepu
ximwarax.
IIlnanepa macre?
Mato.
3ampa no sac npwane Haut arewr, munexourropwc, a gepe3
xiJlbKa nnia po3noquemo po6cny. 3am/cmaamy anpecy.

VOCABULARY:

6top6 (n) does not decline
pemdirry = genitive (m)
Ksapnip = genitive of tcoapnuipu (pl)

Tax, Ue

3p061ITH pem6wr
no6irn.trw, BOHH no6f.nsrm (P)
nixfix (f)
noimeru, BOHH noluidsrb (P)
umandpw (pl)
ximuirax = locative ximminui (pl)

ardur (m)
CKJIACTH, BOHH CKJIBAYTb (P)

xourropmc (m)
Iepea (+ accusative)
Kin (+ genitive)
=is = genitive of Ord (pl)
po3noqint, BOHH po3nowiym (P)
po66Ty = accusative (f)
3arn1cysant BOHH 3amicyforb (I)
anpdcy = accusative (f)

bureau
repair
[of] apartments
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Yes, that's us

to do repairs
to paint ; to whitewash
kitchen
to glue; to paste
wallpaper
rooms

agent
to draw up; to compose
estimate; statement of expenses
in; after
several
days
to begin
the job
to write down
address
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GRAMMAR AND VOCABULARY EXPLANATION

(1) In order to communicate what needs to get done, John Baker must employ perfective verbs
to complete the clause Meld mpaa... CI need...'): 3po6zimu pemthen ('to have repairs
done'); no6iitilmu A.1;aao (`to have [my] kitchen painted'); noxittrimu tunaitipu (`to have
wall-paper pasted').

The imperfective counterparts of the verbs he has selected (poMimu, Oiniimu, and
otrtfunu) would merely convey generalizations of activities CI need... to be doing repairs / to be
painting the kitchen / to be pasting the wall-paper').

(2) noxiteimu utnaisepu ximidmax (`to paste wall-paper in the rooms'). The locative
plural of all nouns, regardeless of gender, ends in -ax. For example:

B amepmancbmix mimix tyiKaao
It's interesting to live in American cities.

XTO 31C.M14 a Tatoix 6yAllifxstx?
Who lives in such buildings?

(3) The verbs municiii, Bonn cxnantrb (P) and cKnanant, BOHN cluzaAaimb (I) represent an
aspectual pair with numerous idiomatic applications.

Ardirr amok xourropnc.
AriNT CKNSIB 3anoporfilt xourropmc.
an

Crynewns clic.namikom cbortimi fcmrr.
CrytteHTH CICNSLUI

Cry / .NTH he MAIL= ICHNTy.

IIXo Tn cunap,sion?
Ilip Tu =mina?

(I)

(P)
The agent is drawing up an estimate.
The agent came up with too expensive
estimate.

The students are taking an exam today.
The students passed the exam.
The students failed their exam.

(I) What are you pt tting together?
(P) What have you put together?
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2. Competency: To explain what needs repairing.
Situation: At John Baker's own apartment.
Roles: John Baker and repairman.

BH BYBUIHKBAH cnrocapa-caffrexHixa?
JB Tax, atuusucaa. Oca, nontrairbcaoyr Tetre xpaH, a Ha wail nparixae

"'PAL
XBILM4H0qKy, Tpe6a puusulo ornanyrn. Si 341141H2KI Tpy6y. ANNworo
Tpe6a nepemarnt Bony.

JB Six now° He 6ykie soma
He xint.rnottrecs, 3a manly ace 3po6Pato.

VOCABULARY:

attxruncaTH, BOHN BIAKJIHIlyTb (P) to call
cniocap-cauremix (m) plumber

HO1HB117451 have a look
norunsimca, BOHH nomiruurrfica (P)

TeKTII, BOHH Tetirtfb (1) to flow; to run
)(OH (m) faucet
a na xyxHi meanwhile in the kitchen
nparixim, BOHN nparilairarb (I) to trickle down; to lei
TPY64 (f) pipe

Xatuninolury = acc. of xouissitiotata (f) Wait just a moment
yaixwo carefully
OrIlItHyTH, BOHH OrNaHyTb (P) to look over
33MiHATH, BOHH 3aMiHS110Tb (P) to change; to substitute
Ann ubdro for this purpose
nepexpATH, smut nepexplitarb (P) to shut off

AK ndaro He 631ne Bong? How long will there be no water?

[He] xambirrech [Don't] worry
xaarnoakruca, Boni xanninarsics (I) to be upset; to be agitated

32 (+ accusative) i n
roluiny = accusative (f) an hour
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GRAMMAR AND VOCABULARY EXPLANATION

(I) Ha scyxni (`In the kitchen') is the idiomatic equivalent of 'in the kitchen.' By the same
token. 'I'm going to the kitchen' will be: MI ma xfrwo.

However, location in, or motion to all other rooms of the house is expressed with the
preposition y: y cadiani I y crubuguo On the bedroom / into the bedroom'); y 611ritfAbHi 1 y
ding/woo (`in the livingroom / into the livingroom'); y faeutbni/ y idd.4bnio On the dining zoom
/ into the diningroom).

(2) 51 3aMiliii0 mpy6j. Rim odzo mpl6a nepercpzimu eddy. CI will change the pipe. For
tbis one needs to shut off the water.') When accompanied by a demonstrative pronoun, the
preposition dm means `for this /that reason.'

PRONUNCIATION AND SPELLING NOTE

(1) The demonstrative neuter pronoun 14e (`this'), when declined, exhibits sound features
typical of soft-stem words, depite the fact that its nominative form has no sign of
palhusdization:

Ansi Auk° ip66a imbues. For this reason we have to study.
Tyr mos tai oro cnosa. This word is not here.
Ha *usably btkui plat po3no'uldMo ypdx. At this point we will begin our lesson.

This feature also appears in the masculine counterpart of ice 4ep3. And the feature is typical
of all neuter words ending in -4e, for example: cthag (`sun'); ming (`place'). Thus, it helps
to remember that such words follow the pattern of soft-stem words when they are declined.

SENTENCE PATTERNS AND GRAMMAR STRUCTURE

11041111fISCA, Tyr Tege sepals, a Ha xyxszi nporizcie wyed.

Here have a look here is running the faucet and in the kitchen is leaking a pipe.
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A menep ... aei nepcnegrnueu
And now ... two perspectives

Zama pounna
A house is a horned beast

Coss cmpixa - aos gmfaza

'To have a roof over (mess head is to know joy
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AT THE WORKPLACE
POEOTA

ESt

Solider. Simko. Mow is she slovii *iv* yes? 1973.

CULTURE NOTE: INDEPENDENCE AND POST-
COLONIAL REALITIES

COMPETENCIES:
1. to introduce oneself as a Peace Corps Volunteer and to

describe the goals of Peace Corps.
2. To ask questions about one's duties at work.
3. To arrange a business meeting.
4. To report on the progress of a specific project.

5. To respond to questions concerning salary.
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INDEPENDENCE AND POST COLONIAL REALITIES

Ukraine has been so inextricably tied to the Soviet system that its integration with the West will
be a long and painful process. Complete fiscal laxity in the last years of Communist rule have
left this fledgling democracy in ruins. With Russia proclaiming itself the legal successor of the

Soviet Union, Ukraine's assets in the former Union's bank have been completely confiscated.
The dilapidated economy is apparent in all sectors: the agricultural; the industrial and

the entrepreneurial. Most offices, in addition to meager furnishings, have little else connecting
them with modernity. Photocopying machines are a rare commodity. Equally rare are word
processors and other forms of computer technology. Althoughtypewriters still reign supreme,

there is very little paper available for everyday office use.
Work ethics among the general population are far from ideal. Decades of forced

discipline and sloganeering about the struggle of socialism have alienated workers from
professional commitment. Victims of lawlessness and disregard for workers' rights, the
workers themselves have become outlaws. The popular joke "We pretend that we work, and
the state pretends that it pays us" captures, in a nutshell, the general mindset. It is difficultfor

workers to exhibit initiative and a sense of responsibility when these impulses were stifled for

so long. It is not uncommon for workers to steal from theworkplace. This legacy remains a

powerful obstacle in the normalization of business relationships.
In Central and Eastern Ukraine small businesses that flourished in the early 1920's

during the period of Ukrainization and the New Economic Policy were dealt a devastating

blow by the terror of the late 1920's and the famine of 1933. The Ukrainian peasantry never
quite recuperated from this. Western Ukraine, on the other hand, became part of the Soviet

Union only after World War II. Thus, the tradition of cottage industries and cooperative
businesses that sustained Ukrainians living under Polish administration are still remembered by

the older generation of Halychany (i.e., inhabitants of Halychyna [Galicia]).
Today, the entrepreneurial spirit has gripped wide segments of the Ukrainian

population. However, there is as yet no bank support available for small- to medium-sized
businesses. Small-scale enterprises initiated solely by Ukrainians do not have the benefit of the

five-year tax holiday enjoyed by joint ventures. According to some reports, the tax slapped on
such businesses is prohibitively high. On the other hand, there is very little taxation on an
individual level. Conditions are ripe for the virtual take-over by the black market.

There is no stock market and almost no investment funding or counselling.
Unfortunately, when there is something to be sold, it may be sold many times over.
Ukrainians have been so isolated from everything related to a market economy that they are
totally innocent of basic protocol. There are no laws to protect those who maysuffer
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financially when their partners back out of a deal. Despite the numerous glitches, many
Westerners believe that there are substantial investment opportunities in Ukraine and that the

key strategy is to diversify.
The standard work week in Ukraine consists of five days. Office employees work

from 9:00 AM to 6:00 PM. Factory workers, on the other hand, may be engaged in one of
three daily shifts. Some produce stores remain open daily until 7:00 PM, others until 8:00 PM.

On Sundays they are open until mid-day. Other stores have Sundays and even Mondays off.
In most everyday situations Ukrainians use a twelve-hour schedule to indicate time.

However, to avoid confusion, they break up the twenty four hours into four segments:

pliox
Ae lib

senip
Rig

= the morning
= the day
= the evening
= the night

from 3:00 AM to approximately 11:00 AM
from 11:00 AM to approximately 4:00 PM
from 5:00 PM till 11:00 PM
from approximately midnight to 2:00 AM

However, the timetables of all transportation services and many institutions (such as
hospitals and banks) observe a 24 hour schedule.

i G i
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1. Competency: To introduce oneself as a Peace Corps Volunteer and
to describe the goals of Peace Corps.

Situation: Formal social gathering.
Roles: John Baker (PCV) and a stranger.

S Bit 6atrre, Bx Kanattenb?
JB Hi, A amepincattetxb.
S MAO BH poarre a }lac B Ykpaiiii?
JB SI no6poaoneub Kopriycy mnpy. Hatua oprani3attix Itonomarae Kpahtam,

xK ocpiginno nepnynnex 3a Flamm Annomorolo. npatuoto pa3OM

KHIBCbKHMH 6i3HCCMeHaMH craopeneusm manor° 6i3Hecy.
S AK uhcaBo. BH y nac na.ttoaro?
JB Ha ma polut.

VOCABULARY:

Kananent. (m)

ameptucanegb (m)

B YKpafai =loc. ofApaitia (f)

Canadian (noun)

American (noun)

in Ukraine

no6posoneub (m) volunteer [applies to men and women]
'Lima (f) our
opraxi3Aula (f) organization
AOHOMBTITH, BOHH nonomaratom (I) to help; to assist
Kpaixam = dative of Kpaiftus (p1) countries
snd (pl) that
ockittithio officially
313epH)ITHCA, BOHH 3B6pHyTbCA (P) to turn (with a request)
3a (+ instrumental) for
Hamm gonombrolo = instr. of our help

balsa] aonomOza (f) assistance, help, aid
pa3om i3 together with
lairacmuout 6i3uecmenamu Kiev businessmen

= instrumental ofKdacuci (pl) Kiev (adjective)
6i3necmant (pl) businessmen (noun)

HaA [always governs instrumental] on
craopeliniu4 = instr. of cmodperuis (n) creation
manoro = gen. of Nailii# (m) of small
613uecy = gen. of 613HEC (m) business
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suc nixazo
[sit y }lac] Ha/46Bro

Ha (+ accusative) Asa pox

How interesting
[will you be among us] for long

for two years

GRAMMAR AND VOCABULARY EXPLANATION

(1) In Ukrainian the term used for designating an individual's nationality is a noun. Unlike
English, this term is not spelled with a capital letter.

BH xananeub?
Hi, A amepudnew..

BH xananxa?
Hi, A amepindma.

BH pocishnt?
Hi, mu yxpaii` nti.

Are you a Canadian? [male]
No, I'm an American [male]

Are you a Canadian? [female]
No, I'm an American [female]

Are you Russians? [plural]
No, we are Ukrainians [plural]

On the other hand, terms designating an item's point of origin are always adjectives:

U.e ameptocammulit xypnan «Tatim*,

amepnxanaxa ra3eTa
«Hbio tiOpx Term».

Ike yxpaincbici niApPunnui.

This is the American magazine Time.

This is the American newspaper
The New York Times.

These are Ukrainian manuals.

(2) In Ukrainian the recipient is expressed in the dative. The dative form of all plural nouns
ends in -au:

Hama opranbattisz Ttonomarde xpatnam... Our organization helps countries...
Kapnyc mtipy nonomardepothirtam. The Peace Corps assists Russians.
MH Tex nonomardemo yxpaftu4.4.. We also help Ukrainians.
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(3) R twautoto pd3oM i3 1ClifeCbKISI414 6i3HeCMiltaMIS CI work together with Kiev
businessmen'). The instrumental form of all plural adjectives ends in law:

II lo 6)1Aemo poUrrit 3 paOliticbxumu Kap66aatutsuat?
What will we do with Soviet rubles?

1.1.10 TH 3po6tuta 3 MaMH Cli ItiMU urrattam?
What have you done with my dark-blue trousers?

SENTENCE PATTERN AND GRAMMAR STRUCTURE

Hama opraHiaktist Aonomarde xpaittam, Rid oclaiufitHo

Our organization assists countries that officially

aaepHy.rnicst aa Hamm Aonomoroto.

have turned for our help
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2. Competency:
Situation:
Roles:

To ask questions about one's duties at work.
At the project office.
John Baker (PCV) and Mr. Herasymenko, project
manager.

JB rlaHe FepacHmHexo, A notumaio npanJoHant y Bac HacrynHoro THACHA. Y

'loMy nonstraTmaym mol 060H'H3KH?

pH BH 6yoaere npautoBant 3 rpynoio 6i3HecmeHiH, AKi xogyrb maim &naafi

peeropaHH. Yx ithcamnb yce: Ae B3SITHrpouti, AK opraHi3yHaTH pemamy, y

nomy nonstrae xoHicypentix i AKiHe6e3nexil mexalorts ix.

JB Shd moi romatit npaiti?

pH 3 nea'srroi pamcy xto iuocroi Be'lopa. Ilepeptia Ha obiA 3 neputoi Ao

Apyroi.

VOCABULARY:

HOtEHHATH, BOHH 110tIHHAIOTb (I)

nacrgrmoro = gen. of nacmfrutua (m)
xwA = gen. of mzix.deub (m)

y (+ loc.) R6my = locative of u4o
none ram, BOHH nonstramb (I)
066a'S131CH (pi)

rpinoto = instr. of zpjna (f)
613Hecme.His = genitive (p1)

MK (p1)
x6myrb MATH

Hndoti (p1)

pecropaHH (pp
ix niKamirrb

ix = accusative of oona
1.1,iKaBHTH, BOHH LI,ixa.BJUITb (I)

ge B3SITI1

rpdun (pl)
2K oprani3ynam (BOHH opraptiViarb,
peK.namy = accusative (f)
KOHICyp5HL431 (f)

to begin; to commence
next
week
what; of what
to consist ; to comprise
responsibilities; duties

group
of businessmen
who
want to have; wish to have
own
restaurants
they are interested in...

them
to interest

where to obtain
money (always plural)

I) how to organize
advertisment; commercials
competition
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siid ne5e3nitai (p1) what perils (dangers)
'exam, tom %relax:al, (I) await; wait
Sixf moi rosin"' ripaui? What are my working hours?

roininn (pl) hours

npani = genitive of nix* (f) of work

3 gen.) from
Acesiroi = genitive of deo' Arno) nine
palmy = genitive of pcinox here: a.m.
Ao (+ gen.) to
Endear = genitive of iadcma (f) s i x

teqopa = genitive of eeldp (m) here: p.m.
nepdpna (f) break
Ha (+ accusative) 061A (m) for lunch

Hipmei = genitive of ne'pzaa (f) one (o'clock)
npgroi = genitive of dmiza (f) two (o'clock)

GRAMMAR AND VOCABULARY EXPLANATION

(1) When expressions such as 'next week,' next day,' nextmonth,' or 'next year' serve to
designate the time when an activity takes place, they appearin the genitive case and do not use
a preposition:

51 nottinito npaluoad-rn y sac
uacmynnozo maxim.

I begin to work here [at your office]
,,ext week.

HacmYnnozo DIM MH noixann no Mem. The next day we travelled to Kiev.

IlpHiuy nacmjnnozo I will come next month.

(2) The idiomatic equivalent of English expressionssuch as `to consist of' and 'to entail'
combines the phrase y itomy with the verb no.vadmu:

Y gamy 110JIATATHMyThMOlg 066139513K11?

What will my resposibilities consist of?

Y tidmytIOJIHrie KoHxypefinin?
What does competition entail?

(plural subject, future tense)

(singular subject, present tense)
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(3) When expressing the idea `to be interested in', the person showing an interest is expressed
in the accusative case. Whenever the object of the interest is an item or a human being it is
expressed in the nominative case and, therefore, acts as the subject of the sentence:

Ix ixixaBurb yc.d.
Everything interests them.

Yxpaikbacux 6i3ueeminis Ljixaansrrb amepmxamEai npminninn.
American principles interest Ukrainian businessmen.

(4) To state from what time an activity takes place, use the preposition 3 followed by the
hour expressed in the genitive. To state until what time an activity takes place, use the
preposition do followed by the hour expressed in the genitive. The segment of the day or
night is also expressed in the genitive:

3 deo' imor ptiwcy
Ao us6cmof eittopa.

Compare:

3 deo' simof edgiopa
ito ne'pusof

From nine a.m.
to six p.m.

From nine p.m.
to one am.

SENTENCE PATTERNS AND GRAMMAR STRUCTURE

BH 6frce-re npaujona-rn 3 rpynolo 6i3neemeniB,
You will be working with a group of businessmen

sad xemyrb MATH &naafi pecropann.
who want to have their own restaurants
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3. Competency: To arrange a business meeting
Situation: At the project office.
Roles: John Baker (PCV) and Mr. Herasymenko, project

manager.

JB He nHperrope, Ha Harpy TOAHHy npHanageHo Hauiy aympixa

pH Ha npyry. 3acinaHnsi BiA6menzsi a )(Wiwi N° 15 (HoMep n'srrHamsrb).

JB asucylo aa iHcbopmagiio.

pH ayerpigi.

VOCABULARY:

imperrope = vocative of oupexmop (m) director, manager
Ha soTpg rogliny HpH3Hicietio for what time has our meeting
Halm 31cTpiti been scheduled?

Ha (+ accusative) for
Ko-rpg roTHIHy = acc. of Kompd zoOlina what time

npnmageHo [has been] scheduled
Hiazy aylcrpiq = accusative (f) our meeting

Ha (+ accusative) for
gpgry = acc. of aNiza (f) two (o'clock)
aaccnaHHH (n) meeting
Bin6y.r }wiz, BOHH ai/16yThyncH (P) to take place

s (+ locative) in
KiMHaTi =loc. of ximidma (f) room
Homep (m) number
n'amaguErb fifteen

Ao vcrpiqi Good bye (literally: Till we meet again)

1 6 3
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GRAMMAR AND VOCABULARY EXPLANATION

(1) Ukrainian uses impersonal passive constructions less frequently thanEnglish. They are
quite easy to recognize, however, because all of them end in -o and derivefrom transitive
verbs (i.e., verbs that directly influence an object) of perfective aspect. Forexample:

npH3HatniTH, unni IlpH3HatiaTT3 (P) = to schedule

Ha xarpy roomy HpHamineHo Harty aylcrpin?
For what time has our meeting been scheduled?

3po&1TH, BOMA 3porNISITh (P) = to do:

Lie 6y.n6 3p66.TteHo a 5111oHil.

This was made in Japan.

(2) When followed by a designation of time stated in the ACCUSATIVE case,the preposition
na means 'for.' This construct maybe used whenever indicating an appointment or a deadline:

Ha 'carpi roiulay...? For what time...?

Ha ;miry. For two o'clock.
Haw 3)1c-rpig HpH3HageHo Ha qemep. Our meeting has been scheduled f o r

Thursday.
Harm:tut ge Ha Honeanox. Write this for Monday.
3po611 ge Ha Harriman niatgets. Do this for next week.

(3) The noun *mpiq has more than one meaning: `encounter,' meeting,"appointment.'
The phrase Ro 3gcmpiiii! is the preferred form of bidding farewellwhen an encounter
between the parties involved is expected or imminent.

SENTENCE PATTERN AND GRAMMAR STRUCTURE

3acIwmHsI ITH3libieHO Ha Apyry.

The meeting has been scheduled for two o'clock.



4. Competency:
Situation:
Roles:

pH
JB

pH
JB
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To report on the progress of a specific project.
At the project office.
John Baker (PCV) and Mr. Herasymenko.

Ila He Beititep, BH npaiIoere a HBO Tice /pa micsati. Slid Baud ycnixa?
Meld Hy Ace npHemsto npattionant 3 nanntmx 6i3HecmeHamx. BOHH
cnomemi eHry3ia3my, xoqa npo6.nem ate 6araTo.
Igo Ha aaHomy erani Hattsaw le?
IlepetcoHaTH y Heo62ciattocri Ho6poro cepHicy i Koincypenia Ane Hce ete
nine= 3 HocuiHom.

VOCABULARY:

mica /410114 (pl)
Hid Baud gcnix0 (pi)

3 (+instrum.) B MH (p1)

mimed (p1) adjective
eirry3ia.3my = genitive (m)
xona
Hpormem = genitive of npoortimu (p1)
ate 6araTo

wo
Ha (+ locative)
gammy = loc of ddnua (m)
erani =loc. of emdn (m)
Hathantme

nepeKmarrn, BOHH nepexonliarb (P)
y (+locative)
Heo6xfitHocii =loc. of neo6x10tdcmo (f)
cdpnicy = genitive (m)
KoHnypenuji = gen. of Kowcypituiiit (f)
scd ue

3 (+instrumental)
micnigom = instrumental of adceia (m)

two months
What are your successes?

with your
full
of enthusiasm
although
problems
[there] still [are] many

what
at
this; given
stage
[is] the most difficult

to convince
about
absolute necessity / need
of service
of competition
all this
with
experience
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GRAMMAR AND VOCABULARY EXPLANATION

(1) The length of time an action endures is expressed by theaccusative case. Unlike English,
such situations never employ a preposition:

BM npautere s nac ysc6 aea Aurcitui.

You have been working with us for two months already.
You have been working with us two months already.

BYxtemo siAnognstrn zoatiuy.

We will rest for an hour.
We will rest an hour.

Xinunitionsy. (Topic 9[2], p.137)

Wait just a moment.

(2) LL(o rsa Dduomy emdni uaiied.wite? ('What is the mostdifficult at this stage?'). The
idiomatic equivalent of the expression 'at this stage,' na Ddnomyemdni, consists of the
preposition na followed by the phrase adtuca emdn (`given stage')expressed in the locative
case.

(3) llepeicondmu fix] y neo6xi3uocmi O5o6pozo ce'peicyi Kowcypinuir. (`To convince
[them] of the absolute necessity of good service andcompetitiveness.')

The person or people directly affected by the verb nepexondmu(`to convince,' to
persuade') i.e., those being being persuaded are always expresed in the accusative case.
However, the nature or the content of the persuasion is expressedwith the construction y +
locative case:

Y gamy MI xotlere. nepesonani?
What do you wish to convince them of?

Bin nepeiconas mene y rityrpe6i

He convinced me of the need to study.

SENTENCE PATTERN AND GRAMMAR STRUCTURE

BOHI1 cnomeni eirry3i13my, xottg npo6adm rue 6arkro.

They are full of enthusiasm although problems there still are many.
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5. Competency: To respond to questions concerning salary.
Situation: At a friend's apartment.
Roles: John Baker (PCV) and his friend Andriy Moroz.

AM ,EOKOHe, 5I 3HaK), WO TH 6araTo npawoetu. Ma 6yrb, 'rid Ao6pe
aapo6HHem?

JB Me Hi Bxcraqae Ha liCHTTSI. He 3a6yBatt, Eno Si AO6p0BOTIeHb.

AM Oca)KH, a B AMepHHi TH 3apoeumein 6i.dbme, HbIC Tyr?
JB 3aHmainio. A.ne Si mato, BBC KilibiCH MOST npaga narpi6Ha.

VOCABULARY:

mi6)1Tb, TH go6pe 3apo6.nsiem you probably earn well
3apo6.nsITH, BOHH 3apo6asitarb (I) to earn

. .

Meld Hue Tatide It's sufficient for me
na (+ accusative) aurrrsi to live on

MCHTTA (n) life

B (+ locative) Amewuri = locative in America
of Amepwca (f)

61rnme, HiHC Tyr more than here
HbiC than

.

3amartuo of course
Ham Lamm to what extent
noTpf6Ha (f) adjective necessary
. .

GRAMMAR AND VOCABULARY EXPLANATION

(1) Meld oucmande na xummi (`It's sufficient to live on'). The third-person singular
form of the imperfective verb eucmatamu (`to be enough'; `to suffice') in conjunction with the
preposition na serves as the idiomatic equivalent of the English expressions 'sufficient for' and
`sufficient to.'

Depending on the situation, the expression may also employ this verb's perfective pair
eacmanumu (see Topic 5 [3], p. 85): BaM eacmagumb till scaasca &de (`It will be enough
for a few days.')
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Both eucma'idmu and eacrnatiumu are impersonal verbs; thus, the past tenseof these
expressions will be rendered in the neuter:

Menf oucmatidno na )1CUMMA. (I) It was sufficient to live on
Meld °demotion° na icfnbica awe. (P) It sufficed for a few days.

2) Statements of comparison may be expressed in a couple of ways. Theleast complicated of
these involves expressions such as 'more than' or 'less than,' with theequivalent of 'than'
(nix) introducing a subordinate clause:

B Amdpitni Tn 3apo6asieni 6f.rugue, mix Tyr?

In America you can more than here?

In situations when nix introduces a declinable word, the second term ofcomparison is
rendered in the same case as the term to which it is compared. Thus, in thefollowing sentence
note that await: en appears in the nominative justlike npockicop:

Ilpockecop 3apo6nsle memne, IthiC 6i3necme'n.

A professor earns less than a businessman.

SENTENCE PATTERNS AND GRAMMAR STRUCTURE

'Axone, Si 3HAK), WO ill 6araTo npanioem.

John, I know that you a lot work.

Ma6yrb, Tli Ad6pe 3apo6.nsiew?

wellProbably, you earn?
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Dow Bip gopowcze Tomei,:.
A treaty is more valuable than money.

A popular saying.
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TOPIC 11

MEDICAL ASSISTANCE
MECIHEIHA fi0170MOIA

Jaques lisiadrnicy.' Portrait. 1944.

CULTURE NOTE: HEALTH CARE IN NEED OF
HEALING

COMPETENCIES:
1. To obtain medical assistance.
2. To describe one's state and to answer the doctor's questions.

3. To buy medicine.
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HEALTH CARE IN NEED OF HEALING

The Soviet system created a very extensive network of free medical services. These include:
regional polyclinics (paadnui nodmInilcu) which tend to the needs of registered inhabitants;
hospitals designated to serve distinct professional groups (oiadmtii Ailcdpni); oblast' and
republican hospitals; clinics attached to various medical institutes (643oci lobsixu); specialized
clinics and children's hospitals; and dispensaries specializing in the treatment of various
diseases. Villages have their individual medical stations usually run by a male or female nurse.

Businesses, institutes and schools also have their own stations. Medical doctors are trained at
special Medical Institutes where the program lasts approximately six years. General medical

personnel is trained in so-called meariziauu4a.
Individuals in need of medical assistance will first approach their local general

practitioners. These, in turn, direct patients to specialists and, whenever the need arises, testify

in writing that a patient must take sick leave. This document, called a 6hmemenb (`bulletin')
allows the patient's professional union to pay for whatever losses are incurred during the time
of illness. Whenever the illness prevents the patient from visiting the doctor, house calls are
made by the general practitioner. Ambulance service may be requested by dialing 03.

The lamentable state of the economy has placed the health care system in Ukraine on the

verge of a complete breakdown. Medical equipment and basicsupplies such as bandages and

anesthetics are in very short supply. A typical doctor's base salary is, at the very most, only
one-third of that earned by taxi drivers or coal miners. Although there is no lack of
pharmacies, there is a critical lack of even the most basic medicines. Whatever is available
costs inordinately large sums. There is a growing awareness that soonit will be necessary to

introduce radical measures among them, not only the concept of individual medical
insurance, but also the idea that one must pay for treatment. In fact, the first such centers
where medical services are not altogether free have already been introduced.

The lack of service personnel, medicines, and equipment, has encouraged the
proliferation of numerous healers (z4buime/ii) and clairvoyants (occmpacerticu). On another
level, the dire state of official medicine has also encouraged the revival of Ukrainian folk
medicine, especially fitotherapy (i.e., herbal medicine). Today it is not uncommon to find
"green pharmacies" supplying a variety of natural medicines.
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1. Competency: To obtain medical assistance.
Situation: At the reception desk of the medical center.
Roles:

JB

N

JB
N

John Baker (PCV) and nurse (macempa) at
registration desk.

CicaNdrb, 6y3b nacica, no smoro nixapst 'demi 3a11:14CaTHCSI? Y mem
60.11HTI3 JKHBiT, i melte upurru.
Moxy 3anucant BBC Ao nixapst Muxagnemca. Bin Tepanesr i 3o6puti
cneuianicr i3 uLnyuxoaux 3axsoploaaub.
A KOJIH sin nputimae?
Cboromni 313 (TpHHartustroi) no 18 (aicimaxtusrroi) rOAHHH y Ka6itieTi
N° 80 (HoMep aicimecsa).

VOCABULARY:

rAo snc6ro aficapA
no (+ gen.)
mcdro = genitive of svaiii
.nixapst = genitive of Aficap (m)

3aHHC/THCA, BOHM 33.11TAILIyTbCSI (P)

Acinifr (m)
mend (acc. of Ji) Higins

HYAHTH, BOHH HY,/ISITb (I)

moacy 3arnicarrn Bac
3aITHCATH, BOHH 3amiturs (P)

Muxiii.neuxa = gen. of Muxdanetwo
Tepandar (m)
crieuiartfcr (m)
i3 (+ gen.)
uraymcomix 3axeoptonatn, = gen. of

mnymcosi (p1)
3axaopanamist (n)

nplittmant, BOHH lIpHrIMalarb (1)

3 (4- gen.) wintaguAToi
Lto (+ gen.) BiC1M114(451TOI rontimi
xattineri = locative (m)
nicimecstr

with which physician
literally: to
which
physician

to register oneself
stomach, belly
I feel nauseous

to nauseate (transitive verb)
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I can register you
to register (someone else)
Mykhailenko
doctor of internal medicine
specialist
of
stomach ailments

stomach (adjective)
ailment

here: to see [patients]

from 1:00 PM [=13:00 o'clock]
to 6:00 PM [ =18:00 o'clock]
office; study
eighty

I '
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GRAMMAR AND VOCABULARY EXPLANATION

(1) Some verbs acquire a reflexive meaning with the -CA suffix. What this means is thatthe
action of the verb is directed toward the subject itself:

- sncoro nficapn menf 3amialmen?

With which physician am I supposed to register [myself]?

3anucdmu, the non-reflexive counterpart of 3cmucdmucJi, acts upon an object (oac = you) other
than the subject (.ri = I) of the sentence:

Moxy aarnickrn sac no nficapn Mmatineica.
I can write you down for physician Mykhailenko.

(2) The verb `to ache' (6onimu) has only the third-singular and plural forms (6oinimband
5o/uimb) since it refers to the part or parts of the body that ache:

Y mene 6o.ruirb numfT. I have a stomach ache.
[My stomach hurts]

Y male ny)Ke 60Jarb ronona.. I have a very bad headache.
[My head hurts very much;
Topic 1(4), p. 33]

Y mem 6onuirb Horn. My feet [legs] hurt.

(3) The idiomatic equivalent of the expression `to see patients' is nputimdmu nauithanio.Thus,
A Komi ein npuamde? is short for: A KOAli ein nputLude na4ieumio? (`And when doeshe see
patients?')

(4) CboulDtii emu nputimdc nayiinmia 3 mpuna0z4Rmor ao eicimna0uAmof zodanu
(`Today he sees patients from 13:00 o'clock to 18:00 o'clock').

When a twenty-four hour schedule is observed, the segment of the day e.g., pdnxy
(`morning') or eigiopa (`evening') is not specified (compare Topic 10 [2])
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SENTENCE PATTERN AND GRAMMAR STRUCTURE

Bix Tepanewr i Ao6p iIt cnegiankr i3 IlLilyHK6BHR 3aX110p1OBallb.

He is a doctor of internal medicine and a good specialist of stomach ailments.

1 7:,1
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2. Competency: To describe one's state and to answer the doctor's
questions.

Situation: At the doctor's office.
Roles: John Baker (PCV) and the doctor (Akap).

Dr. Bac Typ6ye?
JB Y meHe 6onHTE. ronoBa, BncoKa ItmnepaTypa i canbHati Kamenb.
Dr. 3apa3 A sac nocnyxam. BH JEWACe 32ClyitHJIHC51. Y sac 6ponxiT.

Dr. Slid nixes meHi Tpe6a nplitimaTH?
Dr. AcnipaH TpHvi Ha AeHb. KpiM Toro A BHmuny miKcTypy siA Kauuno.

Ptulacy nonexaTH s niaucy napy Ards, a Toiti nputiaeTe 3HoBy no meHe.

VOCABULARY:

um Bac Typ631c?
Typ6yBaTH, BOHH Typ6porb (I)

what troubles / ails you?
to trouble; to disturb; to all

Bac6Ka (f) high
TevmepaTgpa (f) temperature
cilabmti (m) strong; here: bad
Hamer'', (m) cough

3apa3 now; immediately
a sac noc.ngxam I will listen to you[r lungs]

nocnyxaTn, BOHH noc.nyxmoTh (P) to listen
3BeTygliTHCA, BUM 3aCT)IWITIaCSI (P) to catch a cold (reflexive verb)
6pouxIT (m) bronchitis

sued aim mend Tpd6a nputimaTH? what mt.dicine am I supposed
to take?

JLIKH (p1) medicines

Tpepil Ha p(eim three times a day
Hpim(+ genitive) in addition
Toro = genitive of mots' to that

BOHH BAITHELVTI, (P) to prescribe
HiHcrgpy Bipt KAMM) cough syrup

mixcrypa (f) mixture
B11 (+ gen.) KauLTHO for cough
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pamrrm, BOHH paiviTb (I) to advise; to suggest; to recommend
no.ndxam, BOMA no.nacam (P) to lie [for a while]; to stay in bed
n (+ locative) in
afAtity = loc. of 111XO (m) bed
napy = accusative of na'pa (f) for a couple
3nciay again

GRAMMAR AND VOCABULARY EXPLANATION

(1) The idiomatic equivalent of `to take medicine' is npuzimeimu AIKU. Consequently:

2 nptitimaio allTH6ienutui.
I am taking antibiotics.

BiH aipirrb Hapoiumm .nficam i He npHtimde acuipiiuy.
He has faith in folk medicine and doesn't take aspirin.

(2) The idiomatic equivalent of `to catch a cold' is the perfective verb 3acmyDzinzucn. The
future form of this verb is irregular:

51 aac-rgix.wycn TyT.
TH 3acrymmicsi TyT.
Bin (HoHa) 3acT)IAHTbc.a Tyr.

MH 3aCTYJAHMOCA TyT.

BH 3acTymrrecH TyT.
BOHH 3aCT)IXITEC51 Tyr.

I will catch a cold here.
You will catch a cold here.
He (she) will catch a cold here.

We will catch a cold here.
You will catch a cold here.
They will catch a cold here.

This irregular pattern is also observed by pdaumu, A pdawy (`to advise') and similar
verbs.

(3) As a rule, the preposition eia means 'from.' However, it is also used to indicatethe
purpose of a medicine (be it a syrup, tablet orcapsule):

MficcTypa Big icanuno.

Ta6.ndrim ilia 66.nio ro.nong.

Cough syrup.
Head-ache tablets.



SENTENCE PATTERN AND GRAMMAR STRUCTURE

Paxtcy rianmaTH B niAucy riapy AgiB,

Topic 11

a TOLCi rip agere 3H0By j o meHe.

I advise to stay in bed for a couple of days, and then you will come again to me
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3. Competency:
Situation:
Roles:

To buy medicine.
At the pharmacy.
John Baker (PCV) and pharmacist (anmexap).

JB Mewl norpi6Ho naxernic acnipany i tto t.
Ph. lolly s nac Hemae, riinmirb 3amicm HbOr0 3e.rtemcy.
JB )Jo6pe, orxe, a;nipnn i 3eJIeHKa. ,Ilattre Ntexi ule anacrup i

Heampounti 6HHT.
Ph. y xacy 10 xap6oBam.kia 3 xoniVam.

VOCABULARY:

meirf no-rpf6Ho
norpf6Ho

IlaKeTHK (m)
acniptiuy = genitive (m)
ttom (m)

3aNticm
itibriro = gen. of obi [after preposition]
3e.nemy = accusative (0

o-rwe
gattre [11,ATH, B01111 ilatirrb (I)]

use

n.rtionfp (m)
neumpoludi (m)
&tiff (m)

unarrim [artanint, BOHH HJIaTATb (I)]
y (+ accusative) liacy (f)

I need
it is necessary

small packet
of aspirin
iodine

instead
of it [referring to iodine]
aniline antiseptic

then; therefore
give!
here: in addition
first-aid tape
not wide; narrow
bandage

pay!
the cashier

GRAMMAR AND VOCABULARY EXPLANATION

(1) PidDy a roc tiemde... (We don't have iodine...'). The inflected natureof Ukrainian permits
greater flexibilty of word order. In this sentence, the placingof the word for 'iodine' in initial
position serves to emphasize the lack of this product: Iodine we don't have.Note that,
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regardless of its position in the sentence, tioa is the object of a negated verb and, for this
reason, it must appear in the genitive.

(2) The preposition 3dMicmb (`instead or) always governs the genitive case. Thus 3dMicmb
tuadzo means 'instead of it' (in reference to aoa, a masculine noun).

SENTENCE PATTERNS AND GRAMMAR STRUCTURE

otto6pe, oTAce, acrripHii i 3e.netuca.

Well, [let it be] then, aspirin and the aniline antiseptic.

Vybaii jgoreoBa, .sw. Boga, a 6azama, SIG 11.5t.

Be healthy as water, and wealthy as the earth.

A folk.wish of weft being, addressed to a woman.



TOPIC 12

MONEY. COMMUNITY SERVICES
rpm'. CYCHLTIMIA CJIYXCEA

Two-Hryvni Bill issued by the Uluainin National
Republic (190)

Medieval Ukrainian Coins with Prince
Volodyasyr's Mirka

CULTURE NOTE: TOWARD AN INDEPENDENT
MONETARY SYSTEM, GENERAL COMMUNITY
SERVICES

COMPETENCIES:

1. to cash a check in the bank and to ask about the rate of
exchange.

2. To open a savings account.
3. To inform the militia about items lost.
4. To have clothes dry-cleaned.
5. To have shoes repaired.
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TOWARD AN INDEPENDENT MONETARY SYSTEM
GENERAL COMMUNITY SERVICES

When Moscow curtailed the supply of rubles to Ukraine it became absolutely necessary to
introduce the coupon system in Ukraine. Circulating in denominations of 3, 5, 10, 25 and 50,

coupons enjoy parity with the ruble and are used for buyingfood and other products. Rubles,

which in Ukrainian are called Kaparloanui (karbovantsi) are still used for purchasing rail and

airplane tickets, and for taking care of community services, postage, newspaper subscriptions,

etc. Until very recently, all transactions were in cash. Lately, however,savings banks have

introduced special checks intended for the purchase of very expensive items such as furniture,

appliances, cars, etc. The ruble's buying power has been steadily declining, while coupons are

now being envisioned as a transitional tool before Ukraine's own currencyis introduced. It is

expected that by August 1992 rubles will no longer be in use, and that by January 1993 the
Ukrainian zpaenA (hryvnia) will take over all transactions.

Although every day there are more and more economic ties established with Western
countries, Ukrainian citizens can not as yet exchange their rubles for hard currency. Only
people travelling West are sometimes allowed to exchange a limited amount. On the other
hand, foreigners travelling to Ukraine can easily exchange their currency for rubles at the bank,

the hotel, and the airport. Today the official rate of exchange for the American dollar (115.00
rubles) is not much smaller than that offered by the black market. Thus, it makes little sense to

engage in transactions with strangers. Savings in rubles maybe deposited in one of three types

of bank accounts. Thus far, there are no savings accounts for anyone of the Western
currencies.

Public order is maintained by the militia. In emergencies, it is necessary to request
assistance from the nearest militia post, or to dial 02. When calling from a telephone booth a

coin in such instances is not necessary.
The Ukrainian equivalent of the Lost and Found Bureau is called EtopO 3ndxidotc

(Bureau znakhidok).
Most cities will have laundries (npdAbui), dry-cleaners (njwcmu ximaicmxu), clothes-

repair shops (mmicme'pni Adzoaxennsi daRzy), shoe-repair shops (maliemipni 4dzoaxenn.a
8.3yrnmii), and watch-repair shops (malicmipni pemthuny zoatinnunic). To locate such shops it

is best to turn to so-called ByDzinxis nd6ymy (Service Establishments) which coordinate the
functioning of various shops.
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1. Competency: To cash a check in the bank and to ask about the rate
of exchange.

Situation: At the bank.
Roles: John Baker (PCV) and bank clerk.

JB BH oatiffloere rypHeram gem Ha pcpahicuci rpowi?
C. Tax, a CKITIbKH BH xoliere o6miusrm?
JB CTO ameplucaHcbmix itanapis. 51x WI, Ao pe'Ii, chorowli Kypc Amapa?

C. OAHH itonap Ao 130 (era 11)HAWITH) rpMeHb.

VOCABULARY:

oatfinoHaTH, nom o6mituoton, (I) to exchange; here: to cash
rypicram = dative of mypticmu (p1) for tourists
tidicH (p1) checks
Ha (+ accusative) into

rp6m1 Ukrainian money

o6miF.siTH, o6m1Hsharb (P) to exchange; here: to cash

ero (+ genitive) one hundred
amepnKaricsKux gCvmpiB = genitive of American dollars

amepHxambiti AtinapH (p1)

swift Kypc gd.riapf. what is the dollar's rate of exchange
Kypc (m) course; here: rate
Atinap (m) dollar

go p& ii (idiomatic expression) by the way
(literally: while we are on this topic)

on (m) one

Ao (+ genitive) to
era = genitive of cmo one hundred
TPHratirrit = genitive of mplialfamb thirty
rpaseub = genitive of zpaeui (p1) hryvni (plural of hryvnia)

GRAMMAR AND VOCABULARY EXPLANATION

(1) Verbs of cashing, changing and translating involve a "motion" from one stateinto another.
For this reason, when they are used together with Ha, this preposition governs theaccusative
case:
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BH obmimoe-re rypileTam lidiCH Ha yvattcaid zpOual
Do you crsh traveler's checks into Ukrainian money?

51-rendp nepexnanato 3 yxpaiHemcoi MOBII Ha anaturacbicy.
I'm now translating from the Ukrainian language into English.

(2) The noun Kypc usually mean 'course,' as in Kypc pcpafncbgor moeu CA Ukrainian-
language course'). However, when applied to currencies, the noun means 'rate of exchange':

Kypc amepitxthichxoro nanapa.
Kypc 4paHtky3bKoro ckpainca.
Kypc pans1Hcbxoro Kap6daaHust.
Kypc pcpaiHebxoi
Kypc Widely:awl maptcH.

The American dollar's rate of exchange.
The French franc's rate of exchange.
The Soviet ruble's rate of exchange.
The Ukrainian hryvnia's rate of exchange.
The German mark's rate of exchange.

(3) All numerals are declined in Ukrainian. Thus, beside the nominative (i.e., the dictionary
form), each number in Ukrainian will assume a genitive, accusative, locative, dative and
instrumental form, depending on the number's function in a sentence. For example:

130 in the nominative = cro TpAnturrb; but after preposition ao:

OnAH ncinap no era Timmurril rptitienb = genitive
One dollar to one hundred thirty hryvni.

The case endings of basic numerals is given in chart form in Appendix VII.

5buin,

What is,

SENTENCE PATTERN AND GRAMMAR STRUCTURE

uo petii,

by the way,

cborcinHi

today

KypC nonapa?

the rate of exchange the dollar's.

SPELLING AND PRONUNCIATION NOTE

(1) We have already seen that some feminine nouns gain a vowel in the genitive plural in order
to avoid the awkward consonantal cluster that arises when the stem does not take anending. In
previous examples, we illustrated the addition of -o to hard-stem nouns (xintk, Knuxtfic,
xonitichc).
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In the case of soft-stem nouns, the vowel -e is added instead:

NOMINATIVE PLURAL of zplielui (`hryvnia') = zpzietti

GENITIVE PLURAL: Cro Tpilmourb One hundred thirty hryvni.

NOMINATIVE PLURAL of data (`song') = niad
GENITIVE PLURAL: 0.neua mac 6ara-ro rric Olena knows many songs.
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2. Competency: To open a savings account.
Situation: At the home of former host family.
Roles: John Baker (PCV) and his friend Petro Skrypnyk.

JB 51 xotly 14/11(pHTH paxyHoK B onianniti Kaci. Ilopanb meHi, AK ue 3p06HTH.

PS Y nonapax till B rpaimax?

JB Y ITHBHAX.

PS To 6i Tpe6a aliepHynicsi no pationHoro onanHoro 6aincy. A noKamy

To 6i, me ue. I He 3a6ynb B3SITH 3 corm° nacnopT.

VOCABULARY:

nigKpAru, BOHM kJ:H(0mm (P) to open
paxfaoK (m) bill; here: account
B locative) in

oulanHin =loc. of ouiciOna (1) savings (adjective)
*cad =loc. of lcdca (f) here: bank
nopagb advise

nopanHTH, BOHM nopansau (P) to advise: to give counsel

meui me
AK ue 3pogiTH how to do this

y locative) in

rartapax = locative (pl) dollars
Or

rptimistx = locative of *acid (p1) hryvni

3BepHgT1101, BOIIH auepHyrboi (P) to turn; to approach; to go
[with a request or proposal]

patiomoro = gen. of pail:Wiwi (m) regional
°mai:wore = gen. of ougianua (m) savings
6aHxy = gen. of 6atoc (m) bank
noKaaaTv., BOHM noKbKyrb (P) to show; to demonstrate

me He where this is located

3 (+ instrumental) with
co66to = instr. of ce61 oneself; here: you
nicnopr (m) passport
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GRAMMAR AND VOCABULARY EXPLANATION

(1) [Pdxyttoic] y adriapax uu a zpiiettax? (`[An account] in dollars orin hryvni'). The
locative plural ending of all nouns, be they masculine or feminine, is -ax.

(2) 1 He 3a6g5b evimu 3co6tho ndcnopm CAnd don't forget to take [your] passport with
yourself). The reflexive pronoun ce61(`oneself) refers back to thesubject of the sentence.
It has no nominative case. It corresponds to all three persons andboth numbers in English
(` myself, " yourself," himself," herself," itself,"ourselves," yourselves,' and
`themselves?)

SPELLING AND PRONUNCIATION NOTES

(1) In the phrase 'us a zpaimulx, the preposition a is read as part of thepreceding word, tat:

9118 rpilBmix

(2) In the phrase 033111ZU 3 co6o, the preposition 3 is read as partof the preceding word,
(33ifmu:

B3S1T113 C06610

SENTENCE PATTERNS AND GRAMMAR STRUCTURE

To61 Tp66a 313epHYTtiC51 Ao patiomoro °manioc° ainxy.

You need to turn to the regional savings bank.

51 noicax4 To6i, Ae ue.

I will show you where located this is.



3. Competency:
Situation:
Roles:

JB
M
JB
M
JB
M

JB

Topic 12

To inform the militia about items lost.
At the local militia post.
John Baker (PCV) and militiaman.

) o6plrtt neHb. miniuisa
Tax, a B Ala ue cnpasi?
51 3ary61ais caiti cboroanapar.

BH itoro 3ary6anH?
Ma6yrb, B aBTO6yci.
Hanatuirrb, 6yab mom, 3a2By OCb sa aim ckopmoto i 3atinrb no Biopo
sHaxinox. 1.1e Ha npyromy nosepci, KIMHaTa N° 5 (Homep n'srrb).
CnacH6i.

VOCABULARY:

minfilisi

B matt tie cripd.Bi
B (-1- locative)

Man =10c. of RICCI
cnplBi = loc. of cnpdea (f)

3ary6fiTH, BOH 3a1316J151Tb (P)

csiti (m)
cDo-roanapar (m)

tior6 = accusative of sin

Hartuunirb
itamicam, BOHM HaIILIIIIyTb (P)

3asaiy = accusative (f)
3a (+instrumental)
WO° = instr. of 14.st (f)
otopmolo = instr. of ckopma (f)
3atiarb

3atiTli, BOHM 3aillyTb (P)

Ao (+ genitive)
6sop6 (n) [does not decline]
31.1iXiAOK = genitive of 31i &Ida= (p1)

militia; here: militia office

here: How can I help you?
in
what
concern; matter; affair

to lose
one's own; here: my
camera

it (refers to camera)

write

application
according to
this
form
go

to go; to enter
to
bureau
of found items
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as (+locative) on
iwfromy = loc. of dolma (m) second
ndaepci = loc. of ndeepx (m) floor

GRAMMAR AND VOCABULARY EXPLANATION

(1) B Judil roe cnpdei? is a short version of B Jua rte cnpdei 6U npuilsurui? ('What concern
brings you here?') or B Juora ice cnpdei eu J3ednume? ('What is the purpose of your call?'). In
this competency, the question functions as an idiomatic equivalent of 'How can I help
you?'

This idiom has a broad range of applications. Other examples of its use include:

0.11eHa 1110J 3BOHItha AO mdlle y BSUILTHIBiti alpalli
Olena called me on an important matter...

He 3HBIO n AKIN cnplai Bin A3BOHHB...
I don't know why he called...

This construction y cnpdei always employs the preposition e + the locative case.

(2) L(e xu apjzomy ndeepci ("This is [located] on the second floor'). Under the influence of
Soviet culture, in most parts of Ukraine, ne'pusuu ndeepx is used in refe:cnce to 'ground floor.'
Consequently, apjauu ndeepx refers to the 'second ndoepx to the third; etc.

In some parts of Western Ukraine, however, nipuaal ndoepx still refers to the 'second
floor,' i.e., the first floor above (ndeepx) ground. Consequently, in these areas dpgzua
ndeepx refers to the 'third floor,' mplmia ndeepx to the fourth, etc. Thus, it always helps to
check the local tradition of designating floors.

PRONUNCIATION AND SPELLING NOTE

(1) In the locative case, the final-stem consonant of singular nouns that end in -x changes to -c.
This change affects both spelling and pronunciation:

Lje Apyriftt ndnepx. This is the second floor.
U,e Ha npyromy n6Bepci. This is located on the second floor.

Pyx narpf6mitt. Movement is necessary.
Y gb6my pgci He 6yno rpagii. There was no gra.z in this movement.
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SENTENCE PATTERN AND GRAMMAR STRUCTURE

Harman., 6ygb Juicxa, 3asiay mi. 3a midi() pmom

Fill -out please application here according to this kcal

and

3aMfm AO

go to

Elop6 3usiliA' on.

the Bureau of [Lost andl Found Mama.
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4. Competency: To have clothes dry cleaned.
Situation: At the dry-cleaner's.
Roles: John Baker (PCV) and dry cleaners' employee.

JB LIN au nputtmaere peqi a ximmerKy?
e Tax.
JB Meui we& floqucrirni uett Kocnom, i suulattocopime.

3 xxoro sarepiany mu apotinenutt?
JB 3 BOBHH.

e Teptiflosa iNpulcrata KOLUTyBaTHIte 40 (copoK) Kap6oaamtia Bam
KOCTIOM 6yue ro-roautt aairrpa nicrw o6iuy.

VOCABULARY:

pcqi (p1) of piq (0
X114911CTICH (f)

things, items
dry cleaning; dry cleaners

nonicrwrfl, BOHN ncpuicrsm (P) to clean
Kocuin4 (m) suit
Axnattatopluse as fast as you can

3 (+ genitive) out
SIK6ro = gen. of !Mau (m) of what
marepislay genitive (m) fabric
apd6anuitt (m) made (participle)

3 (+ genitive) out
ndazut = genitive (f) of wool

Tepr.daosa (f) adjective of a limited term; here: fast
copoK forty
rcm5autt (m) ready (adjective)

HICJIA (+ genitive) after
o6(iy = gen. of obi° (m) lunch
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GRAMMAR AND VOCABULARY EXPLANATION

(1) Mad mpi6a nolidamunu zga xocnubm, i maiagocopfzue CI need this suit cleaned as fast
as you can'). In this sentence, the superlative degree of the adverb cxdpo (`fast;'quickly)
has been intensified by the addition of the particle Arc-. The degrees of this adverb arc:

comparative:
superlative:
intensified superlative:

=opium
liattacopiaie
suulancicopinie

= faster; more quickly
= fastest; quickest
= as fast as possible; as quickly as

possible

The addition of the particle JIK- intensifies the superlative degree of all adverbs.

(2) 3 maw manzepidAy eix 3p66itenuti? ('What fabric is it made out of?'). In this sentence,
the word 3p66itenua (`made') is a passive participle deriving from the perfective verb
3pd6untu, eotui 31,1564.4rnb (to make; to do).

Passive participles in Ukrainian look and function like adjectives. Therefore, they can
be either masculine, feminine, or neuter; and they can be either singular or plural:

Deft KOCTIOM 3pti6neuutt b BaBHH.
Us' CftHS 3p66nena 3 6E1115111.111.

Ile na.nurti 3p66neue 3i unapt.

Iii LUTEHA 3p66neni 3 JIL6Hy.

LIH

Do

This suit is made of wool.
This dress is made of cotton.
This coat is made of leather.

These trousers are made of linen.

SENTENCE PATTERN AND GRAMMAR STRUCTURE

EH

you

npntimacre

accept
Peqi
items

2ca -1 9 G

ziwnicricy?

for dry cleaning?
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S. Competency:
Situation:
Roles:

JB
rep.
JB
rep.

rep.

To have shoes repaired.
At the shoe-repair shop.
John Baker (PCV) and shoe repairman.

Monuta maim a pemour B3yvrM?

Monuta.
Ma" Tpe6a 3p06HTH Rola nigmenut go gepemoda.

Ha xcants choromi B mew Helm nurpi6ttoro maTepiany.
IIpHxoubTe 3aaTpa.
Jlo6pe, Tog; A npintecy ale way napy mepealuda.

VOCABULARY:

mom=
3gtirm, smut 3gagy-rb (P)

(+accusative)
pemdwr (m)

(n)

mosi (pi)
nigmenut (p1)
Ao (+ genitive)
atepemiKin = gen. of uepeoalcu (p1)

B mime mem.ie
noTpf6moro = gen. of nompi6nua (m)
'fairer Any = gen. of mamepici4 (m)
uptixdgure

npladgmtu, BONN nptixagsrrb (1)

multidirectional

-rola
npmecni, BONN nputectrb (P)

unidirectional

ow = accusative (f)
napy xi accusative (f)

may one; here: may I
here: to leave [behind]
to
repair
footwear; here: shoes

new
soles
for
shoes

I don't have
necessary (adective)
here: material
come
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GRAMMAR AND VOCABULARY EXPLANATION

(1) The perfective verb 3admu, 60mi 3aaaYmb (`to have [behind]'; 'to yield'; 'to cede') is
irregular. Its future tense conjugates 5n the following pattern: si 3nam; ZT3 3nacii; sill (Bold,
Bond) 3nacis; MH =ma; sH =wit Hoar 3na.uSTs.

This pattern is observed by perfective verbs that have the stem admu. For example:
admu, sond aaaYmb (P. 'to give'); and ciaatimu, 601w oiaaaagmb (P. `to give back')

(2) Mod mpaa 3po6lintu nod niamenucu ao tiepeinixies CI need new soles for [these]
shoes'). All meld mpaa CI need') constructions are impersonal. Thus, when used in
conjunction with an infinitive verb (in this case, 3po6iimu = to do; to make), meld mpi6a does
not necessarily indicate that the subject of the sentence needs to carry out the actionby himself /
herself. It merely signals the individual's need to have the task accomplished. Compare:

with:

Meal ip66a 3po6thu Hod niHm6rxii geperelitis.

I need done new soles for [these] shoes.

Meth Tpe6a noluicTurn gen Km-rim (Topic 12 [4])

I need cleaned this suit...

Meld Tpdraa B951ITHCa

I need to study.

Mena Tpd6a tint Ha yptix.

I need to go to class.

(3) The cardinal numbers `one' and `two' each have a masculine and feminine form: Orin (m)
and oand (f); at:4 (m) and aot (f).

Thus, in the sentence 17punicy iqe oany ndpy gepeinixie CI will bring one more pair of
shoes'), the feminine form of 'one' is used because the number refers to the feminine noun
ndpa (`pair'). Like all numerals, both forms of `one' and 'two' decline in accordance with
their function in the sentence. In this competency the words °any ndpy are in the accusative,
because they represent the direct object of the sentence.

19.309-
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SENTENCE PATTERN AND GRAMMAR STRUCTURE

Ha xcanb, choromti s mew name norpi6Horo ma-repiany.

Unfortunately, today I don't have the necessary material.

Do 6puil &ezip, 6o mo a agy
3azy6tuta mutigu pungu, ma. (4, He &Hai gy,
AK *mai turtucbme, mo giggaiime
/1 $u 31C r7410C muttguputuju He iatUsall me...

Bisca Bpaaia, Micc pox Caponu 1992
irking-a-ma-jig

Good evening. that's me coming
I've fast my ti;;t1g-a-ma j and can't find [it]
If you found it, give it back,
won't you take my magic-thingy...

c.v.apted from a sow by the Lviv artist ittka %a y,
the 1992 Miss Rockof Europe
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APPENDIX I: THE COMPETENCIES IN ENGLISH

TOPIC 1: PERSONAL IDENTIFICATION.

1. Competency: To introduce and identify self.
Situation: A formal social gathering in the daytime.
Roles: John Baker (PCV) makes the acquaintance of Danylo

Martyniuk, a university lecturer.

JB Good day! Allow [me] to introduce [myself]. I am John Baker.
DM And I am Danylo Martyniuk. [I'm] very pleased [to meet you].
JB [I'm] very pleased [to meet you].

2. Competency: To greet and be greeted.
Situation: At the project office.
Roles: John Baker (PCV) runs into a close acquaintance,

his female associate Olena Kravchenko.

JB Good morning, pani Olena! How are things?
OK Thank you, everything is OK. And your [endeavors]?
JB So-so. I still speak Ukrainian poorly.
OK But, no... [that's not true].

3. Competency: To say good bye.
Situation: At the home of a friend.
Roles: John Baker and Andriy Moroz.

JB Andriy, what time is it?
AM [It's] two [o'clock]. Why do you ask?
JB It's late. I must go to class.
AM Then good bye.

4. Competency: To inquire about the well-being of a friend.
Situation: At the host home, near bedtime.
Roles: John Baker and the host's son, Petro Skrypnyk.

JB Petro, you [are] somewhat pale today. How are you feeling?
PS Not well. I have a very bad headache.
JB Here is [some] aspirin. Take [it], please.
PS Thank you very much. Goodnight!

200
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TOPIC 2: CLASSROOM ORIENTATION

1. Competency: To respond to the teacher's instructions.
Situation: In the classroom.
Roles: Male teacher and John Baker (PCV).

mT Good morning, Mr. Baker. Please, sit down. Open [your] manual to page
5, take [your] notebook. We will begin our lesson.

JB Pan professor, please speak a little slower.
mT Fine. I know that you don't understand everything yet.
JB Thank you very much.

2. Competency: To request explanation of a word.
Situation: In the classroom.
Roles: John Baker (PCV) and his teacher Maria Ivanivna

Chaikovs'ka.

JB What does this word mean, Maria Ivanivna?
MC It means "dictionary.".
JB And how do you kay "pencii" in Ukrainian ?
MC "0-lee-vets'."
JB Thank you.
MC You are very welcome.

3. Competency: To express lack of understanding, and to request
repetition of a phrase.

Situation: In the classroom.
Roles: Janet Baker (PCV) and her male teacher.

JB Excuse me, pan professor, but I did not understand what you [just] said.
mT I asked: "What did you do yesterday?"
JB Flease, repeat one more time.
mT "What did you do yesterday?"
JB Now I grasped it. Yesterday I wrote letters and worked on my Ukrainian-

language homework.

4. Competency: To state reasons for being late.
Situation: In the classroom.
Roles: John Baker (PCV) and his female teacher.

JB Allow me to enter, pant professor?
T Please, come in. Good morning, Mr. Baker.
JB Excuse me for being late. My watch broke.
T It doesn't matter. Sit down, please.
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S. Competency: To express gratitude.
Situation: In the classroom.
Roles: Female teacher and John Baker (PCV).

T John, here is the book that I promised.
JB I'm very grateful to you.
T You're welcome, it's nothing.

TOPIC 3: CONVERSATION WITH HOST FAMILY

1. Competency: To respond to questions concerning one's age, status
and profession.

Situation: At the home of the host family.
Roles: John Baker (PCV) and Petro Skrypnyk (the adult son

of the host family, and John's friend).

PS John, how old are you?
JB I'm twenty-seven.
PS Are you married?
JB No, I'm not married yet, but I do have a girlfriend [engaged].
PS Tell me about her.
JB Her name is Jane. She is a lawyer [by profession]. She is twenty-four

years old...

2. Competency: To ask questions concerning the host family.
Situation: At the home of the host family during a visit by Petro

Skrypnyk's cousin, Andriy Moroz.
Roles: John Baker (PCV) and Andriy Moroz.

JB Andriy, is yours a large family?
AM No, not large: I, my wife and my son.
JB Where does your wife work?
AM She works in the hospital.
JB How old is your son?
AM He's seven years old, and he already goes to school.

3. Competency: To describe one's own family.
Situation: At the home of the host family.
Roles: Vasyl' Skrypnyk (Petro's father) and John Baker

(PCV)

VS John, when were you born?
JB I was born in 1965.
VS I know that you are not married. Do you have a brother or a sister?
JB I have an older brother and a younger sister. They are both graduate

students.
VS Do your parents still work?
JB My father is employed in Boston as an engineer, and my mother as a

physician.
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4. Competency:
Situation:
Roles:

JB
PS

JB
PS

To identify daily routines of the host family.
At the home of the host family.
John Baker (PCV) and his friend Petro Skrypnyk.

Petro, what will you be doing tomorrow?
Tomorrow we will sleep late, then we will go to the zoo with our son, and
in the evening we will watch a TV program.
Do you always go [out] somewhere on Sunday?
As a rule, yes. We don't like to sit at home.

1. Competency:
Situation:
Roles:

W.
JB
W.

JB
W.
JB

W.
JB
W.

TOPIC 4: FOOD

To order food in a restaurant.
At the restaurant.
John Baker (PCV) and waiter.

Good day. What will you order?
And what do you recommend?
Today we have a good mushroom soup, steak, stuffed fish, and a saladof
fresh cucumbers and tomatoes.
And do you have borscht?
Yes, we do.
Then I'll have a salad as an appetizer, borscht as a first [course],and steak
as a second.
What will you drink?
Mineral water and coffee, please.
We don't have mineral water [...]

2. Competency:
Situation:
Roles:

JB
PS
JB
PS

To ask about most popular food items.
At the home of the host family.
John Baker (PCV) and his friend Petro Skrypnyk.

Petro, what are your favorite dishes?
Above all, borscht and also varenyky [dumplings].
It looks like varenyky is a very popular dish among your [people]?
Yes, they can be filled with either meat, potatoes or mushrooms. Andfor
dessert they can be filled with sour cherries or blackberries.

3. Competency:
Situation:
Roles:

PS

JB

To describe one's own likes in food.
At the home of the host family.
John Baker and his friend Petro Skrypnyk.

John, let's talk about American dishes. What, for example, do ',on eat at
home?
I like Chinese and Italian cuisine a lot, especially fried rice and pizza. At
home I frequently prepare roast beef and omelets. And at my mother's I
like to eat traditional American apple pie. She bakes the best in the world!
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4. Competency: To raise a toast and describe one's own likes and
dislikes in beverages.

Situation: At the home of the host family.
Roles: John Baker and his friend Petro Skrypnyk.

PS To your health!
JB Thank you. I like this wine...
PS True, it tastes good. And what kind of beverages do your [people] serve?
JB Wine, beer.... I don't like beer. I like to drink whisky and soda the most.

I drink a lot of juices and mineral water.

TOPIC 5: DIRECTIONS AND PUBLIC TRANSPORT

1. Competency: To ask for information regarding a specific location.
Situation: Telephone conversation.
Roles: John Baker (PCV) and his acquaintance Olena

Kravchenko.

JB Olena, what is the best way to get to your place?
OK First you have to take the subway to the stop "Dnipro," then you must

transfer to trolley bus No. 21 and ride to the stop "Rusanivka."
JB How long will this take?
OK Approximately half an hour.

2. Competency: To determine the destination of a bus acrd the best
means of transportation to a designated address.

Situation: At the bus depot.
Roles: John Baker (PCV) and another commuter.

JB Excuse me, where is this bus going?
c. To the bus depot. And where do you need to go?
JB To Shevchenko Boulevard.
c. Then it's better for you to take trolley bus No. 12.

3. Competency: To buy tickets.
Situation: At the trolley stop.
Roles: John Baker and commuter waiting for trolley.

JB Tell me, please, where can I buy tickets for the trolley bus?
c. Over there, in that kiosk, do you see?
JB Yes, thank you. And how much does the ticket cost?
c. Fifty kopeks. It's better to buy a booklet with ten vouchers. It will last you

for several days.
JB Thank you for the advice.
c. And don't forget to punch the ticket through in the trolley bus!
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4. Competency: To exit at the right stop.
Situation: On the bus.
Roles: John Baker (PCV) and passenger.

JB I need [to get to the] department-store "Ukraina". At what stop do I getoff?
p. The next stop.
JB Then let me [pass] through.
p. Please [go ahead].

5. Competency: To hire a taxi.
Situation: On a city street.
Roles: John Baker (PCV) and Taxi Driver.

JB Hello. Will you give me a ride?
T. Where do you need to go?
JB To the train station.
T. That will cost you forty rubles.
JB Fine, agreed.

6. Competency: To ask for directions.
Situation: On a Kiev street.
Roles: Janet Baker (PCV) and a Ukrainian passer-by.

JB
P.
JB
P.

JB
P.

Tell me, please, what street is this?
This is Khreshchatyk.
I need Kirov Street.
They renamed it in honor of the historian Mykhailo Hrushevs'ky. Continue
walking two blocks on Khreshchatyk, and turn right at the hotel "Dnipro."
That will be Hrushevs'ky Street.
Thank you very much for the information.
All the best.

TOPIC 6: COMMUNICATIONS

1. Competency: To get one's party on the line and to leave a message.
Situation: Telephone conversation.
Roles: John Baker (PCV) and Mrs. Moroz, the mother of his

friend Andriy.

pM Hello!
JB Good evening, Mrs. Moroz. This is John. May I request that Andriy come

to the phone?
pM Unfortunately, he is not at home. What [message] am I to pass on?
JB Tell him, please, that I called and would like to talk with him.
pM I will tell [him] most definitely.
JB Thank you very much. All the best!
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2. Competency: To make use of the inter-city telephone system.
Situation: On the way to the Post Office.
Roles: John Baker (PCV) and his friend Petro Skrypnyk.

JB I need to place a call to L'viv. Where is the inter-city phone here?
PS Over there, near the entrance to the post-office.
JB Petro, tell me again how to operate it.
PS First one has to drop the coin, then pick up the receiver, then dial thecity's

code, and then the telephone number.
JB What a surprise! No one is at home.

3. Competency: To ask the overseas operator for assistance.
Situation: Telephone conversation.
Roles: Janet Baker and Overseas Operator.

0. You ordered [assistance to call] New York?
JB Yes, I did [order].
0. Please, repeat the number.
JB 212....
0. Wait a minute. It's busy.
JB Please, don't hang up [on me]. Try once more.
0. The line is busy. I will try to place the call in ten minutes.

4. Competency: To send a telegram.
Situation: At the Post Office.
Roles: John Baker (PCV) and Postal Worker.

JB Tell me, please, do they handle international telegrams here?
P. Yes, here.
JB Please, send this telegram the fastest way possible. Do you also take

parcels here?
P. No. Parcels and registered letters are handled in wicket No. 6. Over there,

you see?
JB Thank you very much.

TOPIC 7: SHOPPING

1. Competency: To inquire about the availability of an item and its
cost.

Situation: At Andriy Moiroz's apartment.
Roles: John Baker (PCV) and his friend Andriy Moroz.

JB Andriy, where can I buy a notebook?
AM In the store "Karastovary" ['Office Supplies'], or in the stationery

department of the wiivermah [department store].
JB And how much does a notebook cost? I need a thick one.
AM Such a notebook will cost approximately three rubles.
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2. Competency: To identify the necessary size.
Situation: At the shoe store.
Roles: John Baker (PCV) and Salesperson.

JB What size are these shoes?
S Forty-two.
JB May I try [them on]?
S You are welcome [to try them on].
JB They are a little tight. Do you have a size larger?
S We do, but of different color, black.
JB That doesn't matter; they fit my foot just right. Thank you.

3. Competency: To inquire about the availability of food items.
Situation: At the dairy section of the Gastronome.
Roles: John Baker and Salesperson.

JB Do you have milk today?
S . Yes, we have fresh milk and sour cream.
JB What about eggs?
S . Unfortunately, we have no eggs. But go to the store across [the street].

Not long ago they got a delivery of eggs and sausage.
JB Thank you for the information.

4. Competency: To pay for an item and check whether correct change
is being returned

Situation: At the Gastronome.
Roles: Janet Baker (PCV) and Cashier.

JB Please [take] fifteen rubles and ten kopeks (15.10) for the dairysection,
and fifty-seven rubles and fifteen kopeks (57.15) for the meat section.

C. In all [tit costs] seventy-two rubles and twenty-five kopeks (72.25).
JB Here [you have] eighty rubles (80.00).
C. Take [your] change.
JB Excuse me, but there are only seven rubles here.
C. I beg your forgiveness, I made a mistake. Here are the additional

seventy -five kopeks.

TOPIC 8: SOCIAL SITUATIONS

1. Competency: To inquire about the weather, employing formulas of
politeness.

Situation: In the classroom.
Roles: John Baker (PCV) and his teacher.

JB Do you know what is the weather forecast for the evening?
T It is supposed to be cold, [there is supposed to be] a strong wind,

probably it will rain.
JB Don't [tell me]! I don't have an umbrella [with me].
T That's OK. I can give you a ride home.
JB Thank you very much.
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2. Competency: To extend an invitation.
Situation: At the workplace.
Roles: John Baker (PCV) and his acquaintance Olena

Kravchenko.

JB Olena, what are you doing this evening?
OK Nothing definite.
JB Would you like to go with me to the theatre?
OK Why not? With pleasure.
JB There, that's wonderful. I have the tickets.

3. Competency: To accept an invitation.
Situation: At the workplace.
Roles: John Baker and his acquaintance Olena Kravchenko.

OK John, my family would like to invite you for dinner.
JB Thank you for the invitation. I will most surely come. And when exactly

[is this]?
OK Can you come on Saturday at five o'clock?
JB Of course. With pleasure.
OK Then please [come] to our place on Saturday.

4. Competency: To receive and give gifts.
Situation: At the home of the host family.
Roles: John Baker (PCV) and his friend Petro Skrypnyk.

PS John, I want to present you this souvenir as a memento of Ukraine.
JB What a beautiful decorative plate! Thank you very much.
PS You are welcome. Don't forget us!
JB Petro, do you like this T-shirt? It has [on it] the emblem of the Peace Corps.
PS Oh, wow! I haven't seen one like that! This is something out of the

ordinary.
JB I'm very glad [that you like it]. It's for you.

5. Competency: To inform an unexpected guest that you are busy.
Situation: At John Baker's own apartment.
Roles: John Baker (PCV) and his acquaintance Mrs. Moroz.

JB Excuse me, Mrs. Moro; but at the moment I'm busy. Could you drop by
later?

pM Yes, of course. When will it be convenient for you?
JB In half an hour, at four o'clock.
pM Fine thanks, I'll drop by.
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TOPIC 9: HOUSING

1. Competency: To identify and locate workmen.
Situation: Telephone conversation with Apartment-Repair

Bureau.
Roles: John Baker (PCV) and bureau employee.

JB Is this the apartment -repair bureau?
b.e. Yes, that's us.
JB I need to fix and paint my kitchen, and to wall paper [the wallsin my]

rooms.
b.e. Do you have [your own] wallpaper?
JB I do.
b.e. Tomorrow our agent will come to your [place], he will make anestimate,

and in a few days we will begin the job. I am writing down youraddress.

2. Competency: To explain what is in need of repair.
Situation: At John Baker's own apartment.
Roles: John Baker and plumber.

PI. You called the plumber?
JB Yes, I did. Here, have a look, the faucet is running here, and in thekitchen

there is a pipe leaking.
P1. Just a minute, one needs to look over [things] carefully. I will changethe

pipe. For this we need to shut off the water.
JB There won't be any water for how long?
PI. Don't worry, we will do everything in an hour.

TOPIC 10: AT THE WORKPLACE

1. Competency: To introduce oneself as a Peace Corps Volunteer and
to describe the goals of Peace Corps.

Situation: Formal social gathering.
Roles: John Baker (PCV) and a stranger.

S Excuse me, are you a Canadian?
JB No, I'm an American.
S And what are you doing [among us] in Ukraine?
JB I am a Peace Corps Volunteer. Our organization assists countriesthat have

officially requested our help. I work together with Kiev businessmen on [ a
project involving] the creation of small businesses.

S How interesting. Will you be [among us] long?
JB For two years.
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2. Competency: To ask questions about one's duties at work.
Situation: At the project office.
Roles: John Baker (PCV) and Mr. Herasymenko, project

manager.

JB Mr. Herasymenko, I begin to work here next week. What are my
responsibilities?

pH You will be working with a group of businessmen who want to have their
own restaurants. They are interested in everything: where to get money;
how to organize advertisement; what does competition entail, and what
perils await them.

JB What are my working hours?
pH From nine in the morning to six in the evening. Lunch break is from one to

two.

3. Competency: To arrange a business meeting.
Situation: At the project office.
Roles: John Baker (PCV) and Mr. Herasymenko, project

manager.

JB Pan director, our meeting has been scheduled for what time?
pH Two o'clock. The meeting will take place in room N° 15.
JB Thank you for the information.
pH Till we meet.

4. Competency: To report on the progress of a specific project.
Situation: At the project office.
Roles: John Baker (PCV) and Mr. Herasymenko.

pH You have been working with us for two months already. What are your
successes?

JB It's a pleasure [for me] to work with youe businessmen. They are full of
enthusiasm, although there still are many problems.

pH What is the most difficult at this stage?
JB To convince [them] that good service and competitiveness are absolutely

necessary. But all this will come with experience.

5. Competency: To respond to questions concerning salary.
Situation: At a friend's apartment.
Roles: John Baker (PCV) and his friend Andriy Moroz.

AM John, I know that you work a lot. You probably earn well?
JB It's sufficient for me to live on. Don't forget that I am a volunteer.
AM Tell me, in America you make more than here?
JB Of course. But I know how much my work is needed here.
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TOPIC 11: MEDICAL ASSISTANCE

I. Competency: To obtain medical assistance.
Situation: At the reception desk of the medical center.
Roles: John Baker (PCV) and nurse at registration desk.

JB Tell me, please, with which physician am I supposed to register?I have a
stomach ache and I feel nauseous.

N I can write you down for physician Mykhailenko. He is [trainedin] in
internal medicine and is and a good specialist of stomach ailments.

JB And when does he see patients?
N Today from 1:00 PM to 6:00 PM, in office NI' 80.

2. Competency: To describe one's state and to answer the doctor's
questions.

Situation: At the doctor's office.
Roles: John Baker (PCV) and the physician.

Dr. What troubles you?
JB I have a headache, high temperature, and a bad cough.
Dr. I will listen [to your lungs] now. You have a very bad cold.You have

bronchitis.
Dr. What medicine am I supposed to take?
Dr. Aspirin three times a day. In addition I will prescribe a cough syrup. I

recommend that you stay in bed a couple of days, and then come to[see] me
again.

3. Competency: To buy medicine.
Situation: At the pharmacy.
Roles: John Baker (PCV) and pharmacist.

JB I need a packet of aspirin and iodine.
Ph. We have no iodine. Take an aniline antiseptic instead.
JB Fine then, [I'll take] aspirin and the antiseptic. Give me first-aid tapeand a

narrow bandage.
Ph. Pay the cashier 10.03 rubles.

TOPIC 12: MONEY AND COMMUNITYSERVICES

1. Competency: To cash a check in the bank and to ask about the rate
of exchange.

Situation: At the bank.
Roles: John Baker (PCV) and bank clerk.

JB Do you cash traveler's checks into Ukrainian money?
C. Yes, and how much do you wish to cash?
JB One hundred American dollars. By the way, what is the rate ofexchange

today?
C. One hundred-thirty kyvni to the dollar.
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2. Competency: To inquire about opening a savings account.
Situation: At the home of former host family.
Roles: John Baker (PCV) and his friend Petro Skrypnyk.

JB I want to open a savings account in the bank. Advise me how to do this.
PS In dollars or hryvni?
JB In hryvni.
PS Then you must turn to the regional savings bank. I will show you where

this is. And don't forget to take your passport.

3. Competency: To inform the mi7itia about items lost.
Situation: At the local militia post.
Roles: John Baker (PCV) and militiaman.

JB Good day. Is this the militia (office)?
M Yes, what concern [brings you here]?
JB I lost my camera.
M Where did you lose it?
JB Probably on the bus.
M Please, fill out an application according to this form and go to the Lost-and-

Found Bureau. That's on the second floor, in room N°. 5.
JB Thank you.

4. Competency: To have clothes dry cleaned.
Situation: At the dry-cleaner's.
Roles: John Baker (PCV) and dry cleaners' employee.

3B Do you accept things for dry cleaning?
e. Yes.
JB I need to have this suit cleaned as fast as you can.
e. What fabric is it made of?
JB Wool.
e. Fast dry cleaning will cost forty rubles. Your suit will be ready tomorrow

after lunch.

5. Competency: To have shoes repaired.
Situation: At the shoe-repair shop.
Roles: John Baker (PCV) and shoe repairman.

JB May I leave these shoes to repair?
rep. You may.
JB I need new soles.
rep. Unfortunately, today I don't have the necessary material. Come tomorrow
JB Fine, then I will bring one more pair.
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APPENDIX II: GRAMMATICAL TERMS
ITAMATHIMI TEPMDM

tlacTsimi mthm Parts of Speech

iM61-1HHK noun
3allmatnix pronoun
npittlmetnnuc preposition
IlpHKM6THHK adjective
upHCJIIBHHK adverb
Thiecnatto verb
4k-rim particle
CROJIPIHHK conjunction
tiLICJIIIIHHK numeral

Kmiqua 4)6pMa Vocative Form

BiAMIMEH Cases

HaMBHlitt nominative
minim-inn accusative
polloarill genitive
micndatitt locative
ItaBirmuttl dative
opyruutti instrumental

Clifleld npinuteTrunds Degrees of Adjectives

perynaptudt crynenb positive degree (big)
nopianstrnautn mitten() compareative degree (bigger)
Hattstiumn cry/Helm superlative degree (biggest)

inimt Aiccaia Verb Aspects

Aotconantitt BHA perfective aspect (P)
treitox6Banun BHA imperfective aspect (I)

Lticcaoag pyxy Verbs of Motion

wurocHpamartani niecnosa unidirectional verbs
6ararocrEpamdBatti niecnosd multidirectional verbs
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APPENDIX III: THE VOCATIVE FORM

(A) VOCATIVE FORM OF GIVEN NAMES
KJYH IA GOPMA BJIACHHX IMEH

FIRST-DECLENSION NOUNS (-a TYPE FEMININE AND MASCULINE NOUNS)

Pattern followed by all - a type hard-stem feminine nouns:

N . Oxthia Tershia
Oksana Tetiana

V. Guam)!

HaTitnica (= diminutive of HaTinia)
Natalka

Team)! HaTiLtural

Pattern followed by all - a type hard-stem masculine nouns:
N . MHK6J1a Apima

Mykola (= Nicholas) Yarema (= Jeremy)

V. Ivhix6.Tio! Sipemo!

Pattern followed by - a type soft-stem feminine nouns (-A):

N . Mapycn (=dim. of Mapisi) Uinta (= dim. of KaTepliHa)
(= dim. of Onencifmnpa)

Marusia Katrusia Lesia

V . Mapicto! Kanfao! Mao!

Pattern followed by all - a type soft-stem masculine nouns (-a):

N . Bons:SAA (=dim. of BonontimHP) Minx (- dim. of Minton°
Volodia Kolia = Maly

V. Boadjuo! ICdmol

Pattern followed by - a type soft-stem feminine nouns ending in

N . Mapfsi Anacricin Hon./tin
Maria Anastasia Natalia

V . Maple! Auscritclel Hirrinie!
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One irregular - a type soft -stem masculine noun:

N. buisf
11 lia (=Elias)

V. lama

SECOND DECLENSION NOUNS (= NON-a TYPE MASCULINE NOUNS)

Pattern followed by most hard-stem nouns:

N. Tie Tp6 OP&T Foram On 6r
Petro (=Peter) Orest Bohdan Oleh

V . Ilerpe! Opecriel Eoriulael aluareel

Pattern followed by all hard-stem nouns ending in-xo, -ux:

N. Mapco IBdcmt (=dim. of Ivan) Aikapfthco (=dim. of Aupitt)
Marko (=Mark) Ivasyk Andriyko

V . Mgpity! IsacExy! Ampftbcy!

Pattern followed by all soft-stem nouns:

N. Ilerpych (=dim. of limo) Way'', Ampftt
Petrus' Vasyl' (= Basil) Andriy (= Andrew)

V . Ilerpfao! Bacttuol Atutpflo!

Special case of soft-stem noun:
N . frop

Ihor (has lost softness only in the nominative form)

V . tropic)!
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(B) VOCATIVE FORM OF PATRONYMICS

(DOPMA IMEH II0-EATBKOBI

WOMEN'S PATRONYMICS ARE ALL -a TYPE HARD-STEM NOUNS;
THUS, THEIR VOCATIVE FORM ALWAYSENDS IN -o:

N. hauisua rIerpfima ARupflaua Baccmiana
(daughter of Ivan) (daughter of Petro) (daughter o Andriy) (daughter of Vasyl')

V . IIerpfallo! Angpfisuo! Baabdano!

N . MLIKOJICIBI la Ibpiiatla Pomaidaua
(daughter of Mykola) (daughter of Yuriy) (daughter of Valentyn) (daughter of Roman)

V . Minconsillmoi lopiisuot Banamildallo! Polatitismo!

MEN'S PATRONYMICS ALL ENDIN -10i
AND THEIR VOCATIVE FORM ALWAYS ENDSIN -y:
N. JAHOBIN nerp6akm AllApftiOBHR Baciumosam

(son of Ivan) (son of Petro) (son of Andrij) (son of Vasyl')

V . IfulHouxqy! IIerpdawly: Ampftioangy! Backi.mosagy!

N. MHKOJIMOBHl Banewnitioaug Pomauoinin
(son of Mykola) (son of Yuri) (son of Valentyn) (son of Roman)

V . Mnitomitiousigy! ICIpitiouwiy! Banarriluoaugy! Poblibunitgy:
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APPENDIX IV: THE DECLENSION OF NOUNS AND GIVEN NAMES

BIAMEHIOBAHHA IMEHHIIKIB I BJIACHHX IMEH

(A) NOUNS IMEE

FIRST DECLENSION -- Ilepma aliudna
(i.e., -a type Feminine and Masculine Nouns)

Feminine Nouns, Singular:
Cases Hard stem Soft stem Soft stem Mixed Type

(stem in us, u4, it, .24

N. smut nicna *max madam
water song hope square

A. acSny nfcmo Hullo flack:4y
G. Bong nfcHi Hata nnduri
L. (y) Bout (y) rrfcai (y) HUH (Ha) nnami
D. Boa nfcni Hanfi nndrua
I. Bondm nIcHmo Hanka) ruidmelo

Plural:
N. ad= niad HaPiT 'mond

waters songs hopes squares

A. BOAH nicHf Huff nnami
G. non nicim, Haat' nndux
L. (y) Bitlax (y) nicmix (y) Haafax (Ha) nnowax
D. &Jam nicHam Hazdam n.ridnlam
I. sdaamH nioulm mudamit ruldmam

Masculine Nouns, Singular. Plural:
N. co6gua co64an

dog dogs

A. co6axy cottlx.
G. co6kH coal&
L. (Ha) co6ggi (Ha) codixax
D. co6ani co6axam
I. co6gxmo codixamm
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SECOND DECLENSION-- APYTA BIANUEL
(i.e., no -a type Masculine Nouns;and Neuter Nouns)

Masculine Animate Nouns, Singular:

Cases Hard stem Soft stem Soft stem ends in Mixed Type (stein
ends in -a soft consonant in us, us, ido JK)

N. Alil eationiti xrionenk sYnt
grandfather nightingale boy grass-snake

A.
G.
L.
D.
I.

A Gut CWIOB'sf xlidrinu nputi
;aim calf:WA moms lipid
(iia) ufitosi (Ha) conon'isi (Ha) x.ruingeni (Ha) ayuc6ni
ufuoni conoa'tni mammal, io spudai
iliktom COJI0B164 mongol ny2u6m

Plural:

N. iximi coamef xrukrui aynd
grandfathers nightingales boys grass-snakes

A. Aids conos'in xnangia apes
G. siiiifs conos'in vuSrmiis arida
L. (Ha) Ajax (Ha) ccums'ix (Ha) x.normax (Ha) wax
D. uimam co/ma'am xndnusim nyucitur
I. iliaMit C0/10119a14M XJ161IWII411 spasm
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Masculine Inanimate Nouns, Singular:
Cases Hard stem Soft stem Soft stem Mixed type

N. cyneRip gam kap6daameux KALI
souvenir day ruble shrub

A. cyaenfp /lab xap66BaHeub Kim
G. cynenfpy Asia scap6dnaHust xylug
L. (iia) cynefifpi (y) Atif (Ha) xapodaamuo (Ha) xytueni
D. cynedponi (y) AH6Bi xap6daamtesi (-to) xyuk6ni (y)
1. cynet ifpom Anal Kap6dBatutem xyu.tdm

Plural:

N. eyneuipss AHI Kapt56atund Kym;f
souvenirs days rubles shrubs

A. cyneisfpsi AHi xap66naHui xyluf
G. cyaeHfpis xap66BaHis xyatin
L. (Ha) cyneHipax (Ha) xxix (Ha) scap66BaHusix (y) xyulax
D. cyneHIpam AHsfm Kap66naHusim xruam
1. cyneafpas4H AHAVIH scapeodaaHusuct xyluds4H

Neuter Nouns, Singular:
Cases Hard stem Hard stem Soft stem Soft stem Mixed type

N. sItinyKO cen6 mania cdpue npfasaute
apple village knowledge heart surname

A. sfanyxo ce.n6 3Hatmsf cdpue npf3tatme
G. si6.nyxa ce.nd 3HaHHA cdpust npfmnima
L. (y) sfeknyxy (Ha) ce.nf (y) (y)CpLi (y) npf3sHmi
D. sitinyxy cent 3HaHHIb cdputo npfammiy
f. sf611yKOM ce.n6m 3HaHHAM cdpuem npf3sHmem

Plural:

N. siranytca aria 311Eitina cepa npfaatinta
apples villages knowledge hearts surnames

A. siElnyxa c6.na 3HaHH1i cepusf npfammut
G. 316.flyx cfn cePagb npf3sHul
L. (y) siEtnyxax (y) cd.nax (y) 3HaHHAX cepusfx (y) npfmmax
D. $I6JIyKaM naM 3HaHHJfM cepusfm npf3Bstmas4
I. stilnyxamu JlaMH 3HaHHAMli ceptuimu npfssuntam
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Singular:

THIRD DECLENSION Tperat ailutisiat
(i.e., non -et type Feminine Nouns)

N. "dm petarwaigb n6impoz minims
night narration trip novel

A. Hitt p63110BiAb 1161:(0p0AC n6Bic-rb
G. Haqi p63nosi,Ed n6Acipoxd nosicri
L. (y) notii (y) p63rtersiili (y) riampoxi (y) nosicri
D. Haqi p63norlixti ndmpoxti n6Bic-ri
1. Higtuo p63noBtaxo rullopoxmo obiano

Plural:

N. Boni pdammiAl noixopoaci n6BICTI
nights narrations trips novels

A. milli p63nosiili nciAopoAd nosicri
G. nova p63nosiaett n6aopo2Kett nosicra
L. (y) Hogax (y) p63noaimix (y) naaopoAcax (y) noaimix
D. Hogam p63nosiwn4 n6Aopoxam nOBICTJIM
I. nogaun p63noaiItamx noAopuount nosicraun
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FOURTH DECLENSION ileraepra *Win

Singular:

(i.e., Neuter Nouns that Undergo Stem Change)

N. im'si" XJ101151 KYPtia pyquisi
name small boy chick small hand

A. im'si monist )(wig priesui
G. Ime Hi x.non'siTH KyruITH pygemiTH
L. (a) Ime Hi (Ha) xnon'stri (Ha) Kyputri (y) py'ieH*ri
D. fmeHi xnon'stri Kyptutri prieHsfri
I. im'sim, imeHem (3) x.non'sim (a) Kypinim pygeHltram

Plural:

N. imolai xaon'stra unputra priewira
names small boys chicks small hands

A. imeHa x.non'ai. xypqaT pygeHstra
G. im6H x.non 'AT Km& pygeHstr
L. (y) imeHgx (Ha) xnen'strax (Ha) KypniTax (y) pygeHstrax
D. imeHam XJ1011 'slum Kypqtram pymemiTam
I. hAeHimm (3) xnon'sframH (3) icypmkramit prieHstramH
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(B) GIVEN NAMES BJIACHI IMEHA

FIRST DECLENSION

Hard Stem, -a type Masculine and Feminine Names, Singular:

N. MHK6JIa thcalHa
My /cola (=Nicholas) Oksana

A. MHK6ny OKCatly
G. MHICCSJIH OKCatili
L. (Ha) MHK6J1i (Ha) Onaui
D. MHxdni ()maid
I. (3) MHK6J1010 (3) OKC&I010

Plural:
N. MIIK6J111 °MIMI

Mykolas Oksanas
A. MHK6J1 OKC4F1

(3. MHK6JI OKCI
L. (Ha) MHKolla7C (Ha) 0=4 Hax
D. MHK6JIaM Oxca Ham
1. (3) MHK6J1a1411 (3) OKCilliatli

Soft Stem, -a type Masculine and Feminine Names, Singular:

N. MAR (= dim. of MHxdna) Jlica Ha 'nimbi
Kolia (Nicky) Lesia Natalia

A. Kdmo ,TIezio Ha TIAN)
G. Kdni JIdci Haiinil
L. (Ha) Kdni (Ha) JI6ci (Ha) Having
D. Kdni JI6ci Halton'
I. (3) Kane lo (3) JI6ceio (3) Ha minim
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Plural:

N. K6.ni JIM Ha TaiRIT
Kolias Lesias Natalias

A. KWH, J16Cb HaTinitt
G. KO. llb JI6C1) Havinitt
L. (Ha) Kamm (Ha) Jle.cax (Ha) HaTtininx
D. Kamm JI6CSIM HaTIIIIIAM
I. (3) K6J15IMH (3) .116CSIMH (3) Hamininam

SECOND DECLENSION

Hard Stem, non -a type Masculine, Singular:

N. Boman Malmo
Bohdan Petro (=Peter) Marko (=Mark)

A. Eorana fleapi Mapici
G. BornaHa neva Maloof
L. (Ha) Bora Honi (Ha) fleipasi (Ha) Mapiconi
D. Boranoni flerpdai Maim:Sal
I. (3) Borui Rom (3) fle-rpdx (3) MapK6M

Plural:

N. Borg urn MapsA
Bohdans Peters Marks

A. Bora His flerpfa Mapxfs
G. Eor AiHia IleTpfn Mapth
L. (Ha) BornaHax (Ha) Ilerpix (Ha) Mapiaix
D. Boranam Ileiptim Macadm
I. (3) BoranamH (3) fleTpibm (3) Mapicam

Soft -Stem, non -a type Masculine, Singular:

N. Bac; kru. Ilerpgcb (=dim. of neva) Aunpitt
Vasyl' (=Basil) Petrie Andriy (=Andrew)

A. BacHnsf fleTpycti Ampfa
G. BacHnst Ilapya AH.apia
L. (Ha) Bac magi (Ha) flelpycZai (Ha) Alinpicai
D. BacHndai llerpyc6ai Atypical
I. (3) Bacandm (3) flerpycdai (3) AHAPfem
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N. Bacad Ilerpyci AagplT
Basils Andrews

A. Bacanda Ileipycfa Amp&
G. Bac Hafa IleTpycia Amp&
L. (Ha) Bac Hnsix (Ha) Ilerpycsix (Ha) AHApfax
D.
I.

BacHasim
(3) Bacanamvi

Ilerpycsim
(3) neTpyckai

AHApiam
(3) AHApcsimit
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APPENDIX V: DECLENSION OF PROPER NAMES

BIJAMIHIOBAIDDI BJIACHHX IMEH

(A) CITIES MICTA

Masculine Patterns (3pa3Iut Itartosigoro p6ity)

N. Absis Xdpicis girinponerpouciae
Kiev L'viv Kharkiv Dnipropetrovske

A. KmB Ilbsfa Xipxis ,IlitinponeTpdscbxe
G. KgeBa J1b363a Mimosa LkainponeTp6scuca
L. yKJB1 y Jihndai y Xipxosi y ,Ilitinponerp63cmy
D. ICIIEBy JImtony Xdpxosy ,ElAinponerpdschxy
I. Kkaom Jima:5110m Xdpxosum fluinponeTpdachnot

N. Hbto-iA6px Bamiurrou Ilapita (mixed type)
WashingtonNew York London Paris

A. Hmo-Rapx. BamiurTdu .116moll Minix(
G. T4-b10-nry Batuiurrouy J16}woHy IlapAxcy
L. y dpxy y Bamiurrdui y .Tidtutoui y Ilapfuld
D. Hmo-Ropxy BautiurTdity .Tidtmouy
I. ..bto-ndpxoNt Bautiurrduom JI6HAOHOM liarmixem

Feminine Patterns (3pa3KH 3Khu6c1oro p6xty)

N. Iloxrdea B1111114112 OAdca Amapa
Poltava Vinnytsia Odesa Ankara

A. Ilartilay Bfrummo Oacy Amcapg
G. 110JITaBH Bfmmui Oacu Amcapg
L. y IlanTani y B 0A6ci B Amcapi
D. non-rani 131HHHIli Oaci Auxapf
I. Ilarrranolo BIHHHIke10 Oacolo Amcapdto
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Appendix V: The Declension of Proper Names

City Names that do not fit the structureof Ukrainian city name:

N. Ilhuiro lIantnso Biro
Chicago Palermo Biefalo

A. Ilixgro rla.n6pmo Epixte.no
G. Llixgro Ilandpmo Bgclxbano

L. y Llixdro y Ilandpmo y Egctxtlano

D. %aro rlandpmo Byclxbano

I. Llixdro Ilanipmo 5)144a.no

1. Adjectival Patterns
MASCULINE

(B) SURNAMES IIPI3BlingA

FEMININE PLURAL

N. fpyugachamtt rpyinencusa Tpyaufacsid
Mr. Hrushevsky Ms. Hrushevska the Hruthevskys

A. rpruismoro rprudaciay rpym6acbmcc

G. fpyludachxoro rpywdacbxy rpymeacwits

L. Ha rpyindachKomy Ha rprazdacucift Ha rpyugammx

D. rpywdBCbKoMy rpytueschicitt rpyLII6SCb1CHM

I. 3 rpy1116BCbK/D4 3 rpy111611CLIK010 3 rpy11168C1600414

N. Irnikrin ruaTiss rthrosu
Mr. Hnativ Ms Hnativ the Hnativs

A. rHaTOBa rnaTis rHaTOSHX

G. rHiT01141 rHIT113 Nam=
L. Ha rnkroai Ha Ilig-ria Ha rHatTOBRX

D. rHITORy rHaTill rHiTOBIO4

1. 3 rHiTOBHM 3 rHiTill 3 raliTORKKH



Appendix V: The Declension of Proper Names

N. Nfintattastuniu Minatinsinnut
Mr. Mychailyshyn Ms Mychailyshyn the Mychailyshyns

A. MHxattrulannia MHxattsnlinHH Nita attuntunanix
G. MHxatfuniumHa MHzattnitunth Mnxattanninnix
L. Ha MHxatingunmi Ha MHxattminum Ha MHX1litaltillIMHX
D. MHxatralunniosi MHxattminnui MnxaStngununn4
I. 3 MIntatillitillHHHM 3 MHX3.t.ilitillHH 3 Mincattniimununai

2. Noun-like Patterns

MALE FEMALE PLURAL

N. CarninnHa Calm llama Capibrliaan
Mr. Skrypnyk Ms Skrypnyk the Skrypnyks

A. Ciciminkunca Cicrotruntx aquirnivada
G. Ogninfunca explimnuc CKpitranucia
L. Ha CKSTIHHKOBi Ha CKpAIIIIHK Ha CKp}111HBK3X

(Ha CKplininaty)
D. CKpitranucy CK/Ar11111K cKp4nHxxaM
I. 3 CKp11111113KOM 3 Captinkunc 3 CapktinuncamH

N. Meng& No
Mr. Shevchenko Ms Shevchenko the Shevchenkos

A. Illeam&Hca Illeagthrxo Illenn6rocia
G. Illeati6HKa U.lesq6Hxo 1.1.1esmemcia
L. na 11.1eaq6HKosi Ha Illesm6Hxo Ha 11.1ewidHicax
D. Illeamdmosi 1.11esmthnco Illesm6Hxam
1. 3 1.11e1046HKOM 3 11.1e104611K0 3 1170114111Calint
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Appendix VI: The Deckesion of Pronouns

APPENDIX VI: THE DECLENSION OF PRONOUNS

BIAMIHIOBAH1131 3AtiMEHHHICIB

(A) PERSONAL PRONOUNS - Oco66a1 sakmannuce

Singular °Amnia

N. a TH Bono mug
I you he au she

A. + G. mend -read flora fiord
A. + G.
(after
preposition)

(ito) mdite (Ao) I'd 6e (Ao) mar° ( Ao) Hbdro (Om) H61

L. tia mditi Ha Todi Ha ithomy Ha HbdMy Ha Nig
D. menf To61 fio4 Rom), itt
I. mHdio To6dto HHM HHM 1160

Plural 111monuma

N. !KR BH scent
we you they

A. + G. Bac sac ix

L. Ha Hdc Ha Bik Ha Hgx
D. Ham aam iM

I. HAM Sam HAHH

N.
A.
G.
L.
D.
I.

(B) REFLEXIVE PRONOUN - 3aop6Tindi %abiding=

no nominative form
ce66 (Ha c66e)
ce66 (y c66e)
Ha co6f
co6f
co6dio

Oneself (for all genders)
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Appendix VI: The Declension of Pronouns

(C) INTERROGATIVE PRONOUNS IId *Minimum'
N. Xro? Illo? Caciabica?

Who? What? How many ?; How mach?
A. Korb Ego adman
after prep. Ha Koro
G. Korb moro acimac6x
after prep. y Koko y mar°
L. Ha K6my Ha tiomy Ha CKiJILK6X
D. Komy Itomy CKi.111)1(6/4
I. KIM RID4 CKLIIIA01411

What? (m) object (n) object (f) object (p1) objects
Which?

N. Bice? wet? Ina
A. inanim. Amin 5IK6 JIKY Ala
A. animate Alcor° AlCd AK)/ MAX
G. SiKeITO StiC6r0 Ric& mutt
L. ha smomy Ha smomy Ha mitt Ha mutt
D. SIK6My stx.omy matt SIKAM
I. SIKIIM SWIM SIK610 Aido414

Whose? (m) object (n) object (f) object (p1) objects

%JEER gni misf Riff
A. inanim. mtiti %id 'nub qH1
A. animate witoro %nit limb %mix
G. gHttaro tudisko mild tax
L. Ha tudidmy Ha igHttamy Ha gait Ha %tu4 x

D.
(mHemy, Iliiim)
wittomy

('Hilly, %am)
glittamy tan .,

4Him
I. tam gm& mildlo mitiitH

2.?3
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Appendix VI: The Dxlension of Pronouns

Which?
(ordinal)

(m) object (n) object (f) object (p1) objects

N. Ko TOM }ca rpi? wipe KOTpf?
A. inanim. Ko TOR Ko TO Ko TO Karpf
A. animate KoTp6ro KoTpd Ko TO Ito nit(
G. KoTp6ro Ko Tp6ro Karp& Ko Tpilx
L. Ha KoTp6my Ha KoTp6my Ha KoTpftt Ha KOTplix

(KOTpfM) (KoTpfm)
D. xoTpomy KoTp6my Ko Tpftt KOTOM
I. myrpfim KoTpilm KoTp6t0 Kcapittat

(D) DEMONSTRATIVE PRONOUNS BKa3iBlif sate

This (m) object (n) object (f) object (pi) objects
N. mit ue AR 1:6
A. inanim. tten ye um ui

A. animate ybor6 ue WO wix
A. after prep. Ha ub6ro
G. ubor6 ubor6 Ida wix
G. after prep. y ub6ro y ub6ro
L. Ha ub6my (uim) Ha ub6my (ujm) Ha gift Ha roix
D. uhomy Hbomy uitt IAHM

I. lUAM WM uidio Opus

That Tott Te Ta Ti
A. inanim. i on Te Ty Ti

A. animate 'Toro Te Ty TM
A. after prep. Ha Toro
G. Toro Toro 'rid (TO THX
G. after prep. y Toro y Toro

L. Ta Tomy Ta Tomy Ha Tilt Ha THX
(Ha TIM) (Ha TIM)

D. TONY TOM) TItt THM

I. THM THM Ti d10 (T610) TI MH
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(E) POSSESSIVE PRONOUNS Il a d aalbalannuaa

My (m) object (n) object (f) object (pl) objects
Mine

N. mitt mod MOif mot4

A. inanim. mitt Moe mok MOl
A. animate mord mod mot. moix
G. mord mord mod max
L. Ha moemy Ha MOeMy Ha moftt Ha max

(mofm) (mofm)
D.
I.

moemy,
mom

moemy
mofm

moitt
P40g10

MOIM

MAUI

You / Yours
(singular owner)

N. mitt Tisoi Trawl Tad
A. inanim. mite mod most Tad
A. animate
G.

mord
moro

mod
mord

TEO
Trod

TBOI4 Xl
TBOIX

L. Ha TBOeMy Ha moeMy Ha Tsoitt Ha TS017/
(radfm) (maw()

D. Tacoemy modzity Twill Tsoim
1. Tao& Tao& TB0g10 noitat

his (all types of objects: (m), (n), (f); (pp] = itord does not decline

Her I Hers [all types of objects: (m), (n), (t);(p1)] = if does not decline
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Appendix VI: The Declension of Pronouns

Our / Ours (m) object (n) object (f) object (p1) objects

N. HAM usime lama mind
A. inanim. Ham Haute minty Hami
A. animate HillIOTO name flinty
G. HALUOTO Hamoro H HaWHX
L. Ha Hdmomy Ha Hill10My Ha Hituitt HA iiiIIIHA

(Ha ildmim) (Ha Hamim)
I). Hammy Hamomy "dung HaWHM
I. Hamm Hill1010 ligilliD4H

Your / Yours
(plural owner)

N. nam same Hama natal
A. inanim. earn name savvy Bami
A. animate siworo edam namy admix
G. Minor° alma) namoi sauna
L. iia aiwomy Ha 'dummy Ha namitt Ha Blumx

(Ha silwim) (Ha admii4)
D. slummy altwomy Malin BalThia4
I. eiumm agumm BaU010 BaLHHMH

Their / Theirs

N.
A. inanim.
A. animate
G.

L.

D.
I.

foal
mitt
ifxHboro
ixHboro

Ha 1XHbOMy

(Ha ixHim)
1XHbOMy

IXH1M

tale
leXtie

Utile
linibOr 0

Ha txmomy
(Ha 'Unix)
1XHbOMy

fXHiM

1XHA

1X1110

1XHIO

1XHLO1

.Ha mutt

ixmit&ism

1XHI

1XH1

&lib(
rxHixi

Ha&nix

1XH114
I
ILXH1MH
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Appendix VI: The Declension of Pronouns

(F) OTHER PRONOUNS haul 3aabaimeezia

Entire (m) object (n) object (f) object (p1) object
Whole

N. yadcb (Batch) ycd (xi) yof (Bea) ycf (ad)t . i::: -..tm. ya6ch Yd yob Yci
A. aaim. ycbdro Ya yob ycix
A. after prep. Ha acbdro
G. achora acbord acid BCIX

G. after :,;i.,,f, ylo acbdro
L. --ia schomy Ha acbamy Ha Kin Ha acfx

(acim) (BciM)
f) acbomy achomy wilt Beim
I. acim acim acidic) BCiMa

N. nixT6 itilq6
no one, nobody nothing

A. Hixdro Rigor()
A. with prep. Hi Ha it6ro Hi Ha Igo
G. Hilcoro Himoro
G. with prep. Hi a Koro Hi AO Rik°
L. Hi Ha K6My (KiM) Hi Ha ROMy (RiM)
D. Hficomy Himomy
I. Hixtim Hignim
I. with prep. Hi 3 KAM Hi 3 RAM
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APPENDIX VII:THE DECLENSION OF ADJECTIVES

BIAMMIOBAHHA

Hard stem Tsepji wawa

Big masculine neuter feminine plural
Large

N. ne.milicidi smarm Bemixa
A. inanim. BenilicHtt, ae.rulice Benilicy Benilici,
A. animate Benilicoro Benilice Bentlxy wail=
G. Be..1111KOTO Benthcoro BellAKOI Benton(
L. Ha nemitcomy Ha ue.nilicomy Ha Benthcitt Ha BethICHI

(aenilicim) (Benilxim)
D. Benilicomy ne.rulKomy aenilKitt BellAKHM
I. BeJILIKIDI aengicam ge.,TIAK010 BeJLAKLUM

Soft stern M'rorg ocudBa

dark blue
N. ainiii able Gird
A. inanim. cilia CAM C111110 milli
A. anim. cilinporo ante chino cintix
G. CIIHb0F0 cilmoro cilmoi cilitix
L. Ha cilmomy Ha cAHLomy Ha eta Ha ciliiix

(ciliiim) (cilitim)
D. cilHbomy cAlibomy cfiiiiit minim
I. ciiiiim C111.1:61 C111110310 CgiiiMil

Note: All adjectival surnames (e.g., Tpymeacraclift, rpeurarraft, Kpymeabithubruitt,
Xme.Tuarmuukutt, etc.) follow the pattern of masculine, feminine and plural hard-stem
adjectives. In Ukrainian there are no surnames that follow the pattern of soft-stem
adjectives.
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Appendix VIM TM Deckagion of Numerals

APPENDIX VIM: THE DECLENSION OF NUMERALS

BIAMDHOBAHH2 THICJIMHHICJE

(A) CARDINAL NUMERALS IN THE NOMINATIVE CASE:

0 HyAb / 340

01. onitH On)
01. onmi (f)

02. ABA (m)
02 nni (f)
03. TpH
04. Hcrrilpti
05. n'ATt,
06. Mien
07. cim
08. afciP4

21. mutzu,sah mum (m)
21. Astruums 0Alig (f)

22. imilmorrb Ana (m)
22. ABIMARrb Ath (f)
23. mulAusiTb Tpx
24. AlitimulTb MOAN
25. mannsab n'grb
26. AllaALUITb micro
27. Asawkr11. ciM
28. nallnwrrb afcim

09. Adn'SITb 29. ANUWATI, it6B9Alb

10. n6c2n.
11. mmHg/limb
12. nsaminurrt.
13. TpHHAAHATb

14. HOTHpHiAlUITIr

15. n'smulAnstis
16. IlliCTRtagliTb
17. cimmintorrh
18. BiCited,31Urrb
19. /tea' saminnkrb
20. Anannwrb

30. Tplinnkrb
40. copoH
50. n'srrneesfT
60. miernear
70. eimneesIT
80. aicimneekr

90. itea'AH6cro
90. nes'ATiteesa

Numbers above 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, 100, 1000 follow the pattern of 21, 22, etc.
100, cro 500. n'graST ilk:ma (1,000)
200. AnfcTi 600. wicrcdr minatou (1,000,000)
300. TO= 700. cimeor
400. Hortnieta etc.
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Appendix VIII: The Declension of Numerals

(B) THE DECLENSION OF CARDINAL NUMERALS

One (m) object (n) object (f) object (pl) objects

N. omtu oxate mud owl(
A. inanim. oat! 0A116 Owig mud
A. animate on,Hor6 oAH6 onHy =fix

G. (worts 0AH6 mild omit(
mud

L. Ha onH6my Ha =Homy Ha °ma Ha ownlx
(Ha owl fm) (Ha owifm)

D. omomy omotig mufti oxpigm
1. °Arnim Oxigm cmidio caunbat

Two (in) objects (f) objects

N. ABil Atli
A. inanimate ABa ABi

A. animate ABox nHox
G. ABox naox
L. Ha na6x Ha AE6x

D. ABc04 mom
I. naomg mobul

Three, Four (3) all objects (4) all objects

N. TpH goTilpit
A. inanimate TPH morktpx
A. animate TpbOX marupbdx

G. ipbox %lamb&
L. Ha Tpb6x Ha %wimp&
D. TpbOM mompbobt

1. Tpb0H4 Manipma
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Five, Six, Seven, Eight: all objects

N. (5) n' nine (6) adcis (7) dm (8) skim
A. inanimate n'xrb mien, Ci/4 skim
A. animate n'srrt.6x micrbox cimax skim&

G. n'Arbox / micrbOx / cim6x / nicbm6x
mem* cant mama

L. Ha n'srrbox Ha micrbox Ha cimax Ha n1cbm6x
D. n'irri.6m ruic-rh6m CiM6M a1chm6m
I. n'ATI,Ma uncrbmi cimoma B1C1440Ma

Note: numbers 9 through 20, and number 30 follow the pattern of number 5.

N.

A. i n an im.
A. animate
G.

L.
D.
I.

(50) n'srAecifT (40) cdpoK (100) cro
[pattern for 60,70, 80]
n'srrnecsir c6poic CTO

n'irrilecwrbox copox CTO

n'ArnecArbox /
n'SITACCATII

copoxi cra

Ha ll'ATAeCtITIASX Ha copoxi Ha era
n'srrnecArb6m copoxi era
n'Arnecirrbmi copoxma croma

N. (200) Anfcri (300) rpikra (400) cuvMpucra (500) n'irrcen.
[pattern for 600
through 900]

A. nalcri Tinton 40T1pliCra n'irrchT
G. ABOX COT TpbOX COT morupb6x COT n'ant COT /

n'andx COT
L. na ABOX crax Hii TpbOX crax Ha gorupbox Ha n'sra

crax crax
D. naom cram ipbom cram garHpb6m cram n'Arb6m cram
I. naomg cram rphomi cram mompmst cram n'grbmst crams
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(C) THE DECLENSION OF ORDINAL NUMERALS

Hard-Stem Pattern:

N. ndpundi nepme arena ndpuii
first (m) first (n) first (1) fist (PO

A. inanim. neptuHtt ndpme nepmy ndpmi
A. animate ndputoro nip= ndpmy nepmxx

G. ndputoro ndpatoro neptuoi n6puntx

L. Ha ridpummy Ha Hiputomy Ha neputift Ha n6puntx

D. ndpwomy ndptuomy nipmitt nepunot

I. ndput HM ndpunot ammo ndpunont

Soft-Stem Pattern:

N. TpeTitt 'Mew TPeTs1 TP614
third (n) third (n) third (I) third (pi)

A. inanim. Tperitt Tpere Tpdvi 'Teri
A. animate TpeTboro TP6re Tp&no ip6rix

G. Tpd-rboro Tp6rboro ip6rboi IpiTiX

L. Ha TpeTbOM y Ha wertzmy Ha Tperiti Ha Tperix

D. Tp-rhomy Tpe-momy Tperitt Tp6Tim

I. VeTim Tpd-rim TpaTboto Tperim
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APPENDIX IX: THE CONJUGATION OF VERBS

BIAMMIOBAHHA LUCCJHB

(A) CONJUGATION OF PERFECTIVE VERBS
WHOSE STEMS DIFFER FROM STEM OF IMPERFECTIVE COUNTERPARTS.

Infinitive Past tense 3rd- pl. future Future tense

to take:
y351TH yasia nfnburrh B13144)1 afsatemo

y331J1a B13144e111 Bismere
y331J16 slum

to excuse:
uti6ammt ml6axus ntlfururrb in16alty 16aInsto

aii6amitna ati6alnint akidaqtrre
ati5atnt.no ailbamtub
ati6aIntrut

to answer:
ai ;monis siimOsimiTh BiArionfm aiAnonim6
aiitnonind Bimonicti aittnosicre
Binnosino Bimodal.
nianoairni

to organize:
a.rianuTynaTH anaurlyaas BMW TirfOrb anatu-rPo anaurremo

an aunyain a anaurrienz mattrtlere
anaLuTyaino anaurtle
allaillTyBillH

to get,
to obtain:

ic-rtim Aicr4B itiersiniym AicnIny iticrinemo
Aierina Aicrattent gicratnere
nicrino tactile
ttictirut
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to help:
Aonox6rni Aonomfr Aollomaxyrb Aonomoxy ilonotabicemo

Aonomonna Aonomoxeux Aoriomozeie
ilonomonno itonomeme
A011011401"JUI

to translate:
nepetudent nepeicnis nepeicamtm nepommy nepocnaAemo

nepeKnina nepeicnaam nepeKnaixeli
nepocnino nepexnaa
nepemirm

to repeat:
nowropkra nowropla nosT6pErb nosTopio nowntreimo

noirropina nowr6plin1 nonturre
nob ropino no rropm
nowropiimi

to master:
mingstru BAB:MB

stiBtutna
BlIBMHJI0

11111141111H

UtiligaTb BlIBTry

iihr111111 Ribrurre
thwirrb

to find:
3H anal& 3HTb 3Hati4 3HeilleM0
3fialtumi 3H3tigem udittlere
mamma meow
matitung

to finish:
CK1119311111 Cid MUIR

(3aidammt) aciwatta
CKiHMATIO

cadwiam aciugy
athitaku
aciwaim

cicfaqiim6
cithiturd

to open:
BiN4141411 Bimullurn, sixtvilub BiRigH1040

aixamrre
BLEMH11110 BiJrailflb
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to forget:
3a6tni 3a6YEI

3,16)1na

3a6Pio
sa6)Ins

3a6lAyrb 3a63 py 3a6gAemo
satViceill 3a6Plere

to close:
satuuniTH wonsia 3amlH2rb salami) samfautmo

satatmina watts= salifourre
&walks) saniburn.
3WIIIHATIH

to learn:
itaamiTims HaBLIABC2 Hawfuirboi itawlyc2 Haag macs'

tintsinacs HaB1111111C2 Hawnnic2
HaB44.110C5I Hasintrica
Hafnium'

to sit down:
drui cis csigym csud csimmo

dna csiAera care
duo CsiAe

to decide:
luipiuniTH BI3pUUISB Hsipimals luiPiLuY Hapiune 4o

mipiumna wirriunum inipilinire
B} p11 ThIJIO BiSp1IIINIb

inipiununi

to find out:
njuniTHcsi ni3Haac2 gbasboisc2 pi3athocu AimilemocA

ni3HinacH Ai3Haer1c2 itimaereca
Ai3HanocH AL1Haerbcsi

to buy:
KyIINTH )(rub Knnwrb Kyruno Ky1i }n 4o

xyrnia KYITHELI 01 UM
KylninO KTIMTio

xyrnfunt
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to begin:
nogam notida notottrb nomil nowe)46

nomana now6m nolmeT6
nomand nom
ncmamt

to become:
cram clan cranyrb malty cratiemo

Gran mitt= criatere
crino Glitz
cram'

(B) CONJUGATION OF MULTIDIRECTIONAL VERBS

to walk; to attend; to go:
Imperfective - xoptiim, smut x6mns

PAST PRESENT FUTURE
xowla xomtcy xatioto xoarnoty xmirristemo
xomtna xamm XCSANTe xowl-rnmem xozotrusiere
xmatno xamrrb xdjurts xojcariste xoximmyrb
xcinanx .m.=

6yAy (6ygetu...) xoarnt

to walk for a little while; to attend for a little while:
Perfective - noxowint, smut nox6ANTs

PAST
noxoPOB
noxoinim
noxmano
noxwanst

PRESENT FUTURE
noxo,a)KY nox6Ammo
noxdmiill nox6mrre
nox6,turrb noxajazrb
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to travel (by vehicle); to drive:
Imperfective fawn', Bonn fanwrs

PAST PRESENT
I
niqUitY If3A1940

NUM imirre
LiAltrb

iuurnimyImm=
'13rurnime
..... 11114M GM Mi. ,1 11 OP= 1

FUTURE
ianirnimemo
latnnumeintwornotyis

(6)1neui ) flaunt

to travel for a little while; to drive for a little while:
Perfective - notwurrn, aoim 110f3,10177)
PAST PRESENT
noiwia
noi3wina
n013/114J10I
110f3JAI3J114

to run:
Imperfective -

PAST
6fraa
6frana
6frano
6frann

6irarx, BOHM 6frairrn,

PRESENT
6fraio
&ram
6frae

6fraemo
6fraere
6fraiom

to begin running; to leave running:
Perfective - no6fraisi, BOHM no6fraaris

PAST
no6fraa
no6frana
nook ano
no6fralui

PRESENT

no6frae

6fra-nimy
6frarnmern
6fra-nime

(6)cileui

no6fraio
no6frae
no6fraiarb

FUTUREInobrosioI
noiarorre
licif3Asis

FUTURE
6framtemo
61rannien
6franniym

) 6frani

FUTURE
no6fraemo
no6fraere

N.B. All the above multidirectional verbs when made perfective bythe prefix no- indicate a
limitation of time (e.g., din noxo4da= he walked around fora while).
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to go:
Imperfective

PAST
hilt%
iuma
iumo
iumg

Appendix IX: The Coejug,ation of Verbs

(C) CONJUGATION OF UNIDIRECTIONAL VERBS

- iTity SOHO gatlb
PRESENT
iAy Mem6
iatn Mere
IAA iAtrb

to go; to leave:
Perfective nip, BOHM nfAyrb
PAST
niwoa
nitund
I 'hullo

to come; to
Perfective

PAST
riptitiwas
nplittw.na
ripitthwia
npfittuuni

PRESENT

FUTURE
inUty
infix=
inb4e

inimemo Gypy itrg

inbityrb

FUTURE
rdilemo

ni.ztem nIpere
dityrb

arrive (on foot):
npattni, somi uplittars

PRESENT FUTURE
npidt npagemo

np(dUteru ninftere
npstkte nP

to drive; to go by car; to ride:
Imperfective harm, BOHR tars
PAST
ixas
ixanm
ixano
ixarui

PRESENT
my
mew
me

memo
iitere

FUTURE
mammy ixansiemo 6yity ixaTH
ixammew ixammere&snow

to drive off; to leave (by means of any vehicle):
Perfective - =firm, BOHM nofaym

PAST
noixas
noixana
tioixano
IBA& Mt

PRESENT

IXBIMMyTb

FUTURE
noipy
nouteut mamanofile

notityrb
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to run:
Imperfective

PAST
6ir
61r.na
61r.na

- 6frrn, BOHH Gbilialls

PRESENT
6i)Kg 6blutm6
6bK1.1111 6biurri
6ixitrb 6ixtrb

FUTURE
6irrin4y 6irnme10 6jity6fr-rn
6frnotetu 6irno4ere
6frivi4e arnotyls

to take off running; to leave (running):
Perfective- no6frni, Bonn no6imsirs

PAST
no6ir
no61r.na
no6irsto
no61r.nH

PRESENT FUTURE
no6ixy no6ixon,v6
no6banz no6imirri
no6iAutts no6ixakts

N.B. All the above unidirectional verbs, when made perfective by the prefixxi- / ,to-, do not
imply a limitation of time; instead they signal a completed departure (e.g., em niudeit he went
/ left). On the other hand, when they are made perfective by the prefix npR -; they signal arrival
(e.g., airs npliamde = he came on foot; emu nputxae = he arrived by vehicle; aim npub(z= he
came running).

(D) UNIDIRECTIONAL VERBS OF "CARRYING"

to carry in one's arms:
Hecril, BOHM He CiTb

PAST
I. !tic

ltecna
Hec...no

Hecnti

PRESENT FUTURE
meg
necdui
need
necemti
Heceri
HeC)1Tb

to take off with carrying in one's arms:

P . nottic
nottecna
nonecnti

not tecnti

6yny (etc.) + necrti

nonecy
notecdui
noHecd
nonecem6
TIOHCCerd

nottecy.rb
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to transport, to carry by vehicle:
sews' I BOHM Ile3)111,

PAST PRESENT FUTURE

I . 813 se3Y 6my (etc.) + semi
Beard se36zu
Beano se36

se3e)46
semil se3e're

seVrri,

P . 110143 (etc.) noae3y (etc.)

(E) MULTIDIRECTIONAL VERBS OF "CARRYING"

to carry in one's arms:
110CATH, EOM H6CMIS

PAST PRESENT FUTURE

I . IIOCAB HOL14 6yEly HOC*111
lumina neocian (etc.)
liootrio Hoorn.

Hamm°
!maim sawn

Worm

P . nollocits nosolug, now5cmuz...
(etc.) (etc.)
[for a little while] [for a little while]

to transport, to carry by vehicle:
1303ATI1, BOHN B63.1111b

PAST PRESENT FUTURE

I. 130311B so2sg 6yAy somtrli
soatna 136311111 (etc.)
B034110 B63irrl.

B631040
110341114 B63ifIV

stkurn,

P . nosoula
(etc.)
[for a little a while]

nososq, nos631m..
(etc.)
[for a little while]
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APPENDIX X: TOPICAL VOCABULARYLISTS
TEMATWIHI CJIOBHWIKR

(A) Kamm:lap Calendar
1. Miami p6Ky Months of the Year

clx-with January
moniti February
6dpe3eHb March
KB(TeHb April
TO Bemb May
lidpBeHb June
minem, July
cepneHb August
Bdpeceim September
)105BTeHb October
mc-ronAll November
rpyLkeHb December

2. 11Spn poicy The Seasons

3mma winter
BecHa spring
Afro summer
Ocillb autumn

iB) Ko.rn.opti Colors

61.allti white
6.namlinniti light blue
6poH36sHii bronze
Acairrnti yellow
3enemiti green
30JIOTIlri gold
Kopillmemitt brown
nomaparrimemti orange
nypnypdButi purple
powdmiti rose; pink
cthiitt dark blue
cipmit grey
cpf6HHA silver
Tdm HoAoSsniti dark yellow
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4eps6Huti red
trapuutt black
43itincomig violet
sicuo-3e.nauft light green

(C) Kpatut csiTy Countries of the World

Ascrpinisi Australia
AHraisi England
AcbraHicTau Afganistan
Binopycb Byelorus'
Bonrapisi Bulgaria
B'ETHam Vietnam
Fonnamisi Holland
1-peiAi 51 Greece
Fpy3i A Georgia
gardisi Denmark
ECTolii Si Estonia
I3painb Israel
IIMAHAlli Ireland
Icnatiisi Spain
Frani31 Italy
KaHaAa Canada
Kwrati China
JlaTBi Si Latvia
Jlirrsa Lithuania
Mexcixa Mexico
MonTh6Ba Moldova
Himetituma Germany
Hopserisi Norway
Ilepy Peru
116nbuka Poland
Pocf 51 Russia
Pymyui 51 Romania
Cdp6i2 Serbia
Cnonytteui
Illrani
Amepuxii United States of America
Typdtma Turkey
Yropuuma Hungary
Ye.nbc Wales
Yxpaum Ukraine
(Diansiugill Finland
(Dpauuisi France
XopsaTi31 Croatia
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Mexocnosatmula
1.11BettgapiA
IllBdgisi
1110TJIallfthi
10roc.na.Bisi
51n6Hist

(D) Hpe Ardent Subjects

anre6pa
acTpoH6mi2
6ionorisi
6f3Hec
reorpacbisi
reo.norisi
reomelpist
reockfmca
ecTdTmca
icT6piA
JliHrBiCTHKa
.niTepaTypa
noriica
maTemaTmca
memm,}1Ha
neitar6riica
HpHp0)103HaBCTBO
HCHX0-116ri51
itapmalconaria
4:113inca

lopncnpyaintisi

Czechoslovakia
Switzerland
Sweden
Scotland
Yugoslavia
Japan

algebra
astronomy
biology
business
geography
geology
geometry
geophysics
esthetics
history
linguisics
literature
logic
mathematics
medicine
education
natural sciences
psychology
pharmacy
physics
chemistry
jurisprudence

(E) aim The Dwelling

6ainc6H balcony
Baima Kim:14ra bathroom
BiKH6 window
BiTillbH.S1 living-room
;lax roof
ABepi door
AHTSitla Kim Han children's room
111111bH2 dining-room
Komipica storage shed
Kopm 6p hallway
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KgXHA
Ka6iH6T
Kopluxop
nix:tan
Hinnora
nosepx
nocymmitilica
Hpd.rma manutHa
CrlanbH2
Clre.1151

c-riHd
cyuninbHa maualua
cx6AH
TyaneT
xonominbHmc
urropa

(F) Me 6.ni Furniture

il3epicano
Kaudna

Komdg
Kpicno

imams'
c-rien
cTinem.
macipa

Appendix X: Topical Vocabulary Lists

kitchen
office
hallway
basement
floor (as in wooden floor)
floor (as in first floor)
dishwasher
washer
bedroom
ceiling
wall
dryer
stairs
toilet room
refrigerator
curtain

mirror
sofa
chest
arm chair, easy chair
bed
shelf
table
chair
cupboard

(G) Mac Wain Tina Parts of the Body

6p6BH
Bii
Bonaccsi
By/ea
syc-rd
Byxo
ronosa
ropno
3y6
Konitio
.ffereHsi
mono
mipKa
Hord

eyebrows
eyelashes
hair
mustache
lips
ear
head
throat
tooth
knee
lung
forehead
kidney
foot; leg
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6K0, oqi
nettima
nnetie
nontrunkm
pOT
PYKA
crania
cryrnisi
Tin°
Ty.ny6
un151
mnyxoK
51311K

1) Poruilia The Family

6d6a
6aTbK0
6a-rmul
6pa-r
Ai A
J1Bolopiluffiti 6paT
mokpiittia cecTpa
=Inca
App labia
ftsfAmco, synico
/151/114Ha

3ATb
Ky36H, icy 3}1inca
Nifty'
HeISICTKa
oxylc, oHyNa
madmimmx.
rinemimunui

cadKop
csexpYxa
cecTpa
CHH
TCCTb
Tema
Tinca
40J10BIK

eye, eyes
liver
shoulder
nape of the neck
mouth
hand, arm
back
foot
body
trunk of a body
neck
stomach
tongue

grandmother
father
parents (father and mother)
brother
grandfather
male cousin
female cousin
daughter
wife
uncle
uncle's wife
son-in-law
cousin (m), (f)
mother
daughter-in-law
grandson, granddaughter
nephew
niece
relatives
father-in-law (husband's father)
mother-in-law (husband's mother)
sister
son
father-in-law (wife's father)
mother-in-law (wife's mother)
aunt
husband
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avgwrn Fruits

a6pHx6c apricot
aHaHac pineapple
rpYma pear
nepcmc peach
c.rniva plum
s16.nyKo apple

°Bold Vegetables

6ypsiK beet
rap6g3 punkin
M6pKBa carrot
HH6g.rut onion
tiacHAK garlic

M'slco Meat

6apAmma lamb
KypsiTma chicken
CBMIIIHa pork
TensiTHHa veal
51-TIOBINHHa beef

13116a Fish

Kapach crucian
Kapott carp
nocach salmon
ci3oPenb trout
utyKa pike

Mo.ruSznd Dairy
npogyinm Products

Bepunui cream
Keitip kefir
macno butter
monoKa milk
cHp cheese
cme-raua sour cream
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J) O1 sir i 'Clothing and Footwear

6.1n453}ca blouse
Acaxe-r jacket
xanenthx hat
xpaad-rica tie
nigna copodonm nightgown
naJlbT6 winter coat
nantioxil stockings
nixama pyjamas
mum cloak, raincoat
cae-rp sweater
copoinm shirt
cniTunlus" skirt
CHIj2HA 6inii3na underwear
CYKHA dress
xand-r robe
4660-rn boots
uncapn6-rxn socks
urrami pants
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